Lindaman moderates panels depicting youth's outlooks

Dr. Ed Lindaman, Whitworth President, will be moderator for two new television discussion shows, "This Generation," shown on KHQ, Channel 6, at 9:30 p.m., once a month for three or four months, and "Intersect," which can be seen for 13 weeks Mon.-Fri. at 1:00 a.m. on KREM, Channel 2. The premiere show of "This Generation" was Thursday night and is designed to give the viewers an insight into the way teenagers think. Ten high school seniors, four girls and six boys, representing all the high schools in the area will discuss spontaneously the questions prepared by Dr. Lindaman. Last week, guests from a cross section of the Whitworth student body, Cheri Spiering, a prospective P.E. teacher, Joanne Dawson, a music major, Ron McGraw who is interested in the humanities, and Tim Ahern from the science dept., discussed such questions as "What do you think the goals of education should be?" and "What is greatness?". High school students will be looking at America through the eyes of those who have been abroad, Sue Sio Tho, from Bangkok, Thailand, and Yoyoghi Sakato from Tokyo, Japan, Sue Blumhagen, representing Afghanistan and Tim Flick from Spain, lived abroad for several years.

Dr. Lindaman's wish is to bring people of different backgrounds and occupations together, and to discover how their frames of reference affects their outlook on life.

Propane Gas Engine Takes Eighth in Clean Air Race

Backers of the Whitworth College entry in the 1970 Clean Air Car Race were pleased when their car finished eighth in the six-day cross-country race from Boston, Mass., to Pasadena, Calif. There were 42 vehicles entered in the race, most of which were powered by propane gas, with a scattering of steam, electric and conventional gasoline entered by Wayne State University of Detroit. In placing eighth overall, Whitworth finished ahead of such universities as Villanova, Cal Tech, California, Michigan, UCLA and MIT.

Whitworth was the only college or university from the Northwest to enter the race. It was also the smallest school to enter and the only one without an engineering department. Whitworth's entry was a 1970 Ford Maverick donated by Woody's Fordtown and equipped with a pickup stereo engine donated by the Solar Gas Company of Spokane. The car was driven by Robert Axell, Patsy Oakey, Chris Harkness, and George Bohrman, Spokane, both Whitworth students.

The Clean Air Car Race was designed to "create public awareness of the nation's current problems in vehicle technological development and dispel the public misconception as to science's capabilities," according to its promoters. The format of the race was similar to that of an auto rally. The cars drove over a set course with an established set of time to move between checkpoints. However, many other things were taken into consideration, such as the reduction of exhaust emissions, the smoothness of operation, and the economical feasibility of each entry. The amount of exhaust emission was measured at the beginning and at the end of the race by a computer.

Copies are now available for five dollars in the Public Relations office and will soon be on sale in the HUB Bookstore.

Gunderson selects fall play leads

Lead characters for the fall play, "Hadrian the Seventh," have been announced by director Albert C. Gunderson. David Johnstone was selected to play Hadrian, a very unconventional priest. Russ Edwards was selected as Tadzuy, a close friend of Hadrian, Jeremiah Sant, who plots against Hadrian, will be played by Bruce Childs. Other characters selected were Doug MacIntyre as Courtleigh, Tyne Ford as Mrs. Crowe, a very witty woman who runs a boarding house, Rick Rolfe as George Arthur Race and Anna Stedman as Agnes, a maid. Also in the play are Herb Lynch, Mike Sacco, Steve Sams, Scott Nelson, and Steve Brock.

Propane Gas Engine Takes Eighth in Clean Air Race
Year of commitment

It took us until 1973 to turn the Whittell student body into a residence community. The commitment he made to Whitworth College and to Jesus Christ is the kind of commitment that deserves the evaluation and support of students and members of the community.

What better time could have been chosen for the completion of the first year of this commitment than the time we are now experiencing? We are now in a state of constant renewal. We would like to comment on one of the new administration, Mr. Walter Oliver, for his commitment to Whitworth College.

We are impelled both by our spiritual perspectives and by our concern for the world to work toward a solution of problems related to the rights and opportunities of minority peoples. In recent years there has been a significant attempt to add to both student and staff persons of diverse racial and socio-economic backgrounds. On the campus the special issues have been faced squarely.

To expedite the effort, Mr. Wangsness is now being appointed as [fielding name not legible]. As an interested and committed student, he must be in a position to express the feelings and thoughts of minorities and to interpret the administrative position to them. As an administrator, he will have a significant role in planning college political decisions, helping to make sure that the rights and interests of minority persons are understood and honored. As an administration officer he will actively engage in describing Whitworth to a greater diversity of people, and he will recruit students - minority persons and others - who are interested in and qualified for a Whitworth college education.

We anticipate greater understanding and standing among community leaders and others - among ourselves and for the future. These are invaluable aids to the solution of all the critical issues before our nation and our world.

C. J. Simpson
Pro. Vice President

Student praises revised policies

Dear Editor,

I would like to address a two-part letter to two different groups of Whittellians. It has come to our attention that there is a growing body of students who are not in favor of the new policies that have been implemented on campus. It is our desire to express our views through the editor of this newspaper and hope that we can reach an understanding.

Firstly, a letter of appreciation to the administration. We students have given rise to these policies, and we are grateful for the opportunity to express our opinions. Our concern is not with the administration and student body, but with the mandatory dress code and weekly co-ed dormitory visitation. We have found the consent that all these policies are available to us. Here is where the letter of understanding comes in. We feel that an appreciation must be given to the administration for adopting these policies in the college's best interest. Now, there is an utmost belief that the administration's decision is based on the students rather than personally benefiting back on of the factors involved.

So, we have set up these policies for us, but with a personal understanding added to it. And here is where the second part of my epistle comes in - letter of caution to the student body. We must realize that this is the first time we have been faced with these policies. The responsibility is to be taken seriously, and we must be aware of the importance of the new rules. By following these rules, we can ensure a better environment for all students.

Gary Hessell
Alder Dorm
Panthers break black image

by James Minor

A group that is trying to do something for black people; or
a group of gun happy thugs out to bring down order. The
Panthers in recent weeks have been involved in a number of
shoot-outs with the police
departments across the country.

J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the
FBI, tells us that the
number one threat to America’s
security is the Black Panther
Party for self-defense. Why is
this group relatively unknown
and feared without a ‘‘bad
nigger’’ community, their
enemies bringing them up to
be subversive, so as to not
incur the one fear of the slave master and other whites was the ‘‘bad
nigger’’. The one who wouldn’t
take the chains or the whip, the
one who would assault himself as
a man. The punishment for this
assertion was always the same,
death. As years went on white society continually kept down
deciding of black men have lived
and died without a ‘‘bad
nigger’’ community, their
enemies bringing them up to
be subversive, so as to not
incur the one fear of the slave master and other whites was the ‘‘bad
nigger’’. The one who wouldn’t
take the chains or the whip, the
one who would assault himself as
a man. The punishment for this
assertion was always the same,
death. As years went on white society continually kept down

No more: ASWC President isn’t ashamed

In a celebration of community, I spoke with a group of
students and others about some commitments in my
life. The next day in conversation I spoke of many of the
same things, and dedicated this year as the year of commitment, for myself, for student government,
and hopefully for each one of us, and all of us together. Then, I
noticed this cartoon in the student newspaper of Pacific Lutheran . . .

I write this now to say no, I have not been misrepresented. Being
ASWC President will not keep me from declaring my commitment to
Jesus Christ, or to anything else. Neither will being at Whitworth College prevent it. Neither will fear of turning people off prevent it. I
have been afraid and uncommitted for too long, I am so much more
afraid.

So what does this mean? Does being a committed Christian mean
coming conservative? Isn’t that what ‘‘Christian’’ means—‘‘con-
servative’’? Answer these questions for yourselves by looking at
Jesus Christ. He was one of the most radical reformers of all history.
That is not a contradiction. Unapologetically Christian is more in
dividual freedom than perhaps any liberal know that. ‘‘Man, I’m
not conservative.’’

Being committed to Christ means to me being alive to Christ, to the
world and to everything in it. A good friend of mine wrote to me recently, “Today is the first day of the rest of your
life — but does what it matter if today is like all the yester-
days?” Being committed means being alive to every day as a new
day. And each new day offers new opportunities to stand up, not to
be satisfied in something called faith or trust, as valid as they
were.

No Embarrassment

And so I will not hang my head in embarrassment when Jesus
Christ is mentioned. I will not hang my head when I think the
strengths of this college are wrong, or when I think the administra-
tion is, or when I think the faculty or any academic department in,
or when I think the students are. I will speak out. Student govern-
ment will speak out.

What we must guard against is blind commitment on any matter.
As much as anything, we must be committed to openness. Blind
commitments may be dangerous and deceptive than no commitment at all. So I will try to talk with anyone, anytime,
anywhere, about anything. This ASWC President will not hide in a
corner and wait before he hides himself. It has been ten years,
and the Panther Party for self-defense has resulted in the
effect on the Panthers by a police
department, resembles with every
attack, the black people of this
country living within among them and as more come to this realization, true revolution can be the result.

Viet veteran re-examines look on war and American policies

by Tim Lickness

It is time for all of us to take a close look at our in-
volvement in Vietnam and re-
examine our position concern-
ing it. It might be of some
help if we ask ourselves the
facts of American government
and its foreign policies.

Most would agree that the role
of the government is to provide
peace, tranquility, harmony, and a good standard of living
within the boundaries of the nation. In the United States, because
of our background in the Jude-
Christian tradition, we have
chosen to help other countries
of less strength and ability to
achieve those same goals with
in some sort of democratic
government. Americans have
longer believed in a sort of
self-defense, with the threat of military intervention on our
part would cause nearly any
lessen country to come into our
arms. Certainly, if we carry
through with our threats and
send troops, we would most likely
rise in rebellion. That re-
bellion is manifesting itself in
the form of the Black Panther
Party for self-defense.

Extreme ‘‘Bad Nigger’’

You see the Panther Party
represents to white society, the
superior example of the ‘‘bad
nigger’’. For five hundred years, black people have lived in fear.
The fear of a man who knows he cannot protect his family, the
fear of the woman who watches
her children grow up in shame.
The fear of knowing you have
right to the fear of knowing that
arrest, the police wanted to
knock in your door and rob or
even kill you, they could do it
and not one thing would be said
about it. With the advent of
the Panthers, the black colony
had hope, something white society had never had. The black
people running around, next thing you know they will want to live next
to their white neighbors. White society once again had to rush to
the rescue, in the form of police department, in the same way we
admittedly threatened the Panthers. In an attempt, which is obvious
to anyone with eyes, to com-
pletely wipe out the party. Yet it
is the Panthers who are regarded
as the threat. The threat to the
nation’s security. And they are
a threat to security, all those
who feel secure because black
people are in their place, or the
security of those who maintain
and get rich off this nation’s
black colonies, from the dope pusher to the store pusher
who, for cheaper goods, so the landlord who is never there except
to collect the rent.

If you don’t fall into one of these categories you can feel secure.
But next time you read a story of how a black man has been killed
in the HUB Office, remember with every
attack, the black people of this
country living within among them and as more come to this realization, true revolution can be the result.

COME VISIT YOUR TRAVEL CENTER
AT THE HUB

Operated by
AIR — SEA — LAND

The Complete Travel Service

No trip too far — No trip too near
Hours: 11:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Monday — Wednesday — Friday
For information after hours use the black phone at
the counter for direct line service to the main office.
Mr. Walter Oliver occupies the new office of Administrator in Minority Affairs at Whitworth. Walt's own goal is to help whenever he can in efforts to bridge communication gaps.

Out of my mind
by Dr. Dascas Ferguson

Life Styles

There is a lot of talk these days about the life styles. The question which has crossed my mind recently is whether there is a life style which is distinctly Christian. Is there a pattern of life in which Jesus was that he was filled with grace and truth?

It seems to me that the pattern of a life style is to be found in Jesus, and the remarkable thing about Jesus was that he never set up conditions which must be met before it makes contact. It does not insist on loveliness and intelligence before it reaches out. Grace freely receives all who come its way.

Further, grace means responsibility, doing something for those around us. Grace is more than feeling, more than sympathy but acting on our insights, doing something about a situation.

Finally, grace means self-giving, the extension of ourselves into the lives of others. Grace reaches out in openness and honesty to make contact with the other person.

The Quality of Truth

Jesus had the quality of grace in his life style. But he was also full of truth. Both are equally important, for grace without truth could easily degenerate into a weak sentimentality, and truth without grace can be cold and indifferent.

The description of Jesus as being full of truth has at least two implications. First, Jesus was a true person. He had the integration of personality and spirituality of character which let him off as an authentic human being. Jesus lived the truth; he was a real person, not a phony. He was true and sincere, not plastic.

Second, the statement that Jesus was full of truth implies that he was always truthful, i.e., he was honest; he spoke the truth even against the false. What Jesus said corresponded to reality.
Dr. Winter new academic dean

by Kak Logan

Dr. David Winter, the pioneering academic dean of an experimental college within Michigan State University, responded enthusiastically to a bid to become a member of the Whitworth community. Raised in Southern California, he received his B.A. and M.A. degrees in Anthropology at UCLA, and his Ph.D. in Anthropology and Sociology at Michigan State. His professional specialty is cross-cultural relations. After five years of innovation and change in the experimental college, he has joined the Whitworthian staff as the Dean of Faculty.

Potential Seen

Having known about Whitworth for many years, Dr. Winter is excited by the degree of potential he finds here so ready to be cultivated. His confidence in Whitworth lies in three general areas. Its size is conducive to close student-faculty relationships. He is convinced that a college, as opposed to a large school or university, is the place for undergraduate studies. Universities, he says, cater for the most part, to the graduate students in research and specialized studies.

The new dean also sees much potential in having a personable president who comes from outside the academic world who wants to provide both positive guidance and increased student and faculty responsibility. Possibly most significantly, Dr. Winter thinks that a college should have a “theme” or overriding interest as a group.

Whitworth has that potential in Christianity. Having taught in both state colleges and conservative Christian schools, Dr. Winter finds an openness and freedom within a solid Christian commitment at Whitworth that he has not found in academic institutions elsewhere. This commitment or “theme” can allow students to unite and develop in ways we never could otherwise.

Ideas and plans for re-evaluation of some of the basic academic practices of the college are already being formed by the dean. Committees, comprised of students, faculty, and administration, are where he expects action to take place. He wants this committee work to be very open and public. To avoid polarization between administration and the student and faculty, Dr. Winter wants to be a member rather than chairman of the several committees he now heads.

Future Hopes

There are four initial areas which Dr. Winter hopes to see changed in the near future. He wants to open up the major to allow for a much broader area of study. The Bachelor’s degree, he says, ought to become more generalized having more to do with real world experiences than with professional or vocational training.

He would like to allocate responsible development of individual and personal evaluation. He hopes to get away from methods which always compare students with other students by betes or numbers and tend to polarize students from one another and from faculty.

The dean is also looking forward to more off campus student involvement. Whether it be within the Spokane community or overseas, he claims that reflected experience is worth academic credit.

Aware of the potentialities and problems of Whitworth, Dr. Winter is happy to be a part of our community. Expressing the sentiments of many Whitworthians, he says, “There is no place I would rather be.”
Hugh Campbell, a new, positive force

by John Gaskell

"When it was first suggested to me that I come to Whitworth, my first reaction was one of indifference and not interest."

But these words Hugh Campbell, Whitworth head football coach and former Washington State pass-catching great responded to the question, "Did you come to Whitworth?" Though Campbell was informed he had helped Whitworth is fortunate enough to get him. It is the kind of school that appealed to him as a person and not just a football coach.

Leaves Pro Football

When Campbell was offered the Whitworth job he was playing professional football for the Las Vegas Rough Riders of the Canadian league. He had been a pass catching great and was the team's most valuable player. In 1965, he was one of 13 men to win the Canadian all-pro team. In 1966, he led the team in pass receiving yards and total points scored. Campbell has a career high school record of 1,076 yards and 14 touchdowns. He currently holds five career offensive records including most pass receptions, most yards gained, most TD passes caught, total points scored and most TDs scored.

Campbell is a quiet, humble man who came to Whitworth because of the school's personalized atmosphere and talents. "I wanted to coach a team where the players form a close bond, where the coaching staff works as a team, where the athletic department plays an active role in athletics," he said. Mr. Campbell said he felt Whitworth realized the importance of athletics without over emphasizing them or separating the athletes from the rest of the college community. Mr. Campbell realizes the necessity for a good athletic program to attract men to a college whose role is enrollment going down. But he also said no emphasis on athletics prevents the athlete from gaining the moral integrity that he can.

Mr. Campbell said it was important for him to try to influence the lives of his players. "If the team loses every game and all the players turn out to be bums, I'll feel so bad at all," said Mr. Campbell. He said he would feel fulfilled if his players became active and positive forces in society. "They must not only become good players but good citizens as well," he said.

"What qualifies make a football player? Aside from the obvious physical needs, Mr. Campbell said a football player has to have a certain ability to see and be able to observe. He said it was necessary to have a total team that worked together. "The team is what its members are," he said. "But the biggest single thing is team spirit in his heart."

Football Player Needs Heart

What quality, Mr. Campbell said, make a football player? Aside from the obvious physical needs, Mr. Campbell said a football player has to have a certain ability to see and be able to observe. He said it was necessary to have a total team that worked together. "The team is what its members are," he said. "But the biggest single thing is team spirit in his heart."

Why About Defeat? Mr. Campbell said he is never happy after a loss but that this unhappiness can be expressed in different ways. "If after the game I feel that as a coach I got the boys ready to play, and the boys did what we (the coaches) asked them to do, if they gave a hundred percent, the defeat isn't so bitter. But if you think, 'I'm just too tired to go,' that's when you've really been beaten. So you have to make the team believe that each player is integral to the whole team. There can be no sitting yourself for later plays."

"To be a great athlete is one that he does make an error but will still be in there one hundred percent on the next play. He is not defeated because of one small defeat of the course of the total picture." A divided athlete in one you after making an error is essentially prepared to make two more, according to Mr. Campbell.

As a member of Whitworth College, Mr. Campbell said his immediate goal is to demonstrate a love and life for the school that might be an example to others. He wants to care and see others care. "The advantages of this school are heavily outweighed by the disadvantages, I have no problem selling athletics on what Whitworth really is."

Hugh Campbell has come to a school whose recent football fortunes have been prosaic. But Whitworth is revitalizing. The coming of Mr. Campbell in itself testifies to this fact.
Revitalized intramurals set for upcoming season

by Bill Cooverse

Last spring the outlook for the coming year looked bleak, but old sports plus new ones will be on the scene for the guys and gals this year.

Larry Pilcher, a 1962 graduate of Whitworth, is back after eight years of teaching in California. He will head the intramural program and he says "action, with something happening all the time" is the aim for this year. He feels the objective of the program should be "to find a place for everybody."

Pilcher has said that the men and women will have football, basketball, volleyball, softball, and soccer as major intramural sports. The girls will probably play their football games one night a week inside the field. Some new sports that may be on the schedule are golf, badminton, ping pong, chess, pool, and a spring track meet for men and women. A full tennis tournament will also be on the agenda. Those interested should contact Mr. Pilcher in his office in the gym.

In last Saturday's intramural action, Town whipped Harrison, last year's defending champions, by a score of 16-0. John Scott threw a TD pass and scored twice himself. He hit Keutnerik and Blinn for two TD's apiece. Malmestrid edged an improved Goodwill team by a score of 6-4. Tomlinson hit Lightjohn for a 50-yard strike in that game.

In other action, Washington slipped by Knox in sudden death a score of 10-8. After being down 6-0, Knox stormed back to take the lead 8-6. Washington scored with a few minutes remaining, and then won on a Dashikill to Caulston pass for five yards in sudden death. Atonio felted to Caulston

It's the real thing. Coke.
Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life—Coca-Cola.
New faculty-staff join Whitworth
College community

Whitworth College has added the names of 33 new faculty and staff members to its roster for the 1970 fall semester, after looking 13 personnel.

New staff members include Dr. Duncan S. Ferguson, Chaplain; David Turner, Admission Counselor; David K. Winter, Academic Dean; Ed L. Heber, Director of Public Relations; and Walter Oliver, Administrator of Minority Affairs.

Track, football, and wrestling instructors are Laurence B. Pachter (M.A.), Jilg 7, Conway (M.Ed.), and Bruce R. Gano (M.A.), respectively.

Foster is an instructor in political science. Sandy Cooperider (P.K), assistant professor in education; and C. H. Sanders (M.A.) in home economics, join Whitworth female faculty members.

Eric Benson (B.A.) will be a modern language instructor, Dr. Clyde B. Mathews assistant professor in education; Lyle W. Moore (M.M.Ed.) will instruct music; and Dan C. Sanford (M.A.) is an instructor in political science.

Dr. Philip Amos will teach one course in psychology and Dr. John W. VanderBeek is an assistant professor of mathematics.

Graduate assistants include Sandra Coop (P.E.), Jeanette Nokes (Art), Foster Walsh (P.E.), Steve Hartl, Philip Ierg, Rod McDonald, and Louis Norris.

Departing faculty members include Mark Lee, J. A. Aboun, Keith Brown, Arnold Pelleur, Rollie Robbins, Paul Kramper, Kenneth Clouse, Al Jacobson, Craig Johnson, and Bo Roberson.

Rod Houts, Len Bachman, and William E. Lof all members who have left Whitworth College for this year.

Psychologists on campus

Dr. Short organizes resident's orientation

The term “resident assistant” is supposed to conjure up a different image for dorm residents this year than it has in previous years.

To equip and prepare the students who would enable them to be seen as friends rather than policemen, resident assistants attended a three-day orientation prior to the beginning of the fall semester.

The orientation organized by Dr. Ronald Short and taking place on the Whitworth campus for the first time this year, was held September 6th, 7th, and 8th.

It employed games and role playing to teach communication skills and small group discussion as a get-to-know-each-other device.

Hines to appear for concert fans

Jerome Hines, Metropolitan Opera Star, will perform at Clowes Auditorium Oct. 12, in the first of Whitworth’s concert series.

The bass singer combines beauty, depth and power for a high quality performance.

Dr. Short, Van Heusen Body Shirt Snatcher!

You’re fair game when you wear a Van Heusen Body Shirt.

Man, you’ll just have to keep your shirt on! Cause if it’s the new Van Heusen Body Shirt, you’ll enjoy those physique-flattering lines for yourself. Your forces are even more so in the world’s best fitting body shirt. In a terrific selection of bold stripes and solids, with the newest long point collar and 2 button cuffs.

Fly SAS SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES to wonderful Copenhagen and Majepol for a swinging, expense-paid CLUB 33 vacation! Pick up at Van Heusen Body Shirts for each of 25 winners, entry blank.

To enter, mail create your own slogans for our Body Shirt at: Send entries to College Contest, VAN HEUSEN 417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10010. Contest void where prohibited by law.

Beware the Body Shirt Snatcher!
Focus Days to feature 'World Come of Age'

by Beth Russell

Rev. Earl Palmer, from First Protestant Church of Berkeley, California brings the theme, "Come of Age" to campus during Focus Days, October 19-22.

Appointed instrument for our focus, Rev. Earl Palmer, has been a missionary to the Philippines the past seven years. Neither a jungle doctor nor bush man, he pastor the first union Church in Manila and is very aware of all that is happening in southeast Asia.

Tuesday morning, in chapel's shot, Rev. Palmer began his series of talks on the importance of the Christian's part in this age we come to.

"The world we now live in has come of age. No longer are we superficial but are open to all things." Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a famous German theologian, who, in the past, profoundly emphasized this concept.

With Focus Days not only come the talks from the special speaker, but also HUB dialogues, dorm nap sessions and various films. Focus actually starts Monday night when a

"Picture of innocence.....not really" photo by Bruce Jones

Focus Days climaxes with a "Come of Age" communion worship service that night in one of the dorm basements.

Familiar figures on campus such as Dr. Diller, Dr. Archer and our chaplain will lead and help in services and discussions. Opportunity for individual appointments will be available during Focus Days.

Whitworth's chaplain Dr. Ferguson, in the midst of his crusade, has written in the paper that, "A lot of kids will come of age in a sense that they will be fully involved in our world and accept responsibility to make choices, not just of this coping out on vital Christian responsibilities."

The percentage of Whitworth students utilizing some form of financial aid reaches almost the halfway mark this year, according to financial and director Dr. Robert McCleery.

Whitworth will spend approximately a quarter of a million dollars on the scholarship, loan, and work-study programs involving 478 per cent for the Whitworth student body for the 1974-75 school year.

Students receive aid in one of more of three categories - grants, loans, and work-study. The amount of financial aid presented to a student is entirely by need, except in the case of scholarships, which are allocated on the basis of scholarship standing once need has been established.

Job placement has become a problem this fall, "There apparently are more kids than jobs," Dr. McCleery said, noting that the expanded summer work program has placed some students late in the amount of money that can be spent this fall.

In an effort to determine whether student expenses are as estimated by the College Scholarship Service are accurate, the financial aid office conducted a survey among students receiving aid, and, "We're trying to update our information," Dr. McCleery commented, and explained that periodic reports must frequendy be re-evaluated in terms of rising costs.

Rebuilt Pine Bowl brings grid action back to Whitworth

A topic of interest to athletically-minded students at Whitworth is the completion of the new Pine Bowl Stadium. Through mid-summer, with the backing of the Whitworth Student Body, the Pine Bowl at its finish will return Whitworth's home football activities to the campus. There were formerly executed in Spokane's Alumni Stadium. Closer proximity of the stadium will bring a definite boost to attendance at the functions.

Cost of the new stadium is approximately $58,000.00. Procurement of these funds is being done through the efforts of the Pine Bowl 2000 Club made up of alumni, faculty, and students.

Mission Board Official Pays Visit

Missionary kids on campus include Jeff Enander and Paul Nelson, from India, Beth Russell and Camlyn Strong, from Ethiopia, Ruth and Bob Reed, Brazil, Sue and Wendy Bamunugye, Argentina, Cam Daniel, Thailand, and Elinor McLaughlin who has died citizenship from the U.S. and Mexico. Currently the "MK" group, officially represented by Camlyn Strong, is preparing programs on "Life in Other Countries" and "Social Problems of Youth There!" for the River Park High School.

"It is best to refrain from petting or feeding them in an effort to encourage them from making Whitworth their home."

Recently Mr. Hornal offered four dollars, two for transportation and two for the volunteer who would capture a stray dog and take it to the city pound, so far he has had no response.
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"It is best to refrain from petting or feeding them in an effort to encourage them from making Whitworth their home."

Recently Mr. Hornal offered four dollars, two for transportation and two for the volunteer who would capture a stray dog and take it to the city pound, so far he has had no response.
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Whitworth is Christian

Whitworth is a Christian college because page two of the catalogue says it is.

A few years, or maybe just a few weeks ago, this statement might have aroused a slight smile. Will it again this year, or perhaps for one of the first times in recent years will the students at Whitworth make it an actual reality a truly Christian college?

The world is full of "plastic" Christians—people who go to church on Sunday and love God at home the rest of the week. The same goes for Whitworth. It has unbelievers and "plastic" Christians, and it has its real nucleus of true Christians. Students from all sorts of Christian and non-Christian backgrounds have come to live together in one community. There are young people who have believed Christian teachings all their lives. Others have accepted Christ as their personal Savior through some dramatic revelation, this promptly tucked Him away in their back pocket. And then, there are those on campus who still baffle with enthusiasm about their risen Lord and want to share it with everyone.

One such enthusiastic student, a senior, commented recently, "This college just doesn't seem Christ-oriented." In past years this might have been true, but factors that were not present then are here on campus right now.

Important Factors

Dr. Edward Lindaman, the staff, and the entire faculty are factors that will help make Whitworth a real Christian community. Not only is Dr. Lindaman a devoted Christian, but the faculty and staff members themselves provide needed inspiration and guidance in the way of Christian living.

Another is the college's fantastic chaplain, Dr. Ferguson, who has initiated a host of exciting new ideas, and has been working with students on changing others which have been stagnating throughout the years. In coordination with S-L-A-B (Spiritual Life Advisory Board), Chaplain Ferguson has been "seeking to change some of the "annual" to God" events into more spiritual, meaningful times.

A student who has provided not only leadership for the campus and student body, but one of the most outstanding and inspirational witnesses for Christ, is the student president Glen Heintzem, Twice, at chapel and CampusVocation, Glen reminded students that past years have been dedicated to different ideals—the "Year of the Individual" and the "Year of the Community". This year, because he had committed himself to Christ, he dedicated it as the "Year of Commitment".

And finally, the most important factor of all, is the student body itself. As Dr. Ferguson said, "This year the students are really turned on (to Christ) — they are eager, and responsive, Why, there are Jesus people, Campus Crusade, dom divotions, small group chapels, Bible studies, and much more."

Year of Christ

Many students, a great number of them freshmen, have been extremely surprised at the open way in which the upperclassmen reach out to them through their Christianity. And because of this, they too, have shed their inhibitions and have learned that there is nothing embarrassing about mentioning Christ's name or in saying grace in front of others.

Though Glen dedicated this school year as the "Year of Commitment", it would have been better if he had proclaimed it instead as the "Year of Christ," spiritually igniting the people here are real, Their peace, hope and love are real. And above all, Christ is real.

Whitworth is a Christian college all right—not because the catalogue says it is— but because its students, faculty, and staff are one in Christ.

---Ye Olde Bulletin Board---

Latest release from the Kent State shootings, police. Is, "They Shot Students Don't They?"
Viet policy at home

Cont'd from page 2

Vietnam countryside. In Vietnam we set up medical programs and foreign aid programs, (which really fuel the pockets of Vietnamese government officials.) In the U.S. we set up medical programs and increasing numbers of programs for the unemployed. In both cases we bring newsmen to our model Vietnamese village or model U.S. ghetto medical program and advertise loudly how much we are doing for these people. In neither case is our help significant and officials steer reporters away from the other villages or other areas in the ghetto by saying that those places are too dangerous to go into. (And indeed, considering what has happened to the people in the unseen areas, these places are too dangerous to go into.)

In the Vietnamese countryside we have dropped more tons of bombs than were dropped by the entire Allied Air Force in World War II. (Source: Stanford Biology Study Group, "The Destruction of Indo-China," Box 3744, Stanford, Calif.) In the Watts district of Los Angeles the jobless rate is 61 per cent higher than when the government stepped in to help the black community at the end of the Watts riot. (Source: Spokesman Review, Sept. 20, 1970, page 5.)

If we are to avoid violent revolution in America we must bring about revolutionary changes in our society. America, change it or lose it.

Cont'd from page 2

of denouncing war because war itself is a travesty on the spirit of men. No anti-war songs are popular over Chinese radios or chanted by students at Peking University. North Vietnamese youths are not carrying placards which declare that war is wrong. Nowhere in that part of the world do I see the blossoming of diverse ideas, or a spirit of introspection, or a new willingness to turn the tables on conventional arguments, such as we have been experiencing in the U.S.

What has happened in the U.S. just simply has not occurred in other countries, and for that reason we are not on common ground with the youth in those other areas. Americans may nearly have gotten control of their fate, but the Chinese, the Vietnamese and the Russians, it seems to me, are behind the ball.

Therefore, I believe that the success of any plan for a war-free world depends on the ability of youths in North Vietnam to rise up and to declare to their government that all war must stop. It will depend upon their ability to foment a rich variety of contending ideas within their own country. It will depend upon their ability to make "no war, whatever the excuse" a primary policy of their government.

To encourage this we must press our government as well as the governments of Communist nations to allow large numbers of young American intellectuals to visit these countries. And we must insist that these other governments allow large numbers of their students to exchange their ideas with their American counterparts. International exchange does not automatically result in international understanding or agreement, but it would narrow the widening gap between this part of the world which has become the seedbed for a flourish of revolutionary ideas and other countries in which, to my knowledge, such a diversification of ideas has not occurred.

Faculty Forum

Cont'd from page 2

The Goodsell precision marching band forms its intricate Idaho ... and Illinois ... and Iowa formation during last weekend's halftime show in the Pine Bowl.
Whitworth now has on its campus Kiyouki Kanemitsu, or, to make it simpler for us, Yuki. Yuki is a graduate law student employed by and sent to the United States by the city government of Kobe, Japan.

Yuki came, in a rather unusual manner, to attend Whitworth. The mayor of Kobe was visiting Seattle, Kobe's sister city, former Mayor Devin and Mr. Ken Meyers, a trustee of Whitworth College, together introduced this mayor of Kobe to Dr. Lindaman, Dr. Lindaman obviously made a good pitch for himself and Whitworth. These good impressions were taken with the mayor back to Kobe. When time came to choose a school, Whitworth was made the choice.

Yuki is attending Whitworth not to simply comply with the educational benefits of the school. He is here as an observer, though he does attend classes. As an observer of Whitworth, Yuki is discerning the suitability of our school's curriculum and environment as both an academic and social teaching aid.

One of the reasons for this search for suitability, Yuki says, is to allow Japanese young people to experience the reality of a foreign situation. Kobe is a large city of 1,250,000 people and twenty foreign consultants. Thus, Kobe's students do experience a foreign atmosphere, yet in an artificial setting. Believing that the foreign experience is valuable in itself, Kobe has sent Yuki here to discover if Whitworth can help to allow valid foreign experience.

Kobezans, with its Whitworth, is the sister city of Yuki's college town, Nishinomiya. He is finding in Spokane many more similarities to the Japanese lifestyle than the differences which we Americans might imagine. It is yet too soon to judge the existence of Whitworth's suitability in meeting the abilities and desires to Kobe's college students. Yuki needs time and a good deal of help from us. Let's make Whitworth suitable.

Town Students Called to Take Active Role in Campus Affairs

by Judy VanVoorhis

There are at Whitworth college a group of students who have been known to remark on occasion, "We don't know what's happening at Whitworth! Nobody tells us anything." These students might be called a minority group yet if they were organized they would have more representation at senate then any other group on campus. Who are these students? Why they are all those people sitting in the HUB at noon eating from a brown paper bag or ordering a Pinte III. They are called town students.

Town students, as represented by their name do not live on or sometimes even near the campus. They are students who live in Spokane and commute daily to their classes. The trouble with this set up is that many Whitworth functions such as movies, plays, party raids, take place in the evening after the town students have left for the day. These events are usually publicized (except for the party raids) so that the town students can plan to attend. However planning is often made difficult because a bulletin is sometimes not available or is outdated.

This year (as probably stated by someone every year) its going to be different. More publicity is being made available in the HUB for town students. The town student bulletin board (access from the Student Activities office and next to the town student mail box) is being kept up to date. The Whitworthian is coming out earlier than in the past so that events for the weekend can be read by the town students before they happen. What does all this mean? Hopefully a more unified existence between campus and town students. A chance for those who commute to feel a part of the Whitworth community at all times and not just while attending classes.

Japanese Grad Observes Whitworth Community

by Ed Morgan

Whitworth College, together with its sister city of Kobe, Japan, has made a good pitch for itself and Whitworth. These good impressions were taken with the mayor back to Kobe. When time came to choose a school, Whitworth was made the choice.

Yuki is attending Whitworth not to simply comply with the educational benefits of the school. He is here as an observer, though he does attend classes. As an observer of Whitworth, Yuki is discerning the suitability of our school's curriculum and environment as both an academic and social teaching aid.

One of the reasons for this search for suitability, Yuki says, is to allow Japanese young people to experience the reality of a foreign situation. Kobe is a large city of 1,250,000 people and twenty foreign consultants. Thus, Kobe's students do experience a foreign atmosphere, yet in an artificial setting. Believing that the foreign experience is valuable in itself, Kobe has sent Yuki here to discover if Whitworth can help to allow valid foreign experience.

Kobezans, with its Whitworth, is the sister city of Yuki's college town, Nishinomiya. He is finding in Spokane many more similarities to the Japanese lifestyle than the differences which we Americans might imagine. It is yet too soon to judge the existence of Whitworth's suitability in meeting the abilities and desires to Kobe's college students. Yuki needs time and a good deal of help from us. Let's make Whitworth suitable.

Hang Loose

by Linda Merkell and Carolyn Cutter

Why do women have curfews when men don't? Why are we intimidated by the fashion and beauty industries? Why are we innately expected to get married and have kids? Why do women have the main responsibility for the care of the education of the children - even if both parents work? Why do we look to the men for our definition, direction and strategy? Why do we spend all our time worrying about men? Why don't you spend more of your time worrying about your work? Why do we still believe the woman are somehow different from men in ability, intelligence, talent and seriousness of purpose? Why are our problems considered insignificant or, at best, secondary?

Say...whatever happened to our history? Did you ever take the time to stop and wonder what those problems exist? Well, they are problems and they do exist.

This column will be an attempt to outline some of the limitations the present social and sexual roles have placed on women and men...to educate, to educate!

Beware the Body Shirt Snatcher!

You're fair game when you wear a Van Heusen Body Shirt. Man, you'll just have to defend your property rights! Our new Van Heusen Body Shirt is the best fitting "property" in your wardrobe! Enjoy it all for yourself, in bolder stripes and solids, with the newest long point collar and 2-button cuffs.}

PROFESSIONAL TIP: Two big ones! Two round trip flights via SAS Scandinavian Airlines to Copenhagen and Moscow for a song (and, of course, some hours of travel). Plus a one of Van Heusen body Shirts for each of 25 winners! Enter by mail: submit your entry postmarked by Oct. 15. Or send your entry to Van Heusen Women's Wear Giveaway, P.O. Box 3223, New York, New York 10010.
Dorm dad enjoys new family

"I really don't feel any special problems in being a dorm father to a girls' dorm," said George Elliott, the first man to live in a girls' dormitory in the history of Baldwin.

George, who with his wife Abbie, returned to Whitworth to work on his masters degree in arts and religion, with emphasis on religion. Both hold bachelor of art degrees, but George felt it necessary for him to earn his masters.

Aside from attending classes, George works part-time. "I'm quite busy," he explains, "so there isn't a whole lot of time for me to spend in the dorm."

When in the dorm, Baldwin, George says that he... feels like a dorm daddy." He sees his and Abbie's role in the dorm not as... policemen here to run a prison block, but to be open when somebody needs help or somebody to talk to."

Indicative of their relationship to the girls, both George and Abbie participate actively in the girls dorm intramurals, Baldwin's undefeated football team is coached by George, and their defensive unit is significantly strengthened by Abbie's position on it.

What is unusual about George's and Abbie's residence hall is that they are the first married couple in the college's history to be dorm parents in a girls' dormitory. What is the difference in relationship between being dorm parents in a girls' and boys' dorm? According to George, "The big difference is that everyone asks us on what the big difference is. I don't really think there is one. We've shared with the girls as they share with us. I think that's the way it would be in any dorm. It's a two-way Sesame Street; We both learn."

Attacked by enthusiastic Baldwin girls, George Elliot "Dorm Father" of Baldwin Hall makes a reluctant attempt at escape.

Another inexpensive, fun place to take your honey

by Ann Keogh

One of Spokane's many swinging hot spots is the Cheney Cowles Memorial Museum, located on First Avenue. If you tire of watching the sprinklers rotate in the Loop, you might spend an afternoon checking out the many exhibits.

The museum has a little something for everybody, from a Art Gallery to a restored turn of the century mansion. The art exhibits change once a month and cover all periods and styles of fine arts. A little culture for our city. Campbell House is restored as it was in 1895; it relives a moment of the Age of Elegance. The museum also contains a Natural History exhibit, an Historical Library, and the Pioneer Room with fast-creating displays of early American firearms, lumber and mining camp goods and a stage coach. The last and perhaps most outstanding exhibit in the museum's Indian collection, containing dioramas of many areas, historical sports and beautiful examples of Indian crafts. The museum is, with justification, extremely proud of this exhibit.

If you have been looking for an educational, inexpensive and enjoyable way to spend an afternoon, try the Cheney Cowles Memorial Museum in beautiful downtown Spokane.

The Fine Lines

Zappa scores with 'Hot Rats'

by Leonard Ditorio

Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention have been together for over six years. They have progressed from protest music, "Trouble Every Day", to poking fun at M-16 rifles, "Dog Breeds in the Year of the Plague" to top 40 tunes on the album Cruising With Ruben and the Jets, to their present sound.

Their latest music uses a sophisticated array of electronic instruments and an assortment of excellent talent, providing a kind of modern symphony of strangely cohesive sounds where instruments are not distinguishable but converge to form an unified music.

Hot Rats is one of Zappa's finest creations, utilizing the talents of ten musicians and five engineers, he has composed an album of pure music that is coherently excellent.

The first selection, "Peaches En Regalia", features Suggs Ochs on bass and Ian Underwood, a very fine contemporary pianist. "Peaches En Regalia" is a short piece with a catchy rhythm and good close movement.

"Willie the pimp" with Captain Beefheart singing and the magical Sugar Cane Harris on the electric violin, is by far the finest song on the album, with a light, heavy perfection, breaking into a free flowing movement that illustrates Zappa's finer abilities.

The other side of the album is pure with his distinctive style but not quite as exceptional as side one. "Little Umbrellas" is a good solid sound, so also are "The Captain's Variations" and "It Must Be A Camel".

Those who have never heard the Mothers since the days of Lumpy Gravy or Freak Out, will be amazed by the changes they have made. For those who have never heard the Mothers, their sound cannot be described or duplicated. Their radically different approach has to be heard.
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Whitworthian photo by Dan Stevens

It's the real thing. Coke.
Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life — Coca-Cola.

Whitworthian photo by Bruce Jordan

Two Whitworth students examine a map of the great plains at the Cheney Cowles Memorial Museum.

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
Sports Action

Second half Pirates drop league opener

Not counting the first quarter Whitworth rolled over a strong Central squad 14-7 but, as most football games, this one was scheduled for four quarters and the Wildcats made the most of period one with 21 points and a 14-7 halftime lead. Duncan Findlay gave the Canadian crowd a little excitement, scoring 39 yards down the dump Tartan Turf for a well-executed kick-off return TD.

Central's Jim Crittenden started the disastrous first by grabbing an uncontested 28-yard pass. This was followed by TD tosses of 6 and 27 yards plus a yard plunge by hard-running 'Cat halfback Mike Huard. CWSC piled up points on paper as well as on the field as the first half came to an end. Intermission statistics credited Central with 115 rushing yards while picking up a net 2. Passing, the Pirates 30 yards were slightly more encouraging compared to the 'Cats 70. Whitworth had but two, first downs.

Whitworth's Jekyll and Hyde ballclub came out in what Coach Campbell described as "a completely different personality" at the start of the second half. The defense, stimulated by the outside crashes of Ward Pierce, Tom Ingles, Bob Sharrett, and Larry Plotkin put forth their best performance of the year. Inside, it was a consistent Cory Ray, Mark Stedman, and blue-towelled Craig Steele, that held the Wildcat runners to only 57 yards overland. The aggressive line play also spread to the second — Central putting up eight aerials with no completions.

The third quarter proved to be simply a battle of the defenses as Pirate Tom Beall and Central's Bill Morrison engaged in a punting duel. Tom came out of the contest with a 44.7 punting average — 4 yards ahead of the Evergreen record set by Whitworth's Monte Parrott in 1976.

It was the defense that once again got the initial Pirate score. After Freshman quarterback George Perry drove the team down to the five yard line and failed to score, the Red and Black "D" came on and in two plays Dennis Petty alertly picked up a fumbled hand-off and jogged 9 yards across the goalline.

Whitworth got the ball back 83 yards away from paydirt and George came out firing. Hitting passes with great protection from Tom Babagian, Tom Stewart, Bob Hurbi, Eric Kelly, and Mark Smiling, George finally hudd a 25-yarder under the goalposts for senior flanker Jim Dizmone to haul down for the first offensive touchdown of the season. Ken Surby smashed across the left side for the two-point conversion.

It was a poised George Perry who completed 14 to 31 pass attempts for 178 yards.

A week earlier in Vancouver the Bucs showed their potential with a disappointing 33-14 loss to Simon Fraser University. The Pirates were in the ball game until the end of the fourth quarter with two quick third period touchdowns. Tom Beall's 16 yard fumble recovery TD brought Whitworth back to a 14-7 score after a 14-7 halftime. Duncan Findlay gave the Canadian crowd a little excitement, scoring 39 yards down the dump Tartan Turf for a well-executed kick-off return TD.

The excitement ended there for Whitworth though as the SMU depth proved too tough.

This weekend the Pirates travel to Cheney for the annual bigness with the undefeated Savages from EWSC. Whitworth will be out to spoil the homecoming of their cross-country arch-enemies in the Saturday afternoon contest that has always been a hard-fitting affair. "Busting Eastern will be a tough one to say missed."

A Central end hauls in a bomb for one of three Wildcat touchdowns in the first quarter.
New track coach back home wants sound athletic program

by Gordon Johnson

Eight years have passed since Mr. Larry Pilcher graduated from Whitworth in 1962. Whitworth is fortunate to have this highly successful track and cross-country coach back. Three-and-a-half years ago, he went teaching fifth graders; one spent teaching mathematics and science to junior high students; and four at teaching and coaching high school students. Of teaching fifth-grade students, Mr. Pilcher commented, "I loved every minute of it. "Coach Pilcher has done all of his teaching in Montana, California which is incidentally, the same area in which he grew up.

Cohesion and the willingness of the individual to endure the pain of the work-out and to discipline himself for the sake of the team, is what Coach Pilcher looks for in a cross-country team. As to why he likes cross-country, Mr. Pilcher replied, "I enjoy coaching cross-country because it is an individual effort which leads directly to the collective effort of the team. Individual excellence depends upon individual effort. Interestingly, an individual can win even though the team does not. All is not lost if the team is defeated for the individual can still succeed.

Coach Pilcher believes that a rigorous training schedule is necessary in order to allow the individual to realize his potential. As for the team as a whole, Coach Pilcher stated, "The team must not be afraid to work harder than the competition, for if it is then it cannot be the best team. The team which isn't afraid to work harder than any other team has the best chance to be a winner."

Recently, a non-scored cross-country meet was held here, on campus, in which nationally acclaimed distance runners, Don Smith and Jerry Lindgren were participating. Mr. Pilcher was extremely pleased with the caliber of the competition and explained, "If a runner wants to be a champion he must be able to perform as a champion. To be a champion he must run against men such as Smith and Lindgren and be able to beat them. My role as a coach is an obligation to help the individuals of the team work as hard as necessary to realize their own potential."

In recent years Mr. Pilcher has coached undefeated track teams in California and has had numerous opportunities to coach at several state universities. When asked why he had given up his past success to come to Whitworth he replied, "I believe Whitworth is the greatest and the opportunity was just not to be passed up. There is a progressive new attitude here as well as a challenge, and this is exactly what I was looking for. As for the future, Mr. Pilcher plans to stay here and build sound athletic programs. "If I felt Whitworth was just a stepping stone the team would know this and they wouldn't perform."

Goodsell wins another!

In last week's action, Town dropped Washington from the unbeaten ranks by edging them 8-6 while Mulleix crumpled over Carlson by a score of 14-0. Goodsell won by forfeit over Nelson and Knox won by forfeit over Harrison. With almost half the season gone this leaves Mulleix and Town as the only undefeated teams with three wins and no losses. Following closely are Washington and Goodsell with two wins and one loss.

In the previous week's action, Town team overwhelmed their opponent, Knox, by a score of 20-0. John Scott threw four TD passes and figured in another score himself. Two of his aerials were to Bell for 10 and 20 yards. Scott now has ten TD passes for two games. Pass interceptions and a solid defense set up most of Town's scores, as Knox never penetrated the mid-field stripe. Also in that weekend's action, Goodsell squeaked out a 6-4 victory over Carlton (the game being under protest). The first time that Goodsell got their hands on the ball, they moved 50 yards in two plays to score. The touchdown was capped by a 30-yard pass from Ron Duffinsho to Donnie Carlert. After Carlson scored on a Vandergrift to Johnson pass, Duffinsho intercepted a pass and raced 30 yards for the score. A 40-yard run by Koth notched Carlson a 4-4 tie going into the final quarter. A 10-yard strike from Duffinsho to Mike Bell with about 10 seconds left in the game won it for Goodsell.

Women's sports reach new high, football, volleyball in full swing

by Nancy Christiansen

Women's sports have reached new heights at Whitworth with the establishment of women's intramural leagues. At first, it was questioned as to the success of such a program, but, then, far as exemplified by the spirited powder-puff football teams, the girls do desire a chance for athletic participation.

It is hoped that several sports -- perhaps soccer, tennis, softball, or basketball -- will be organized through the intramural program. "Our aim is to get more girls into soccer and tennis and to give the girls a chance to participate in sports," stated Kathy Hurst, Women's Intramural chairman. As the program is now, the girls will have a voice in designing which sports the intramural program will coordinate.

It is planned that a trophy will be presented to the victorious dorm in each sport. Also, mentioned in the possible presentation of a quitl trophy awarded yearly to that dorm which exemplifies an attitude of good sportsmanship and spirit.

A women's athletic program has now been established, the direction it takes or the enthusiasm it creates will hopefully maintain and incorporate it into the life of Whitworth.

Women's varsity volleyball has been going full swing as the girls prepare to meet Pac 10 League competition at Gonzaga University, October 24. The development of skills and team coordination are proving valuable as the girls, under the coaching of Miss Donna Marks, develop a team strategy. Whitworth will be represented by an A and B varsity and junior varsity teams at each tournament.
Board of Trustees demonstrates involvement in form of identification

Student Body President Glen Henneman stated he felt the most important thing to come out of the Board of Trustees meeting last Friday was the feeling of wanting to become more involved with the students of Whitworth College.

Board of Trustees proved their feeling by moving their next meeting from February 5th to February 11th and 12th at the request of the Student Body Officers. The eleventeenth week now gives time to get involved with students; attending classes with them, dining with them and staying in the dorms.

The actual Board of Trustees meeting started Friday evening with a financial report by President Ed Lindaman in which he showed, through a series of graphs, why the college is in financial difficulties. One of the main points of his report was that since 1963 the number of students attending Whitworth had declined considerably. If the college is to be brought back up to the former level it would greatly help college finances here.

As part of the President’s report, Dean of Admissions Dave Winter told how the drive for new students was getting organized. It’s purpose is to interest more students from a wider area in coming to Whitworth. One of his plans is to get more students to visit the campus, since he discovered 85% of current “new” students visited the college before deciding to enter as a student. Dean of Faculty, Dr. Dave Winter, also spoke on the goals he has for the college in the months ahead. After Dr. Winter’s report, the meeting adjourned for lunch and in the afternoon the committee reports were given.

The Buildings and Grounds Committee discussed the problems of the new informal which is being delayed now by state agency. When the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development gives the go-ahead, building will take time.

Student housing was discussed by the Student Life Committee, with special attention given to married students. Since living is being done in this area, and the committee’s report will be given at the next meeting.

Dr. Robert Bocksch, Mr. J. Pick, and Mr. John Koeber at the Faculty Executive Committee gave their report with emphasis on a “new day” at Whitworth. They spoke of the need for innovation, faculty acceptance of change, and finally of the need for help from the students in making such innovations and changes.

Berkeley academic examinations offered

The Educational Testing Service of Berkeley, California has announced that under-graduates and others preparing to go to graduate school may take the Graduate Record Examinations on any of six different test dates during the current academic year.

This test will be offered at Whitworth on five test dates January 16 and April 24. Students are urged to register early to avoid a late fee of $3.00 or a complete failure. Scores are usually reported to graduate schools five weeks after a test date.

The Graduate Record Examinations include an Aptitude Test of general scholastic ability and Advanced Tests measuring achievement in 20 major fields of study. Details and registration forms for the GRE are contained in the 1970-71 GRE Information Bulletin.

This booklet is available on most campuses or may be obtained from: Graduate Record Testing Service, 1947 Center Street, Berkeley, California 94704.

Test dates for the 1970-71 Graduate Record Examinations are: November 7, December 19, February 20, March 20, May 5, and June 19.

Homecoming week hosts Charlie Brown

“Welcome Home, Charlie Brown” theme exhibits this year’s “enjoyable rather than pompous” Homecoming week.

Friday, October 30 starts a week of campaigning. Each nominee for homecoming queen at a “Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown” convocation and will thereafter alone support her.

Men check ballots on Tuesday in the HUB to elect three of the eight belles. Final voting on Thursday determines who will wear the crown.

Students attending Coronation Convocation will witness the crowning of the queen. Also on the docket is a skit by Charlie Brown’s all-stars.

Thursday night Nov. 5 starts the homecoming week-end events with Bread concert at Fox Theater. Seats correspond with prices, choices are $1.25, $1.75, or $2.25.

Desserts made from recipes in Charlie Brown’s original cookbook will be served at Friday night’s Anti-Social Soiree. All attached and unattached are invited to “You’re out of your mind, Charlie Brown.,” fun. Jim and Paula Bailey entertain. Afterwards all proceed to a bonfire rally.

Southern Oregon and the Pacifics at 3:30 p.m. Saturday. “We’re right behind you, Charlie Brown,” in our cheer for the game. At half time, a genuine powder-puff football game will take place.

Grand finale of Homecoming Week is the Banquet and Ball at Ridpath Hotel. “This is your last minute to sign up! The banquet has its theme, replacing the old tired out MU role will be various Charlie Brown sketches. Faculty and alumni participate with Walt Oliver featured as the charlie brown.

The formal ball, “steps lively, Charlie Brown,”, features the Universi tional and a professional trio. Homecoming’s banquet and ball will come to $3.00 per person and doubted that few non-Whitworth.

Cinda Warner, general chairman of Homecoming affairs, “Guys, better ask the girls quickly! Really, an advance notice is advisable.”

Townsend Hoopes coming to analyze Vietnam October 30


"Limits of Intervention" is an inside account of how the Johnson Escalation Policy in Vietnam was conceived and executed. According to a press information bulletin, the book has been hailed by historians and other discerning observers as an important contribution to public understanding.

Mr. Hoopes was under Secretary of the Air Force from 1967-1969. Some of his activities included Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, consultant to the White House, the State Department and the National Security Council.

Mr. Hoopes also received the Exceptional Civilian Service Award.

Mr. Hoopes speech will be valuable for people who would want to know about Vietnam and the policies on intervention in foreign nations should be participation in the House Armed Services Committee.

Beethoven honors 200th anniversary

Beethoven will be celebrating his 200th anniversary December 16. Helping celebrate are the Whitworth College Choir, the Oratorio Society and Spokane’s Symphony Orchestra performing Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony at Fox Theater.

"We’re in a sense, the guest choirs on the concert," said Dr. Johnson. We’ve been invited by Spokane’s Symphony Orchestra to join them for this subscription." Special soloists were invited from other parts of the state.

Whitworth’s Oratorio Society practices with the college choir every Friday afternoon at 4:15.

Amateur radio operators Gary Webben and Dave Schielert transmit Morse Code signals over Whitworth station WATL-LI in Griesves Hall.

Skunks relinquish radio shack

Amateur radio operators Gary Webben and Dave Schielert transmit Morse Code signals over Whitworth station WATL-LI in Griesves Hall after skunks forced temporary abandonment earlier this fall.

The Amateur Radio Club, officially licensed under Dr. Garland Haas, advisor, is organized as a means of benefiting the Whitworth community by promotion of the school name. It also provides social contacts and communication among amateurs on off campus.

Active ham operators include Jim Andrews, Gary Webben, and Dave Schielert. According to Club President Schielert, the station is currently running on six percent of legal power.

Unique contacts last year involved radio communication with Portugal, Norway, and the Soviet Union. QSL cards, the postcards also made exchange with people met over the air, decorates the walls of the radio shack.

To be licensed as a ham radio operator, you must pass a Morse Code test and also a government written exam testing basic theory and application of radio operation. Morse Code practice is currently being offered to others interested in hams radio.

With the transfer of ham radio hobbyist Steve Andrews to Cal Poly Tech., equipment now only permits radio communication by ham radio operators at the rate of approximately 14 words per minute. Combinations of letters and numbers are combined into the code alphabet.

"XYL" means a married young lady and "88's" are reserved for a more personal parting than "73's" imply.
College asked to consider town student smoking rooms

Despite promised changes in smoking regulations made last fall by Dr. Lindaman the town student must still leave the campus to smoke. Last year, in his statement on smoking, Dr. Lindaman said, "If we are to deal in a responsible fashion with a student who smokes ... requiring him to leave campus ... seems inappropriate, since it does not meet the problem, but only increases the irritation .... he will be provided a place where he can smoke.” Several rooms in various locations around the campus will be provided where he can exercise his free choice to smoke legally. These rooms will be designated and equipped for use beginning later than the fall semester.

Last year when all concerned considered the possibilities of smoking rooms on campus, it was mentioned somewhere at some time that the town students needed a place also. The dorm situation was rectified so that rooms were available for this purpose. The town students, however, did not have any more success than others in this area. The HUB Board of Control was asked to consider some suitable place for the town students but complications arose. It seems that every college suggested for smoking for the town students was found unsuitable and nothing was ever done after this.

Further Problems

In addition to this problem, fall and spring semester day students should become aware of the fact that Shadle High School campus, Whitworth night school students and Whitworth campus, summer night students do not come under the same regulations that the enforced for all and spring semester day students. The student handbook for summer school students merely says that there is no smoking allowed in campus buildings, which means that summer school students smoke on the outside, specifically, the Whitworth campus. Dr. Lindaman said in his statement last year that, "It is our feeling that general smoking on the campus (outside areas) would establish a climate that would be in fact conducive to an increase in the habit, and be more highly suggestive that the college does indeed endorse an smoking... It seems strange that Dr. Lindaman's thinking on this matter applies only to fall and spring semester day students.

Rules Inconsistent

But why is this true? We are now present at night school for the enforcement of said rules which apply to the day students. Nor could the college enforce the juvenile rules (that apply to day students), because the night school students would be unwilling to bend to establishing in any manner the same rules of the society in which they live.

Would it be too much to ask that the college keep its commitment to storage rooms for all Whitworth students that smoke? Would it be too much to ask the college to rethink its policy on smoking, so that all Whitworth students, day school students as well as night school students, may be treated as adults?

Student takes exception to eighteen year old vote, presents arguments

by Seth Marshall

One of Nixon's campaign bids for the support of the American young adults, is the interminable, more intellectually advanced than ever before. The level of academic material under taken by teenagers is at a new thrill. It is important to distinguish, however, that most of the intellectual and academic advances are in technical and scientific fields — fields in which rational and analytical training are not the extent of mathematical and scientific deductive powers.

Student responsibility

The possibility that if given the responsibility of the vote, the eighteen-year-olds, to this occasion, is a very strong one. On the other hand, I have seen arguments that show a keen appreciation and respect for responsibility, a very important point to consider in that youth has traditionally been influenced and amused by radical factions.

New chaple policy questioned

The whole community considering the issues of the vote and the vote as related with Whitworth — that is Chapel. We believe in it. If it is not required, the whole community is not there. So it is required. We believe in it too. This fall term we are trying an experiment. It is not an experiment in optional Chapel. It is an experiment in self-checked attendance. Members of the community are supposed to make attendance a part of their Tuesday program. They determine for themselves whether special circumstances justify them being not present to the regular meeting of the ticular day. They answer to no one but themselves or their record.

This experiment may not work for the day, but it will find ways — perhaps we will reactivate some old ways — to check attendance and thus get us all together for Chapel.

But suppose it does work. What would we gain? We could smoke a lot of pesky book-opening, alright and cherry ice cream. at the same time. The two are fine by themselves. Some would say that it would be too much to ask the college to rethink its policy in this matter.

Churches Awake

by Bob Isett

You say you can't feel God? May be you will at least have a feeling of your existence. You say God doesn't speak to you? Get your Bible out and read it. This is God's Word to you.

Electric guitarists, lights make weird, different chapel atmosphere

by Linda Finney

Well, that was really different! Never saw anything like it before — that's one thing I can say for it. In case you haven't already guessed, I'm talking about (or rather, trying to talk about) last week's chapel service. You know the one, with the "Jesus People." The service, I mean, it wouldn't have been so bad if I'd at least been prepared for it. Or maybe it was just too early in the morning. (Christ, I'm 6 o'clock really that early? Whatever the reason, it gave me the zonkers. Kind of like eating sour pickles and cherry ice cream, at the same time, The two are fine by themselves, but together? You've got to be kidding! Maybe the problem is with me. I guess I just never associated electric guitars, colored lights and amplifiers with the Holy Spirit, prayer or the crucifixion of Christ. Looks like I've got a lot to learn.

But on the other hand, I had about a million reactions to the scene on stage, most of them running something like this, "What am I doing here? What are they doing here? This is chapel? Maybe I'm in the wrong building. Maybe I'm in the wrong building. Maybe I'm in the wrong building. Maybe I'm on the wrong campus. What is going on?"

I sat there, I had, I had a lot of people sitting near me. The odd thing was, they didn't look as though they had the answers either. In fact, they looked as bewildered as I. Some liked it, some didn't: but all had the expression of a face about the first time they see Andy Wohl's soup can.

Pretty soon the man on stage, "We're goin' to play one more song ... for you to leave by." So we all got up and left as they promised, but I left but I couldn't forget what I had just seen.

I would have missed that concert, or whatever it was, for anything. I'd always wondered about those groups who "heavy" religious or Christian music, whatever you want to call it. I mean, what are they doing here? This is chapel? Is this a Jesus group? Are they Christian? Are they church? I, for one, and so have you, if you bohete to attend chapel. All I can say now is, "How about that?"
Blind students slide rails, cross streets

by Les Schloetel

Sylvia Ramirez and Denise Garrity are two average freshman students here at Whitworth. Sylvia, from Walnut Creek, California, plans to major in math and minor in music. She plays the guitar and wants to learn the piano. Denise, of Spokane, may major in psychology. She plays the piano and sings. Sylvia and Denise are blind. But, you can't tell that when you watch Sylvia slide down a railing or see Denise cross Hawthorne alone on her way to French class.

Cause of blindness

Denise was a victim of 1952 when some premature babies were given a little too much oxygen while still in the incubator. As a result, she gradually lost all of her sight. Sylvia, on the other hand, lost her sight when she was 13: the doctors still don't know why. However, she can see light and dark with objects appearing to be a blur.

Though they are blind, they don't want people to go out of their way to help because they are independent and do live normal college life.

What kind of program does Whitworth have to help them live a normal college life? Mrs. Whitehouse, who helps the handicapped students, explained that the college tries to get their books early and situates them in a dorm that is centrally located (Warren). Also, Mrs. Whitehouse helps work out problems that may arise in their programs and helps find readers (students who read to blind students) and if need be, jobs.

Sylvia Ramirez and Denise Garrity enjoy most of the same things college students do. They both, however, particularly enjoy many forms of musical expression.

Out of my mind

by Dr. Duncan Ferguson

What makes Bonhoeffer's words so forceful is that his life mirrored his beliefs. He accepted literally his own words that "a Christian must follow Jesus unto death." His life epitomizes his contention that there can be no faith without commitment, no participation in grace that is not costly. Although inclined to be a pacifist, Bonhoeffer became actively involved in the resistance against Hitler. His faith would not allow him to sit idly by while Germany's situation worsened. His resistance activity led to his arrest in 1943.

Two years later, on April 8, 1945, he was sending his fellow prisoners to worship when the door opened and the guard said, "Prisoner Bonhoeffer, got ready to come with us." As he said good-bye, he whispered to one of his friends, "This is the end, but for me the beginning of life."

The theme for Focus Days: Fall (October 20-22) is "Come of Age," a concept developed by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the famous Christian theologian who was martyred by the Nazis in 1945. This new age and its mentality, Bonhoeffer argued, demands a new kind of discipleship—a new way of being Christian. Old ways of expressing one's faith will simply not do in a world "come of age." Proliferation with going to heaven and self-centered religious experience are really cop-outs on responsible involvement in this world. What is needed, said Bonhoeffer, is not religious pietist, but more humanity. Jesus is man fully human, responsible, involved, free, loving, a man for others, and those who follow him take up his life style.
Mr. Grambo returning hopes for long stay

Contrary to popular belief, Mr. Bruce Grambo graduated from Eastern Washington State College in 1961. He came to Whitworth last fall as an assistant football coach and head wrestling coach. Since his graduation, Coach Grambo has had various positions of coaching throughout the Northwest.

For two years he coached at Eastern under Dave Holmes who is a Whitworth graduate and the head coach for the University of Hawaii. Mr. Grambo went on to coach at Central Catholic in Yakima, and in two years coached the team to #1 in the league. Previously, Central Catholic had had three victories in seven years. He also coached two undefeated track teams and took 16 trackers to the state track meet where they finished ninth in the state. Coach Grambo's duties here included coaching the wrestling team, the offensive line in football and teaching several P.E. courses.

Coach Grambo likes Whitworth for several reasons. First is the openness of the athletic programs. He feels that anyone can participate as long as the person has a true desire to work. He also enjoys the size of the school and its religious affiliation. Coach Grambo also believes that the students are Cookbook. "I like to give more to a program than receive," he commented.

Although once having run track against Coach Plotkin in competition, Mr. Grambo believes that the real "punch" of the athletic department is the similarity of the different coaches' philosophies. "We are together as a staff. The rapport between coaches here is as good as at any other school," he said.

As for future plans, Mr. Grambo has some but to stay here for "a long long time, and build a wrestling program that is second to none." In these days of hectic change, Mr. Grambo believes that the attitude of the entire faculty is very good. He also believes that the educational opportunities here are excellent. Coach Grambo states, "Selling athletes on Whitworth is the easiest of my jobs." He comically added, "I can sell athletes on the girls to buy ration alone."

In the near future, for Coach Grambo, football comes first. "I want to help the staff evolve an outstanding football program. As this happens, an outstanding wrestling program will also evolve. Wrestling starts on December 1st and until that time my first concern is football."

Mullinex, Town on top

In last week's games, Town dealt Goddell their second loss of the season by a score of 14-4. The only other game played was between Carlson and Kami as Carlson emerged the victor by a 10-6 margin. Washington won by forfeit over Mason, and Mullinix won by forfeit over Harrison.

In the previous week's action, Town and Whittsburgh met with both teams sporting perfect records. Town overcame a tough challenge as they came from 4-6 deficit to win by a score of 8-6. Washington scored quickly to take a 2-0 lead on a Nave to Holmes pass. Town came back to tie it up and the half ended in a 4-4 tie as Nave connected with Hillmon again for 40 yards. Hansen passed to Powers for a TD and Hansen intercepted to run it in from five yards out for Town's two scores. Washington then made it 6-4 in the early part of the third quarter, but John Doffi hit Nick Hansen for a five-yard TD pass to tie it up 6-6 in the fourth quarter. Scott fumbled the punt with a five-yard scampers late in the fourth quarter. Mullinix's defender Carlson 14-0 in the only other game. Dan Williams threw three TD passes and scored one himself.

Dennis Pelly returns an interception in Eastern game.

By Greg Hatch

Whittsburgh's hard-charging Pirates put two beautiful balancers back to back for the first time this year and came out running Eastern's homecoming for an equally beautiful 24 to 7 score.

For the Pirates veterans the victory was the first-over the archival Savages -- for the regulars and senior coach Campbell it is hoped to become an annual affair.

When the ball was in charge from the opening kick off, being caught deep in enemy territory at the front line, starting QB George Perry dropped a bomb in tight end Doug Curtin's "head and the Savages were rolling." From there, the ball game was such a total team effort that to name the individual heroes would take another column.

The defensive secondary played umbrellas with the Eastern receivers while the "D" line left visions of red and white jumbled dandies in the Savage backs heads. The furious line

Plotkin Puts the Moves

The scoring in the third period was a lone Beall field goal set up when Larry "Hips" Plotkin earned a fair Savage pass and rambled 12 yards down to the EWSC 16 yard line.

Beall, who entered the game eighth in the N.A.I.A. national ratings in punting, booted six for an average 43.3 yards per kick. Beall, incidentally, was one of only two members of the defensive secondary that did not intercept a pass.

Eastern's lone score followed the Beall fielder as the Savages put together their only drive of the day, going 60 yards on six plays. Despite the efforts of Van Collins' 5 yard run.

Beall (the cake late in the fourth period) intercepted at the 43 yard line, by pulling off a booting and sprinting two yards into the corner for the Pirates 23rd point. Beall's placement was right on for the final.

Beware the Body Shirt Snatcher!

You're a fair game when you wear a Van Heusen Body Shirt.

Don't lose your shirt to a light-fingered lover. "Cause the perfect fitting body shirt from Van Heusen is meant for YOU, not for them. Do the smart look for the '70s, spnyed by bolder stripes and solids, new long point collar and 2-button cuffs.

VAN HEUSEN 417
Body Shirt

"CATCH-22" IS QUITE SIMPLY, THE BEST AMERICAN FILM I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR! - Vincent Canby, N.Y. TIMES

"IT'S ONE HELLL OF A FILM! A COLD, SAVAGE AND CHILLING COMEDY!" - Bruce McNallan, PLAYBOY

"CATCH-22" says many things that need to be said again and again! Alan Arkin's performance as Yossarian is great! - Joseph Berenger, NEWSWEEK
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Male - Female Ratio Improves Here

This year's Homecoming Queen finalists were (1 to r.) Heather Holcomb of West Warren, Kathy Hurst from South Warren, and Josilyn Vos of Jenkins.

The ratio of males to females on Day students enrolled at Whitworth College is as follows: Freshmen, 102; Sophomores, 64; Juniors, 106; Seniors, 102, respectively. Therefore, 119 women believe. Whitworthians with a fall return to Whitworth College. However, 11 have presently removed themselves from setting our queen up as an idealized image, away from the publicity. We're making use of them. They will be joining the Whitworth community in the fall. This is an interesting experience and quite a honor to do this," stated Mrs. Stat's.

Future plans include readings at North Central, Mater Cleri Catholic, and Perkins High Schools.

Ball tomorrow night

by Beth Russell

"Isn't Homecoming coming?"
"Yes, Charlie Brown, and Lucy, Patty and Sally are up for stiff competition with these nominees."

Homecoming Queen Candidates were presented Friday evening, Oct. 30 in the auditorium at 7:00. Charlie Brown (Bruce Clinche) and friends "warned up" the presentation with a skit. The procession of the 1970 Queen Nominees introduced five Warren women elected by five respective men's dorms.

Kathy Hurst, from South Warren Hall is honored by Washington Hall. Washington has decided to "take fum" in escorting Kathy. Among the privileged are Steve Helms, Ron Hellden, Leon Andrews and Bruce Clinche. A surprise awaits the campus in the possible form of an egg (and more) says Kathy's campaigners.

Heather Holcomb, of West Warren Hall, won McMicken Hall's favor. Howard Kellogg is her escort. McMicken plans on carrying the Charlie Brown theme out with a Snoopy 10 by 15' airframe. Diners also notice that "Happiness is Heather."

Josilyn Vos in Stewart Hall's candidate. Josilyn Jenkins Hall resident, has Chris Baumgartner as an escort. Stewart's chairman of homecoming Dale Krieder, commented at length: "I think we're redirecting our energies away from setting our queen up as an idealized image, away from creating a social fiction about our queen. By bringing children from the Rotten Settlement to enjoy a game and party on campus it seems we're saying that we see our queen as a person, a person we can join in with our own actions and feelings of the author as he intended them."

On curriculum days students known as Whitworth readers, go off campus and perform for groups of audiences. They've performed at churches, Shitter's Hospital, Senior Citizens, YWCA, high schools, and other places. Whitworth readers main entice, as well as serve the community and share literature to others.

Presently oral interpretation students have been asked by KSPU radio, an educational TV, to put their readings on tape so they would be available to high schools who have equipment to make use of them. They will be doing Charlie Brown, a continuation from last year, and Little Bird, Little White Bird. "It's an interesting experience and quite a honor to do this," stated Mrs. Stat's.

future plans include readings at North Central, Mater Cleri Catholic, and Perkins High Schools.

Dr. Robert McCreery, head of the financial aid office, is urging all students to take advantage of the placement service and opportunities available through the department. The year has brought primary functions concerned with career development, those geared toward the students' senior year, and those involved with seniors and graduate students.

For those who are not yet seniors, the placement office offers information sessions, counseling, and testing information, as well as summer jobs and January term internships. For seniors and graduate students, the placement office helps them with getting credentials, forming personal information sheets, and resumes, and also performs actual placement functions.

On November 16, three representatives from various companies will be on campus to open up a recruiting program called the "Third Alternative," designed to show students what careers are open to them. So far this year representatives from the Mutual Life Insurance Company, the Navy, and the Coast Guard have come to explain the importance of their particular fields. Dr. McCreery urges all students to visit him in the office and meet these representatives.
What's with Whitworthian? Quality paper not possible

by John Gaskell

Why can't there be more world and national news? How about some more pertinent editorials? How come this issue is only four pages? How can we expect a good newspaper to be published when it can not even fill a four-page issue? This year, as in years past, the same complaints are being heard about the school paper. Obviously, much of this criticism is valid. But this year, for the first time, let's take a look at things as they really are.

Good Paper Not Possible

Under Whitworth's present system, the school will never have a consistently good paper. If a newspaper is going to be successful, there are essential things that editors must be able to do with their staff. The publication of a good newspaper requires a unified team effort on the part of responsible individuals. These individuals must respect, understand, and be dedicated to their work. If editors are unsure of their roles or the qualities in their staffs, a high grade paper cannot be produced.

Whitworthian editorials are hindered in their efforts to build strong staffs because it is too long a wait for any possibility to put in the work a newspaper demands and carry a full load of classes at the same time. Presently, editors receive only one quarter credit for a job they often spend more time at than two full credit courses.

What In Newspaper Work?

Gathering the information and writing a story is an important but small part of newspaper work. On a really busy newspaper men are trained to do a specific job and are devoted to that job. One man digs for and writes a story, another copyreads and corrects that story, someone else lays out a page, and finally someone else sets the type and prints the finished product. At Whitworth, the bulk of those four jobs is on the shoulders of a handful of experienced people. With these people bogged down in the technical process of production, there is little opportunity to train less experienced staff members.

Reporters have to learn how to cover a beat, how to approach a news story from every angle in order to get all the information and how to write a story. They have to be trained how to cover sports events, how to construct an interesting feature and how to recognize a news story. Good quality editorial work is impossible under present conditions. Staff members have to learn how to lay out and paste up a page, how to correct proof and how to write headlines. With editors and staff members alike receiving only a quarter credit, these things cannot be done adequately.

What's To Be Done?

For the present, we can only do the best we can under existing conditions. This may mean going to a publication schedule of once a week. But the time to work for change is now. The Whitworthian editor-in-chief; Chris Fox, Natsihi editor (whose last name is an excellent six-letter word) and executive editor; Pete Vanderwegen, last year's Whitworthian executive editor; Chris Fox, Natsihi editor (whose yearbook staff works under similar adverse conditions), Mr. Alfred Gray, journalism professor, and the Whitworthian editors are working to edit the newspaper and yearbook organizations.

As a first step, we strongly recommend that the college consider hiring Pete Vanderwegen as a graduate assistant to Mr. Gray for the 1971-72 school year. Pete's talents in the planning and implementa­tion of a new program will be invaluable. Pete is an excellent journalist who is interested in promoting quality student publications at Whitworth. He is well aware of problems that exist and how they must be met.

Potential Is There

And problems do exist — problems that aren't going to be solved overnight. But the time to work for change is now. The Whitworthian staff has good potential waiting to be developed. Dr. Lindaman and Mr. Winter have responded positively to the possibility of a new program. With the present Whitworth administration, the college can help bring about change, but that change must be initiated and promoted by students.

However, do not donate one hour a week for correcting proof so reportets would have more time to cover beats and write stories? How about an hour for paste-ups so editors could organize themselves and their ideas in an organized fashion? The college administration should be interested in improving the situation. Why not contribute two hours to drive to the printers to pick up and distribute the papers around campus?-

We need students who are involved in school activities. What does this mean? We need students who are interested in school activities and who can express these activities in print. What do we need? We need students with a genuine interest in journalism.

What needs cockroaches anyway?

Since I'll be writing a number of articles about Jesus, I'll start the first one on what He did for me. I am one of those guys who practically grew up in a church. When I was about 5, my mother took me to church, and when I was 4 years old, I was attending Sunday School. When I was 5, my Sunday School teacher asked the class if anyone of us wanted to ask Jesus Christ into his life, I don't why I did it, but I raised my hand. The teacher took me out of the class and prayed with me. That was the pivotal point in my life with Christ, but I was still a rowdy kid in grade school. I don't know why I did it, but I drove all of my Sunday school teachers nuts because they couldn't understand that I really didn't have a chance though because the Pastor's wife was praying for a right through my grade school years.

When I was in the seventh grade, I attended a parents' worship service so I could get a 100% on my Sunday School class. One day during that year the Pastor preached a sermon on accepting Jesus Christ as our own personal Savior. You can guess that I got convicted, but I really wanted assurance that I had Jesus and so I cried, and I somehow went to heaven. During the benediction I prayed to myself and asked Jesus to come into my life again, more for assurance than anything else. From that time on my life started to change. The things that I did when I was in grade school started to change. I started to wear a lot and I was very rowdy and wild. Then I settled down and the swearing went away. That's why I like this: when I was a child I spoke and thought and reasoned as a child does. But when I became a man my thought grew far beyond those of my childhood, and now I have put away the childish things. (Living Letters)

Do Gooder Christians

For 6 years I was very active in the church youth group, and we met every Friday or Saturday even at 7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. During my junior year in high school I was the vice-president of the youth group, and then I was the president in my senior year. Somewhere, I found myself and attended Bible study on Thursday evenings during the summer. I also attended classes and participated in the different services in our church. Well, it looks like I turned out to be a "do gooder Christian." In spite of all the changes I was still missing the real peace that only Jesus can give. 

Cont'd on page 3

Removal of campus ROTC is in best national interest

by Ken Gassoe

Fire bombings and anti-war, anti-ROTC demonstrations have already clouded the issue of the military's desire for ROTC on Whitworth's campus. A strong case should be made that removal of ROTC from the campus is in the best interests of our nation. The issue need not be pro-war or anti-war, but a question of what kind of officer is being produced by this training program and what it costs to create an officer.

The strongest case that the military offers for continuation of the Reserve Officers Training Corps is that our nation needs trained men in non-military schools. The stated advantage of this system is that it provides a corps of officers with a fairly well rounded civilian education to help maintain the traditional civilian control over the military in our country. From the military standpoint, this system is said to be a system of selecting men from the enlisted ranks and providing them officers training. The disadvantage of this system is that there is more chance for the narrow military outlook and in most cases are hampered by their lack of education beyond the high school level.

However, the disadvantage of the present ROTC system is that the military's desire for a militaristic campus is frustrated by the manner in which ROTC is presently set up. College credits that are equivalent to a minor (or second field at Whitworth) are given for the hours the ROTC student spends in the narrow confines of military courses. Whitworth gives five full credits for such study. These hours that the ROTC student takes under military instruction can tend to limit the civilian outlook of the ROTC student to the detriment of our nation.

The program is economic as well as academic. The taxpayer must maintain buildings and instructors on our Whitworth and University campuses around the country. Is there any reason, less expensive alternatives to the present ROTC program? Yes! The Whitworth administration has already proven that an alternative program is possible with their Platoon Leaders Candidate Program, not only supplies the or
Studies reveal close relationship between student intelligence, unrest

by H. Redwood

Some disturbing thoughts have come to me recently — so disturbing that I am asking for the privilege of expressing them. It was reported recently that studies have indicated a close relationship between student intelligence and the degree of unrest. The more select the college or university, the greater the degree of student unrest. Some student unrest is justifiable and good, indeed, but there is no way of marking a school as passive and unrelated to the great issues of our time until we can demonstrate where unrest that destroys a bank (UCSB), or a physics laboratory, killing a graduate student (Wisconsin), or a professor's lifetime sociological research (Stanford) has no place in a national concern. There are two very young women from Brandeis, a very selective school with a very high degree of student body, were put on the Phi Beta Kappa Most Wanted list for their alleged part in a bank holdup which helped finance student unrest. One of them was a magna cum laude graduate of the class of 1970.

Faculty Members Contribute

Some faculty members also contribute to this trend. A select, liberal education (as opposed to a true liberal education) has led some academicians to support violence and des integration in student protests. It is a strange prejudice that in the name of liberalism, which historically has been the basis of the American way of life, can render oneself open to all viewpoints, some faculty and students have, through their teachings and actions, made it impossible for university audiences to hear more viewpoints. Instead, they are being taught — by Prof. Sidney Hook of NYU and retiring President Nathan Pusey of Harvard — to criticize and reject their colleagues over the goals for each attitude. The years of undergraduates and graduate education required for a faculty member should certainly produce more than advocacy of the shallow and the lighted bomb-burst.

What does the above prove? Nothing, but it is the sort of thinking of logically coercive proof. But it does suggest a disturbing alliance between intelligence and unreasoning violence, a kind of ideological marriage of Socrates and Al Capone. It would be a matter of some concern to question the widely-held assumption that education necessarily produces influence, especially that behavior, that there is a clear connection between such means as I.Q. and G.P.A. and the living of the good life. Is it possible that something even more important than ability or quantitative reasoning is involved in sensible living? I must answer yes, painful though it may be to the professor. And the reason, I think, is that there is a difference between information and wisdom, fact and value, knowl­edge and understanding. We have knowledge a plenty, but we need the wisdom to choose meaningful goals and apply our knowledge to them — it is still the most important problem. Thoreau's reaction upon hearing that a telegraph line had been built from Maine to Texas, so he said in effect; do they have anything worth sending? We are arguing for what could be called qualitative reasoning. Quantitative reasoning will show how to carry a picket line, or what telephone communications will, to update Thoreau; but it is qualitative reasoning that will tell us what is worth transmitting.

The most basic decisions of life are made intuitively or by faith, and are the response of the depths of the self to the depths of the human situation. "Deep calleth unto deep," They represent the triumph of man's deepest feelings, the heart over the head (and surely there is a place for both). My philosophical mentor, Pascal, put it right when he said, "The heart has its reasons, that reason cannot know." And so we come back to the campus Bobespierres, the Phi Beta Kappa bomb-burst banners. For all the arrogance they are to us, perhaps they do us a service. At a time when going to college is to be connected things, they remind us that wisdom is not a matter of having been close to the next fellow, but of introspection, of self-examination, and of commitment to the values we find on the inner journey.

Evacuation—What happens to Vietnamese refugees?

by Tim Lackner

An article a few weeks ago on Vietnam left us with the suggestion that an immediate withdrawal from Vietnam was the correct solution. We could come up with, and, in fact, this is probably the case. But we still have to ask: Then what? What do we do next? What about all the Vietnamese that we are leaving behind? Is it not possible for the Viet Cong and North Viet­namese Army? Having been a union leader, a writer and a member of thousands of civilians during Tet of 1969 I am convinced that the bloodshed is highly probable.

Vietnamese Our Brothers

I may be willing to say "bring our troops home", but I am not able to divorce myself from the Vietnamese. The Viet­namese are still our brothers and I believe we should act like brothers to them. But what can we do about this possible blow-up?

To begin with we should notify the Vietnamese govern­ment and the entire populace of our plan of leaving. Now comes the hard part of the plan. We should open our hearts, our country, to the Vietnamese, to have homes for any Vietnamese who wishes to come and start a new life in America. It is of course a big thing to ask a person to leave his homeland and sail off to a new land with a different language and different culture. But this would seem a more promising alternative than the alternatives we have found ourselves in since the war.

Worldwide Transit

This transplant would not necessarily have to be carried out just in the U.S. Any nation who is willing could participate therein, giving greater latitude for choice in where they would want to make their new life. Of course we can foresee huge problems to overcome or even say it is impossible. I would think it is possible to put as much effort into helping the Vietnamese as we put into fighting the war. And it would put those people, who have put their efforts into giving a picket line or acting like a humanitarian instead of just sound like one. I think it would give each one of us a real chance to use our money and talents and just our friendship to help someone into a new life.

Christians Awake

Cont'd from page 2

What was missing in my life that I felt empty feeling within me?

It took me three years of college and another three years and now during my fourth year, God is still teaching me about the wonderful peace that only Jesus can give.

Ephesians 2:8 & 9, ‘Because of His kindness you have been saved though trusting Christ. And even trusting is not of yourselves; it is too a gift from God. Salvation is not a reward for the good we have done, so none of us can take any credit for it.'

First of all, I could not do anything to earn my salvation or win the eternal life that was missing from my life. I could not get it by going to Sunday School, to listening to religious services, to prayer meeting and Bible study, or to youth group meetings. None of these things could earn me the assurance of salvation that I needed and the peace that I was looking for them.

Romans 10:9-13, "For if you confess with your mouth that Jesus is your Lord, and believe in your heart that God has raised Him from the dead, you will be saved. For it is by trusting into Christ that a man becomes right with God; and with his mouth he tells the faith of God, that he might receive salvation. For the Scriptures tell us that no one who believes in Christ will ever be disappointed. Jew and Gentile are the same in this respect; they all have the same faith in the Lord shall be saved," (Living Letters)

Salvation is Christ

Only through Jesus Christ can we receive salvation, the spiritual delivery from eternal damnation and suffering in hell.

Ephesians 2:14a, "For Christ Himself is our way of peace . . . " (Living Letters)

Only Jesus can give me the peace that I needed. All I had to do was to accept this peace as an answer. Only Jesus can give you the peace you need. John 16:33a, "These things I have spoken that the world may know that I am the Lord (Jesus Christ) ye might have peace . . . " (King James)

Majors with high quality officers, but does at least expect the major to be a more effective officer than the ROTC program.

The PLC program does not use the traditional ROTC buildings around the country. Instead it uses existing space on the campus and runs it's program only in the summer-time. Unlike ROTC students, PLC students receive only two long, intensive credit courses for this program. This serves to the obvious advantage of those members by allowing more time for those students with a much broader educational background. Another advantage is that the Marine Corps does not have buildings on the campus exposed to demonstrations and bombings.

PLC, ROTC Diver

Still, neither the PLC system nor the ROTC system fully meet the present need for which the officer candidates to the fullest extent before they enter the Marine Corps. And it is evident that these colleges should not a program of prerequisite courses very much more intensive. Such a program of a student entering the teaching profession.

In other words I am proposing that:

1. No college credit be given for basic training courses.
2. That ROTC centen be removed from the campus and that PLC training be conducted during summer training periods.
3. The ROTC training courses to ROTC students in its regular classrooms that would train him in its respective military base before the military trained him in his duties as an officer. A list of these courses might include:

   A. Constitutional Law
   B. American Revolution
   C. International Relations
   D. Social Psychology
   E. American Citizenship

One might call this an American Citizenship Responsibility Minus, its aim would be to broaden the background of an ROTC student to prevent the creation of the Lt. Calley of the world.

What Can Be Done?

What could Whitworth do to ensure that this situation would not become Lt. Calley? It could first refuse graduation credits for ROTC training. Second, it could make the above mentioned American Citizenship Responsibility Minus, an require­ment for PLC and ROTC stu­dents. If all colleges followed this plan, it would be possible for the military to conduct its training in summer camps. The result would be a better, more versatile officer with a lower price to the taxpayer in the case of ROTC. It is likely that the military would put a stop to end in ROTC demonstrations and the coming of ROTC buildings around the country.
Whit ghosts haunt Hutton settlers

by Les Schloetel

Four small children walked down the steps to a door. It slowly opened and they entered. Minutes later the door burst open and four younglings flew up the stairs with shouts of, "I'm getting out of here!"

Calvin hall: twist in on-campus living

by Diane Schantz

Dorm living has a new twist for fifteen senior girls at Whitworth this year. A new system of a senior girls' house is being tried at Calvin Hall. Its policy is based on the girls assuming responsibility for their own conduct.

Calvin is different from other dorms in several respects. All the girls have a key to the dorm and may come and go as they wish though they are still subject to Whitworth rules. There is no resident counselor; only a resident assistant to keep in contact with student personnel and other activities. The number of girls is small and provides a better opportunity for people to get to know each other.

The important difference according to Cindy Warner, the resident assistant is that the girls are responsible for their own conduct. They are not subject to any guidelines within the structure of Whitworth rules. "The honor dorm is the closest thing to off-campus living - on campus" said Cindy.

Another unique feature is that each girl has her own private room. This is helpful in studying said Cindy. It is quiet and there are not as many interruptions.

"The smallness of the dorm has a good deal to do with the closeness of the girls" said Mrs. Whitehouse, Dean of Girls.


It's after 11!!

"Hi!" Frankenstein (Bob Williams), Ella (Dena Olds), and other monsters (young ladies from Jenkins' haunted Jenkins' basement during the McMillan-Jenkins Halloween part.

The "life" of the October 30th party were seventeen under-privileged children from Hutton Settlement. Before the party started, one of the guests arrived around like a bunch of vampires waiting for the night. Then, the kids came and it was as if the moon had risen, everyone seemed to come alive.

When the children arrived, escorted by Tommy Tuttle (Steve Sams), they were quickly transformed into Indians, pirates, and witches. It was a matter of minutes before everyone got acquainted and the party girl under way. While listening to a live band (an un-named group from second floor McMillan) the kids bobbed for apples, ate "goodies", cut up pumpkins, visited the Haunted House, and ate more "goodies".

The highlight of the party came when Tommy Tuttle held the Pumpkin Pinata in the air. It didn't take too long for the lucky blow to send candy showering down. Immediately there was a mass of delighted, wiggling kids shoveling in the candy.

Finally, the youngsters had to leave the party. However, they remained on campus until after the football game the next day.

Thank yous go to everyone who came or worked on the party. A special thanks goes to the children from Hutton Settlement.

Midi snubbed here, comeback expected

by Linda Flanery

During the past year, many fashion shows in Europe have featured the longer skirts, that reach to mid-calf. While this trend has been carefully copied abroad, especially in France, it has just been as carefully ignored at home, except in a few cases.

Americans point to this refusal of both men and women to accept the dictates of Paris and term it the good old spirit of independence. Europeans laugh and call Americans backward and old-fashioned.

Who is right? Are the women of this country going to wear what they want in the length they want? Will they finally succumb to the midi? Are girls watchers going to be forced to face the decline and fall of the hemline?

Mon Unhappy

In a recent survey, 80 per cent of men asked said they would be against the midi; only 60 per cent of the women disdained it. It should be pointed out that these percentages are slightly lower than those of a year ago. One thing is apparent - skirts are longer now than last winter.

On the average, hemlines are at least one or two inches longer; but still leave plenty of knee showing to charms on all sides.

Midi Will Be In

Most experts predict that the midi will gradually be accepted, starting first in the larger cities in the East and spreading across the country and finally becoming accepted by all.

Meanwhile, the uncertainty women are demonstrating is reflected in the fashion industry's loss of profits.

For the time being, women in America will be free to choose their skirt lengths without facing ostracism from the fashion world. How long this will continue is anybody's guess.
Out of my mind
by Dr. Duncan Ferguson

Look What They've Done to My Song, Ma!

I had a friend who said to me once, "Ya know, Christianity is such a good thing. It's too bad that people have to get involved in it." This was his cynical way of saying that in principle he believed in the Christian faith, but that in its social manifestation, it turned him off. I think a lot of us feel that way. What Jesus was and what he taught is so good, but most Christian groups, wugh! Deep in our soul we hear the beautiful song he sings and that's the tune we want to dance to. But every Christian group we join sings a ditty which is slightly out of tune, and we lament, "Look what they've done to my song, ma."

Brand X, Y, and Z Christianity

Especially offensive is the group which tries to turn the gospel of love into a set of culturally conditioned rules. Christian maturity is measured in terms of naughty negatives and puny positives. If you don't this and do that, you're spiritual. How far away they are from the song I hear Jesus singing.

Equally obnoxious is the kind of Christian group which is bogged down by words, organization, and form. All they seem to do is talk, meet, and play games. They are so preoccupied with their own little world that they forget that the one they claim to follow commanded them to be compassionately involved with their neighbor. The suffering people at their door wonder if this kind of church, in the effort to keep its hands clean, has any hands at all. "Look what they're done to my song, ma."

Then there's the "sweet Jesus" type, the pious, sentimental phonies. I find this group the hardest to hate. Their self-righteousness drives me round the bend, and their concern for a self-centered "religious experience" drives me up the wall. Round the bend and up the wall, I'm not much good. So I try to avoid these types.

There are a thousand other ways that people distort the Christian faith. I'm sure your list is as long as mine. But there are some things we should remember in all of our disenchantment. The first is that we're as much responsible for the sorry state of some of the social manifestations of the church as any one else. As Christians, we are the church, not some vague "they." The church is what we make it. If, if, it starts off key, let's not forget we're in the choir belting out the sour notes.

Don't ditch the Baby

This leads to a second point, namely that we have a responsibility to change what is ineffective and detrimental in the church. With a little wisdom and courage we can call the tune.

"Look what they've done to my song, ma." But continually we give us a new song to sing.

Hang Loose:
Mr. Whitworth Worshipped
by Linda Monti

"Oh Mr. Whitworth, where are you?
I'll campaign for you, I'll cater to you, take your picture, proclaim your charisma in billboards and honor you at special events. Your wholesome face and all-American smile are sure to win you other hearts as you long ago won mine. You're so cute! You sure outclass those other guys who just don't have it. Can't you see that you're the only one. Let's see how, if I leave the downstairs dining hall at 12:13, you should be just coming in the door. RIGHT! Your face is again imprinted on my mind for a while - RIGHT - until we meet again, maybe after Core or even in the Hub. Though you may think that I'm just another drop in Snyder's Pond, I still adore you. When your "everything-I've-ever-wanted-in-a-face" face catches my longing gaze, Iウィテー But all I can do is wait until I fate draws us together. Until then, how can I study, how can I sleep, how can I keep my mind off you? If you only knew the ecstasy which soars through my being as you smile at me from the milk machine. If you only knew the depth of my depression when I'm a victim of your indifference. You - yes, you are the culmination of all my dreams."

Sound familiar? The "all-at-home" blues, the "head-un-off-of-you" hang-up seem to be prominent phenomena on campus. We've spotted some problems, ridiculous, but real. How did we fall this low? Real quality in relationships. Now GR00P? Night Merkel Cuter ... This concludes another Merkel-Cutter cop-out. P.S. Core 350: take it from here. Please use scientific method where applicable.

Underground newspaper cries out for assistance

What's happening?
The Natural, the underground newspaper of Spokane, is giving up on our fair city. Without miraculous action or divine intervention, it will no longer be printed.

As Marshall McLuhan makes us so vividly aware, we are much influenced and shaped by the media with which we are surrounded. Who is controlling the printed media in Spokane? Are you aware that both the Spokesman Review and the Spokane Chronicle are owned by the same man? The Natural is the only other news publication, besides school publications, which is printed in our city. Regardless of the quality of the newspapers named above, our community ought to have alternative view points available. Our sense of democracy ought to demand more variety of choice.

There will be a meeting held November 8th for any people interested in carrying on a "new Natural" or for looking up with new methods of making the news media representative of as many of the various groups of our community as possible. If you're interested, call MA 4-9258.

CONFRONTATION

It starts. But at least it reaches across the gap. And even the most irreconcilable oppositions can begin to make sense - once you get them together.

COMPLIMENTS OF
YOUR FRIENDLY ADVERTISING MANAGER

reprinted from Time Magazine
The Whitworth cross country team has been successful and participated in a nine-way meet on Saturday, October 24th. Running against such schools as Humboldt State, Fresno State, San Francisco State, Cal State (Hayward), Cal Western, Stans­
lain State, and Eastern Washington State, Whitworth placed sixth in the field of nine.
Bob Isilt was Whitworth's highest finisher as he placed fifth in the meet with a time of 25:42 over a five-mile course. Isilt looked very good as he averaged a 5:20 mile for the grueling course.

The conference meet coming up on November 7th proves to be a big and exciting meet with Whitworth, CWSC, EWSO, and ROA as some of the top teams competing. The burden will rest on Bob Isilt and Ian Fisher for the Bucs. Coach Pilcher reflects that if the team can get some good performances from some of the other runners and have Isilt and Fisher come through, they could be right up there among the leaders.

Besides Bob Isilt from Whitworth, Bob Majestone will be a solid traveler from Eastern who is a foreign student from England and has a 4:03 mile to his credit. The conference meet will be hosted by Whitworth and begins at 11:00 a.m.

In a cross country meet that was hosted by Whitworth last Saturday, Bob Isilt pulled the trick to rasp the home crowd with a first-place finish. Bob toured the five-mile course in a blazing time of 22:53, which was 29 seconds faster than his previous best on October 24th over the same distance, and 21 seconds better than his closest rival this week.

Competing in the meet with the Pirates were Eastern Oregon, Idaho, and Whitman. Eastern Oregon won the meet as they placed four runners among the top ten finishers. Idaho edged out Whitworth for second place and Whitman was a distant fourth in the five-way meet.

Also placing in the top ten for the Rocs was Earl Carroll as he finished with a fine time of 26:38 that nailed down sixth spot.

The Whitworthians started fast in the Pine Bowl game, Whit's started fast in the Pine Bowl game, winning the opening quarter with Ken Surfey and Mel Stubblefield picking up most of the yardage. Stalled on the first drive, Whit­worth pounded back to the 34 yard line where QB George Perry fell faked left and with great protection bombed back into the endzone where Jim Simonson was one step and two hands ahead of his defender, making a beautiful catch for the six points. Tom Hall's kick was good for the extra point.

The remainder of the half was battle of the defenses as the two squads trotted to the locker room with a 7-0 Whitworth lead showing.

The Whit's started fast in the second half. With a Surfey to Robinson to Linday kick­off return that netted 39 yards, Perry led the Bombers 61 yards in ten plays culminated by Surfey's one yard plunge. Surfey turned in another stellar ground game. The ex-CV great gained 148 yards -- PT in the first half -- in 23 carries for a 6.3 average.

Whit's began then to find running room. Marching 80 yards in 11 plays -- aided by two question marks 5 yard penalties -- the visiting Vikings cut the lead to 13-7.

A roughing-the-kicker penalty set up the third Pirate score. A 64 yard George Perry to a wide open Surfey back gave Whitworth a 19-7 lead. Surfey broke his initial pattern, ran down the sideline, came back, wrapped with the defender for the ball, then turned and raced 28 yards for the score. Place­ment holder Rick Bravo faked the PAT kick attempt and passed to Darrel Curtis for two points.

The Pirate score couldn't upset the Vikings momentum.

Western Washington came to Country Home looking for a breather but had to settle for a sigh of relief as they squeaked by Whitworth's Pirates 38 to 21 in last Saturday's Pine Bowl encounter.
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Norris and Cooprider; coaches work with receivers, backfield

Two of Whitworth's new assistant football coaches are Bud Norris and Sandy Cooprider. Coach Norris works with backs and receivers while Mr. Cooprider coaches defensive backs. In addition to coaching, both instruct several activity courses in physical education.

After graduating from Sedro-Woolley High School, 70 miles North of Seattle, Mr. Norris went to Washington State on a football-basketball scholarship. At W.S.U. Coach Norris started in both sports every year but one, due to a broken neck. Upon his graduation, Coach Norris was drafted by the Miami Dolphins, but unfortunately spent most of the following season in the hospital with a series of knee operations.

Following his year with Miami, Mr. Norris went back to Pullman to coach with Hugh Campbell under Coach Jim Swong.

For the last two years Coach Norris has taught junior high and P.E. as well as coached football at Cleveland High School in Seattle. He came to Whitworth because he liked the opportunity to start a new football program with Hugh Campbell and he also liked the area.

As for future plans, Coach Norris is uncertain at this time. He enjoys coaching at the college level but also would like to play pro football. In respect to coaching Whitworth students, Mr. Norris commented, "I'm impressed with the kids in general; they're better than the average college group. It shows up in the football team: they're easy to work with which makes coaching more enjoyable."

Mr. Sandy Cooprider is a graduate of North Central High School in Spokane and Montana State University. After graduating, Mr. Cooprider stayed at M.S.U. and coached the freshman football team. He liked coaching here and believes that the team has a lot of potential. Of the team, he commented, "We've come a long way, and I really enjoy working with those men."

For the future, Mr. Cooprider would like to be a head football coach in either high school or at a junior college.

Baldwin wraps up girl's football title

Baldwin Halif’s Fishers of Men recently captured the Powder Puff Football championship. The team’s unified defensive line and matchless pass plays—quarterback Mimi Dixon to the versatile Kak Logan — proved especially valuable as the girls completed the season undefeated.

Second place South Warren relied heavily on ground plays throughout the season. Kathy Hurst and quarterback Geri Smurick proved to be valuable scoring assets as they lead their team to a 3 wins 1 loss record.

Ballard, a small but very determined team, finished third in the standings with a record of 3 wins 2 losses. Ground plays—hand-offs and quarterback sneaks — proved to be leading yard gainer for the team. Edith "Gunner" Davis was Ballard’s leading scorer.

Jenkins, in a combination of passing and ground action, was one of the hardest working teams. They played well and displayed a genuine attitude of good sportsmanship. Sue Hariston, Cathy Logan, and Robin Riemcke were leading scorers for the fourth place Jenkins.

West Warren played hard throughout the season, but were unable to penetrate their opponent’s tough defensive lines. Ginger Bruce and Joan Clark were leading scorers as West compiled a win loss record of 0 and 4.

Balldwin won 4 lost 0 tied 0 pct. .100

South Warren

won 3 lost 1 tied 0 pct. .750

Jenkins

won 2 lost 2 tied 0 pct. .500

West Warren

won 1 lost 3 tied 0 pct. .250

Kathy Hurst runs ball for South Warren in girls' immortal action.

It's the real thing. Coke.
Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life—Coca-Cola.

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS!
choose one of the exciting
AMPEX
"Giftables"

AMPEX MICRO 40
Car Stereo Cassette
Complete Tape
Player System
99.95
Includes speakers

AMPEX MICRO 42
Car Stereo
Cassette Tape
Player/Recorder
119.95

AMPEX MICRO 44
Battery/AC Portable
Cassette Tape
Player/Recorder
169.95

AMPEX MICRO 87
Stereo Cassette Tape
Player/Recorder System
199.95

AMPEX MICRO 70
Stereo Cassette Battery/AC
Player/Recorder
159.95

AMPEX MICRO 14
Battery/AC Portable
Cassette Tape
Player/Recorder
79.95

AMPEX MICRO 74
Battery/AC Portable
Cassette Tape
Player/Recorder
99.95

AMPEX MICRO 7A
Battery/Portable
Cassette Tape
Player/Recorder
89.95

AMPEX MICRO 32
Cassette Tape
Player/Recorder with FM/AM Radio
129.95

AMPEX MICRO 95
Automatic Stereo Cassette Tape Changer
Player/Recorder
269.95

RECIPE FOR A DRUG FAIR

SERVICE WITH A SMILE

COMPLETE SOUND CENTER

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY PLAN

ALWAYS IN BALANCE

HIGH QUALITY • LOW PRICES

THE DRUG PEOPLE
drug fair

NEXT TO ROSAUERS • HERITAGE VILLAGE

THE DRUG PEOPLE

drug fair

NEXT TO ROSAUERS • HERITAGE VILLAGE
Hadrian the Seventh' performed tonight

By Marie Forder

"Hadrian the Seventh" is the selection of the Whitworth College drama department for its second production tonight, November 20, at 8:15 p.m. in the Cowles Auditorium.

The play, written by Peter Lake, received critical acclaim during its recent run in London and New York.

Hadrian is the story of Frederick William Rolfe, a prominent writer, who for years has been denied the priesthood. He clings to the belief in his vocation, and over the years has nurtured bitterness over his failure. Hounded by bailiffs, he is truly a picture of wretchedness.

When Rolfe reads that the Pope has died he projects himself into a fantasy world in which the Archbishop at last comes to make right Rolfe's years of humiliation by finally offering him the Priesthood. Rolfe delights in his opportunity to use his wit to expose the Archbishop's phony piety.

The play has many contrasts and changes of pace. One moment we see Rolfe flip and smug, and the next moment we see him pushing his very soul. During his first confession as Priest, when he is asked if he loves God, he replies, "I don't know." Moments later when he is asked if he loves his neighbor, he answers with a definite, "Oh, no."

But Rolfe's unique view of the Church comes to full light when he is elected Pope because of a deadlock in the College of Cardinals. He sits in the midst of pomposity and dishonest self-righteousness and exposes it to put the Church back on what he believes to be its rightful course. He is an exponent to put the Church back on what he believes to be its rightful course. He is an exponent.

Lead actor David Johnstone playing Frederick William Rolfe in the second performance of "Hadrian the Seventh" tonight, is an exponent to Jeremiah Bant, played by Bruce Clinke. This dramatic production begins at 8:15 p.m. in the Cowles Auditorium and is free to Whitworth students.

Chapel combines holiday themes

Thanksgiving and Holy Communion will be the combined themes for next Tuesday's chapel which will be celebrated at 10 a.m. in the Whitworth Presbyterian Church. Reverend Tom Erickson will lead the service.

In keeping with the theme of Thanksgiving, students will have a chance to do something symbolically. Those who wish to express their thanks to God may do so verbally, then place something which represents their thanks on a center alter. Holy Communion will also be celebrated, but those who do not wish to participate in it for religious beliefs will not be expected to do so.

This special evening chapel service is voluntary. Faculty and staff members are welcome.

Dorm carpeting approved for Ballard, McMillan

Two of Whitworth's dorms received one floor's worth of carpeting this week, with more promised for the near future. Ballard and McMillan Halls, which are the only dorms having wooden floors, remained carpeted while awaiting permission for the Job from the state fire marshals. Last week Mr. Gordon Hornall, business manager, received approval.
Wilderness program presents new chance for involvement

What's going on around here? Nothing to do again. That's not unusual. What did I ever come to Whitworth for? The school's too far from the coast and a small town like Spokane doesn't have anything to offer.

These thoughts sound familiar? Let's face it, this area isn't exactly brimming with a wide variety of activities and opportunities that a college student or big city is. But, the Inland Empire does have a wilderness region that is accessible, diverse and large. Whitworth is now offering its students an additional opportunity to take advantage of this largely untapped source of recreational enjoyment.

The Wilderness Activity Program is a kick-off program after the students have been appropriately $50 per person from the IHUB development fund to the program. A portion of this money is already being used to purchase backpacks, tents, tins, insulated sleeping pads, ropes, stoves, snowshoes, canoes and other equipment. Once the program gets underway, hopefully by January, this equipment will be available for a nominal fee to all Whitworth students and campus groups taking part in the program.

The Wilderness Activity Program, which on occasion may be included in an academic curriculum, will give students the opportunity to learn about and participate in hiking, backpacking, mountain biking, fishing, winter camping, canoeing, conservation and ski touring. In addition, the college will be working with the Fairchild Air Force Base survival school. The Fairchild survival school has been named as one of the best in the United States.

It is hoped that non-credit seminars might be underway before Christmas vacation. Dr. Bill Johnson and Dr. Rodger Shoemaker, two of the program's main initiators, are likely to be seminar instructors. Glen Himstra, ADWC President, and Bob Huber, student activities co-ordinator, are also in on the launching of the wilderness program.

We feel that the Wilderness Activity Program is another positive step in the improvement of the total life of the college. Not only can this program be a source of enjoyment for many, if not all, but it will also become instrumental in broadening and adding to the academic life of the college.

The success of this program is another recognition of one of the many ways in which a student can have a fulfilling college experience. We hope that Whitworth's outdoor enthusiasts will lend their active support.

Christmas boycott planned by group

Dear friends,

We see as hypocritical the extravagant celebration of Christmas when there is no peace on earth. Our group feels it is time for a Christmas boycott. We are not going to buy presents this year, nor are we going to receive them. We will do without decorations, and may be feasting on Christmas day instead of fasting.

Instead of spending, we will spend our money on earth by giving our money to help make amends for the suffering we have caused - such as by financially adopting a Vietnamese child, and by giving our time to stop the war. We are calling for people to put peace back in Christmas - what better way to celebrate the birth of the Christ than to begin an end to the war this year?

If you are counseling on college groups to do most of the local work. There are some possible approaches for organizing the boycott:

1. Contact local clergy - many should be receptive to this. Contact commercialization out of Christmas and urged to make peace back in.

2. Get a package mailed at department stores and shopping centers.

3. Set a guerilla theater on the sidewalk in front of large stores. Dramatize the horrors of war or the inconsistencies of the thinking of the military.

4. Leaflet at high schools, trade stations, churches and shopping centers.

5. Urge fellow students not to go home for vacation unless they can agree to participate in the boycott.

We would welcome any criticisms and suggestions readers might have of this proposal.

Westport Citizens for Peace
Post Box 397
Westport, Conn. 06880

Fear can be a reality, once something happens

Fear is rapidly undermining the feeling of security many girls have felt while inside the four walls of their protective dorms. And fear is taking a variety of forms.

If you've been the recipient of an obscene phone call, you understand well the feeling of fear it creates.

If you've ever seen a stranger sneaking around inside your dorm, you can know fear.

If you've ever heard strange noises outside your window when it is dark outside, you can know fear.

If you've ever sat down into the hours of the morning in a bedroom where the windows look out onto a parking lot, and it is perfectly quiet - you have experienced probably the awful sensation of being watched. Once again, fear.

If you've ever heard stories or talked with other people who have already experienced an unusual incident, a feeling of fear can begin to grow. Ask any Clarion man about last year...

If you've ever seen a man or woman exposure himself, you can become fearful that it may happen again...

If you've ever walked across the loop in the evening when it is completely dark, you can begin to become fearful of your safety...

If you've been scared to walk down your hallway when the lights are out late at night or early in the morning, it is fear.

If you've been scared to put your head down in your room, and the phone rings, and you're not sure who would call at that hour in the morning, it is fear.

Let's not have a captivated audience for this kind of fear.
Fear is real for those involved

Curst from page 2

People walking from the library to Baldwin-Jenkins or the journalism building at night must walk in relative light. It is sometimes too dark to even see the walkway or recognize people you pass. Chester the Molester is not a joke anymore, he exists.

He is known for his habit of - he may be off campus. "He may be plural. But the fact remains that whenever there is a crime of fear that is beginning to spread because of all this must be stored back in your mind. The first thing that can be done is to install more light fixtures around campus. There are already two lamp posts along the cement walk leading from Warren Hall to the dining hall, but they don't work and when it's dark, it's rather scary walking across the loop alone.

If you return home at three o'clock in the morning by the ringing of the telephone - "Exercise, and the man on the other end just wants to know your name... and then he asks if you have the other girls sleeping... and when you slam the receiver down he hears the other girls in your dorm by one by one... and the phone keeps ringing... and ringing... and ringing... and ringing... you're only one of the whole dorm who is awake... and it's still 3 A.M. and you're frightened out of your mind. Is that you're either shaking or crying... and the phone still continues to ring, and you're beginning to get the picture?

There is insufficient lighting everywhere on campus, even though it is expensive, the administration would be wise looking into installation of more light fixtures as a safety precaution.

Obscene Calls

Secondly, it seems that there are reasons that certain people know who one of the obscene phone callers might be, but they can't tell the police for lack of solid evidence. True or not something has to be done about the obscene phone calls. If calls late at night during the weekdays could be sent first through the police, and then the University something, it might help cut down on the chances for crank callers to get through.

Every morning in every girl's dorm lacking a shade of some sort should have one. Basement windows, hall windows, and open to view by anyone near the dorm should be covered so the dorm girls don't feel so much like fish in a glass bowl. Privacy must be maintained, and when all windows are covered, a feeling of security improves.

Some of the doors in the dorms leading to fire escapes and deck are extremely easy to open from the outside, and they should be locked.

And finally, here is a tip for anyone who has experienced an obscene phone call or expects one in the future: get yourself a good self-justified whistle. One shrill blast into the ear will strike the mind of any person on the other end of the line. Literally. It works.

The important thing now is for some action to be taken before the fear becomes a fact here.

Abortion not necessarily the answer

End of quote from page 2

life is finished? And who of us, if not quite complete, wants to be denied the right to live? If your own freedom is complete, free of any moral bonds, would you be here? I believe there are many who are not ours to give or to take. There are no exceptions or loopholes to the commandment not to kill.

In our democracy we strive to provide optimum rights to the individual with a minimum of restrictions. That individual does not have a complete freedom of any kind; we consider them inalienable. But no sense is this (our rights) to be extended, they are bounded by the rights of others. Certainly when the individual is not a slave, our rights are limited. It is NOT our right to decide whether another person shall live, be he or she old, capable, or incapable, perfect or imperfect.

The decision about abortion is a matter of such overwhelming weight that I do not know if we are capable of making a decision. Our dilemma is in weighing this against what possibly may be a measure to prevent the effects of social problems. Granting legal freedom of choice by abortion does not strike at any of the causes.

And it will no doubt bring some new problems in addition.

The population mushroom is a demand for birth control that hangs over us daily. We have turned our attention toward it, finally. As yet there are many well thought out solutions but we have progressed to the statement that war is not the best answer. Just as there are other ways to control population, so are there other ways than taking the lives of unborn infants.

Conception Control Offered

I admit to a certain measure of idealism that I have faith that our efforts and ingenuity can be turned toward solutions for the population growth. As, Medical and scientific knowledge produced the pill to help all contraceptive for working on even safer, better methods of conception control.

However, it must be many years to inoculate a young girl at the age of 10 or 12 against conception control when she and her husband consider that they are ready for a family, or when some prescription to temporarily counteract this immaturity until the conception might have even progressed to the point that the couple would counsel with their minister and/or family counselor to help them determine their readiness to responsibly bring into the world a human being. Impossible? Let's hope not.

It is too unrealistic to imagine that those of you who are going into the behavioral sciences and into education, or the ministry may just be creative enough to tackle teaching future generations such a thing for self, for life, and for others.

It is an exciting challenge. Among other results, your success would be a determined determination not to produce children irresponsibly.

Legalizing the abortion of unwanted pregnancies does not strike at the "got" level of this problem, does it? Neither enforced marriage nor abortion solve the problem, even though they are the only two courses available at the time. The real problem is the acceptance, or rejection, of the fineness or temporary, of a sense of responsibility for one's actions toward other human beings.

Without carrying this approach on through to other aspects, I would like to "open your mind" to some creative thinking.

Course Can Help

What would happen if we convinced our churches, our youth leaders, and our parents that there were classes that course content about LIVING WITH OTHERS in an important as that about factors, and formulae?

What if our high schools and colleges began to recognize and act on the philosophy that helping people with their relationships is vital to their success as employees, as citizens, as future parents?

What would be our responsibility if we took the pressure off young people to either marry or "freeze up"? What if all we accepted that they are learning about marriage just because they are ready for sexual activity, but the real relationships are built later as we grow older?

What if both men and women were expected to prepare for marriage as if it were as important as earning a living or working with social problems?

What if, instead of family as an "automatic prosthesis", we carefully considered and counseling referring toward strengthening them?

Doesn't it blow your mind?

A prayer and a plea

by Ken Beck

But by far the most profound are the deaths of those who have fallen into each depths of despair that they would abandon upon themselves rather than life. Hamlet felt this despair. Hemingway, too. Many more know, few more than you heart to give up the hope of a better life here on earth. We have no right to blame Patric Plion. What of him and the thousands like him daily, hourly, who second, feel the pangs of what Olson calls the Anguish of Perishing? Perhaps the question is really, "Who has ultimate control of our environment?" Can we, as God has made us, put ourselves into an irrevocable dilemma?

This prayer is not for Percy Plion, for Christ's redeeming love at all. But have you captured him, this desperate soul. And this plea is not even for all those who are only driven by the need for artificial comfort, for even in they may find help elsewhere. But both are for the faith that can eliminate the essence of despair. Both those despair which caused this young man to take his own life, and the despair which brings the need for the use of drugs to bring a tolerable spirit from the world, and I'm saying I'm for courage to maintain, through the face of men who would use the abdication of faith is the redemption of the world by Jesus Christ, and the hope of Grace, promise, and bestowed upon men. And finally, they are for the leader ship and guidance of God through the world's challenges, the Proverb's monument prayer of acknowledgement.

Father in heaven, hold not our sins upon us as we have sinned, but blot them out of our lives as we have also become wrapped in our own lives.

Those who campaign against Viet Nam are doing so only to ease their conscience. Let us speak about spor T. Agnew's speeches and poll, but no one is more Tony Agnew himself, the Vice-president starts getting after him or his drinking, but the President activist being pregnant, and in his own right. He is a social or movie. The papers are read for their entertainment value, the only thing needed to know, "as some like to pretend.

Our country is a brutal, mortally sick. Our country is far more interesting to read about if it actually happened rather than if it is just some product of Truman Capis imagination. Why should we pay $5.00 for a book or $7.50 for a ticket? When you can go out and buy the speakers Review for the price of a pal, and consider the possibility of train reading Spivk Agnew's talk about issues, an interesting alert, the weather or so-and-so's girlfriend being pregnant, and in his own right. He is a social or movie. The papers are read for their entertainment value, the only thing needed to know, "as some like to pretend.

The country is a brutal, mortally sick. The country is far more interesting to read about if it actually happened rather than if it is just some product of Truman Capis imagination. Why should we pay $5.00 for a book or $7.50 for a ticket? When you can go out and buy the speakers Review for the price of a pal, and consider the possibility of train reading Spivk Agnew's talk about issues, an interesting alert, the weather or so-and-so's girlfriend being pregnant, and in his own right. He is a social or movie. The papers are read for their entertainment value, the only thing needed to know, "as some like to pretend.

Thanks givingism

by Gary Heasell

Expressing thanks to God is like a prayer containing no amen and enduring forever in our daily lives. By constructively building ways to procure love for mankind thankfulness reached unto the Almighty has been sought. A smile manufactures warmth, a hello offers cheerfulness; a handshake reestablishes fellowship; a laugh protects knowledge and often confessions; an apology cranews cleanness; a charity offers justification; a bar or Peggy's restaurant can undo everything.

No... it's not够... "Thank you" is an expression of appreciation and is a heart-felt adoption of God's love.

And just to say..."Thanks" isn't any worse than "hi", it's just a way to say that you care.
Whitwood Sculpture is to be Fondled

If, in the daily trek from Sago to the HUB every noon, one would move eyes off the sidewalk ahead of him he might notice an interesting object between the library and the music room.

"Ah ha," said I, changing a severe visual reprisal, confronting this surrealistic tree and studied it, something I recommend to all Whitworthians. This, a seemingly accidental stacking of firewood, is actually a pleasing piece of sculpture, probably symbolizing man's conquest of wood, or something. I affectionately call it The Land.

From a distance this art work could be appealing to those of a cubist nature (to them everything is square), but in the rest of us the beauty can only come in closeness. Somehow it becomes a sort of Lincoln Log Jungle Gym for the college set.

The niches and horizontal members draw your bottom side. Give in to it and set down in a place that catches your fancy. Now, for the real moment of art, initial ecstasy. "Why the grain is three dimensional, I can feel it." Trace the subtle lines and indentsations. The soft pastel browns are to study closely. The depressions and textures are a kind man's delight. Try this tactile Disneyland with your eyes closed. One touch is worth a thousand looks.

Don't be afraid to step off the guiding sidewalk and into your own world. Explore the truly beautiful wood sculpture with all your senses, you'll enjoy it, that's what it's here for.

by Leonard Diiorio

"Dr. Newman, your reception is to be fondled, Mr. Carpenter, and Chisti, you come into in too." The AMA Modulated voice continued, "I see here that you are to have an abortion. It will be quite simple, and I'm sure that we can have you home by 4:00. If you will just . . . .

"I don't want an abortion done!" The young lady stood resolutely casting a thousand shadows on the wall, the white, hostile look that expressed such distaste for her as it would for any form or smudge. "I want to keep the child. Please!"

"I'm afraid that's impossible," his passive teeth moved in unison.

"You know of course about the Population Act of 1980, and that this act includes the abortion of all non-licensed pregnancies, especially those out of wedlock!" The walls accepted the doctor, he was a part, he was clean.

"Dr. Newman, my daughter wants to keep the baby. Can you understand that?"

The walls hesitated, unsure, not daring to express to a gnarled old lady bleeding unsanitary wisdom from every pore. The walls shifted and drew instead a timeless gaze from the younger woman in the corner. The doctor's head moved to touch her shoulder in compassion. Tired acknowledgment.

The operation seemed as quick as any experience after it is finished, and Chisti sat thoughtless, still troubled by the gas that had robbed her of emotion during the operation. The doctor washed his hands and bustled himself with plans for his next patient.

The old lady had lost her battle and she voiced a tired acknowledgment. "You and your ways, your leaders and your world have won and we have lost." The walls smiled as the doctor disposed of the fetus as an afterthought and dabbed his glistening hands again, for a third time.

"I'm sorry Mrs. Carpenter, but this is the way it has to be." "I know now, Dr. Newman, and I am truly sorry." "Chisti, come back and see me in a few days to make sure." "I'll come in to see you on Thursday." The old exhaled as if she had not done so in a long time, and Christi, now clothed joined her mother as they walked out.

"Dr. Newman forgot, as was this business, the walls rejoiced, and the furnace salivated and swallowed.

At approximately the same time, a certain Dr. Sheperd, engaged in an exaltation of the heavens, filled some minutes of a film with a certain part of space, where a star had inflicted its shattering light upon the darkness. But it extinguished itself in a matter of hours. Strange, thought the Astronomer, it will have to be looked into. Efficiency is highly valued in astronomy.

Come on, you might even enjoy yourself up here.

Christmas Dreams Come True...

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! Weisfield's Jewelers has the perfect gift for everyone on your Christmas list.

Diamond wedding sets range from $232.50 to $282.50, available at Weisfield's Jewelers. Lay-Away Now for Christmas!

DOWNTOWN 617 W. MAIN Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri till 9:00 P.M.

U-CITY 607 S. MAIN Open Mon, Tues & Fri till 9:00 P.M.
Memory of JFK lingers on

Seven years have gone by since John F. Kennedy was buried at Arlington National Cemetery. But to most people the details of the assassination, the disbelief and shock are still remembered. November 22, 1963, was a day when the nation seemed to come to a sudden stop. People were bewildered and confused as to why the assassination happened. They felt something must be wrong with a country that could have a President and even his accused killer.

President Kennedy was cremated in his hometown of Dallas, Texas, and his body was flown to Washington, D.C. On November 24, 1963, President Lyndon B. Johnson addressed the nation from the Oval Office of the White House: "Let us earnestly and humbly pray."

In the months that followed, the nation seemed to come to a sudden stop. The new President shared a similar view of the said events some thirty years later.

Meanwhile, the details of the assassination, the disbelief and shock are still remembered. They felt something must be wrong with a country that could have a President and even his accused killer.

On Thanksgiving, 1963, President Johnson said to the nation, "I say to our fellow Americans, what we need is a dedication to the ideals that are American. Let us pray for His divine wisdom in banishing from our land every injustice of intolerance or oppression to any of our fellow Americans, whatever our opinion, whatever the color of their skins... If their skins..."

Before he died, Mr. Kennedy had composed his annual holiday proclamation. In it, he was able to convey his and the nation's desire to continue to fight for peace, justice, and understanding among all men and nations.

Hang Loose

by Linda Barstow and Carolyn Cutler

Mark and Cutter don't feel much like writing this week. In fact, we may never feel like writing again. We've discovered that actually we're just "hangers" (not writers). Yeah! All of a sudden this column has become "hanging loose" in a lot different than just hanging loose. Bye

Whit grad writes novel:
Mad Dog Press Archives

by Ken Benaco

1965 Whitworth graduate, English major, 1964-1965 Editor in Chief (Whitworth's literary magazine), Jay Spencer Grendahl has written a briskly selling novel. The novel's story is an attempt to publish an underground literary magazine.

The book may be checked out of the library with serious shortcomings. As an English major and presently working as an English teacher) Mr. Grendahl should know better than using contemporary idioms such as "write up," "groovy," "dig," and "crazy." Slang dates itself too fast and the novelist is supposed to catch the flavor of the contemporary idioms.

The novel begins explosively and ends with a crash. In the first thirty pages Eric converts to the radical cause, savors a brothel, embraces the drug scene and is in the process of losing his wife because of his wanderings. In the last few pages his girl friend is killed in a tragic, violent incident that tears Eric's new life apart.

A first novel, The Mad Dog Press Archives is filled with serious shortcomings. As an English major and presently working as an English teacher) Mr. Grendahl should know better than using contemporary idioms such as "write up," "groovy," "dig," and "crazy." Slang dates itself too fast and the novelist is supposed to catch the flavor of the contemporary idioms.

What to do when he says he'll pick you up in an hour.

What would you do without electricity?

The versatility of electricity seems limitless. As we tend to take it for granted, it is easy to forget how dependent we are on it for our daily lives.

We make our business to keep the cost of your electric service low, and to keep the cost of living.

The Washington Water Power Co.
"More power for you; environment, too."
Senior Tom Beall shows the form that broke the Evergreen conference punt record this year. Beall averaged 42.2 yards a kick.

**Hoopmen hit court, prepare for opener**

Seven of last season's cager lettermen are returning to form the nucleus of this year's basketball varsity basketball squad. Also trying for the squad are 19 other hopefuls.

The Pirate aspirants have been turning out for more than two weeks under head coach Cal Riemecke, assistant Craig Johnston and junior varsity coach, Poster Walsh. The first of a 28-game season comes on the 28th of this month with the annual alumni game.

Returning from last year's 14 and 12 squad are seniors Bill Hope, Jim Nieman, Glen Hoismita, and Doug Henning. Juniors are Butch Helman, Bill Larson, Dennis Peterson, and senior Willard Bance. Two other lettermen are returning to competition this year. They are senior Earl Washington and Junior Bob Williams.

Non-lettermen returning from last year's squad are seniors Dan Williamson and juniors John Robertson and Joe Bultman. Two transfers who played for Coach Riemecke at College of Marin are also on the team. They are Tom Sidenberg and Chip Tyson, both juniors.

Due to the fact that all but three of the varsity candidates have played under Mr. Riemecke before the squad has a large advantage over last season's squad.

First-year two-outs working under Coach Weisger's direction include; Keith Carpenter, Manny Martinez, Bill Prost, Joel Billings, Allen Beasat, Bruce Noble, Randy Sandberg, Mike Manning, Randy Beach, Lee Samuel, and Pete Lewis.

To start the season the Hoopmen hit court, ball varsity basketball squad. Johnson and the nucleus of this year's Williams. Also trying for the squad are 19 Riemcke, assistant annual alumni game. 28th of this month with the Washington and junior Bob last year's squad are senior Men are lettermen this year. They Dilln Bill Hoge, Jim Nieman, Glen surfs. Two other men are including; Keith Beall's squad.

**Town undefeated, new grid champs**

On Saturday, November 10th, the men's intramural football season was wrapped up as Town became the new league champ with a perfect season of seven wins.

In action from that last weekend of the season, Knox upset Multinex by a score of 15-3 as Multinex lost only one game previous to that game. In the only other game played, Goodfield dumped Washington by a score of 19-2. Multinex ended up in second place all alone with a record of five wins and two losses. There was a three-way tie for third between Carlson, Goodfield, and Knox. All of them had four wins three losses. Knox finished the season strong so they won that last three in a row. Washington slipped as they finished with three wins and four losses. Beall and Harrison forfeited all of their games.

**Pirates drop final, finish with 2-7 mark**

Offense for the season finished with 2-7 mark. OCE's final score came after 62-yard, 8 play drive - QB Buecker tossing his third TD pass of the day.

Steve Foust nearly became the Buc hero just before the last Oregon battle as he raced in and blocked a Wolve punt inside the Wolves forty. A deflected pass interception killed the drive at the 16.

Although a tough first year for head coach Hugh Campbell, the Pirates did prove the assets of Coach Campbell's young program. The 2-7 record did not credit the steady improvement the Pirates did make and the experience picked up by the freshmen and sophomores on the squad should make for a totally different '71 finish.

Playing in this final collegiate game last Saturday were seniors Greg Gattin, Ken Burke, Jon Stewart, Christ Baumgartner Jim Simonson, Tom Babagian, captain Cory Ray, Dick Stedman Doug Carlson and Tom Beall. Beall's squad came through with three Whitworth records and two Evergreen marks. His 42.2 individual and team yards per punt average broke Evco records by 1.4 yards. He also had four touchbacks and four punts.

Pirates drop final, finish with 2-7 mark. OCE's final score came after 62-yard, 8 play drive - QB Buecker tossing his third TD pass of the day. Steve Foust nearly became the Buc hero just before the last Oregon battle as he raced in and blocked a Wolve punt inside the Wolves forty. A deflected pass interception killed the drive at the 16.

Although a tough first year for head coach Hugh Campbell, the Pirates did prove the assets of Coach Campbell's young program. The 2-7 record did not credit the steady improvement the Pirates did make and the experience picked up by the freshmen and sophomores on the squad should make for a totally different '71 finish.

Playing in this final collegiate game last Saturday were seniors Greg Gattin, Ken Burke, Jon Stewart, Christ Baumgartner Jim Simonson, Tom Babagian, captain Cory Ray, Dick Stedman Doug Carlson and Tom Beall. Beall's squad came through with three Whitworth records and two Evergreen marks. His 42.2 individual and team yards per punt average broke Evco records by 1.4 yards. He also had four touchbacks and four punts. Coach Campbell's coaching staff should also be credited as they kept the team together throughout the year. Bruce Granbo, Bob Norsen, Steve Eartyile, and Shady Cooper did an outstanding job for Whitworth.
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Many Whitworth men were disturbed about this week's news that intramural basketball had been cancelled, and for good reason. At the outset of the week at least 150 potential basketball players were ready to start an already abbreviated season. Then a day before action was to begin they found out that the intramural director has resigned and there will be no season.

Now there may be a good reason why Whitworth can't have an intramural basketball program — but it has yet to fall on the ears of those concerned. Rumor has it that the gym is tied up during most of the week nights, so there is no time to play the games. If this is the case, then there are a few questions that should be answered:

1. Why hasn't this been a problem before?
2. Just what is the gym for if it can't be used by the students?
3. Why was a program even set up at all if there weren't going to be any facilities in which to run it?

I'm not sure who these questions should be directed to, but there is a problem and it should be solved now — not during the January term. For this year there has been an increased interest shown in intramurals, and this in itself shows the need for them.

It seems that some kind of adjustments could be made so that the gym could be open for intramurals, or as a last resort, the use of an outside gym such as the one at Shadle Park.

Many Players Return

The loss of ten seniors from this year's football team will be greatly felt by next year's edition of the Pirates, but better days are ahead. For about 35 members of this year's team will be back and will be missed both for their work on the field and their ability to light a fire under the '71 Bucs.

The defense will be bolstered by center Bill Akerstrom, left end Brian Scott, fullback Ken Latimer, and tight end Doug Long. If the Bucs are to be a successful team, these players will have to put up big numbers. Akerstrom is known for his blocking, while the others are solid in all phases of the game.

On offense, the team will be led by quarterback Gary Phillip, who is the starting quarterback for the second year in a row.

Big Holes Left by Veterans

But the leaving veterans did create some gaping holes. Two of the spots that will need filling are the offensive guard and center positions that were ably filled by Tom Beall and Tom Haagenson.

Both were fine blockers and will be hard to replace, but their young understudies will improve with time and soon be up to the task. Also missing from the offense will be halfback Dennis Johnson, who was a star on the field and a student on the books.

The defense will be led by linebacker Chris Baumgartner and defensive back Tom Baillie. Both will be missed, but the team will be able to handle the loss. The defense has been a strong point of the team for the past two seasons.

Volleyballers Drop Close One

Women's Varsity Volleyball team lost a close match to Eastern Washington State Tuesday, November 3. It was the girls' second loss to the Eagles, therefore presently giving them second place in the Puget League.

Edith 'Gunner' Davis, Sherry Barron, and Kathy Ingles were leading point getters as the girls completed the match in three close games — 15-25, 15-12, 12-15.

On Saturday, November 7th, the Whitworth campus was the site of the 1970 Evergreen Conference cross county meet. The teams that competed were (in order of finish): Central Washington State College, Western Washington State College, Whitworth, Western Washington State College, and Oregon College of Education. Oregon Tech did not compete in the meet.

Bob Mapleson, a freshman at EWSC who is from Wales, was the individual winner in a time of 24:25 over the five-mile course. Mapleson boasts a 4:00 mile run in past competition.

Bob Iuliti was the second place finisher in a time of 24:47. This was Bob's best effort of the year as he cut 16 seconds off his previous best from two weeks ago. Ian Fisher also placed in the top ten as he toured the course in a time of 20:23 for eighth position.

Contini won the meet by placing three of their runners in the top ten. SOCC edged out EWSC by one point for second honors as both teams had two runners finishing in the top ten. SOCC took fourth without putting any of their runners in a list of the top ten, and Whitworth placed fifth as Iuliti and Fisher placed in the top eight finishers.
HUB concert introduces Whitworth’s Stage Band

by Kevin Malt

For the first time in six years Whitworth now has a performing Stage Band. Under the direction of John Trynne, Jr., they debuted Monday night as part of the Music Department’s program. Various groups that participated in the musical college were the Concert Band, the Madrigal Singers, Stage Band, and the Varsity Quartet.

Foreign Service exams are slated

Foreign Service Officer Exams will be given December 5th in the Spokane County Public Office Building, starting at 8:30 a.m. This is a competitive written exam testing the candidate on General Knowledge, English expression, and on general background in a variety of fields. Applications for sitting the exam may be taken at the Foreign Service Information Offices of the United States Information Agency.

All applicants who are taking the exam will have received certain publications regarding it. These are available all over the campus and can give pertinent information on future meetings with representatives from a variety of companies and the Armed Services. Bulletins will be published every Thursday or Friday before any important meetings are to take the place the following week.

Career Placement Credentials can also be filed now in the Financial Aid Office. All sessions who are not certain that they are going to graduate school or into teaching should have this on file.

‘Hadrian’ performed again tonight
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Dr. Ed Lindaman hands Queen Heather a bouquet while Princesses (l to r) Karen Hayfield, 1969 Homecoming Queen Marcia Berg, Josilyn Von, Kathy Hurst and Ann Kough participate in the coronation.

Tradition evokes response from various participants

by Ann Toyokito

“It’s a beautiful thing when a traditional event can bring people together,” stated Queen Heather Holcomb, as she reigned over Homecoming ’70. Heather is a junior history major. She works for Saga and Young Life at North Central. Among her many activities she loves reading, swimming, dancing, and just talking with friends. Heather lives in West Warren and comes from Solvang, California. “It was really happy to become queen because it enabled me to get to know some people better and becoming closer to these people took some of the superficiality out of it.”

Activities started on Friday at convocation with the coronation of Queen Heather and Princeses Kathy Hurst and Josiln Von. Fireworks in the Pine Bowl and an anti-social social was held in the HUB, Friday night and included a get together where corsages were sold and games were set up.

Saturday, the big game against Southern Oregon won by Whitworth, 15-9. Finally, the last event and the most memorable, the banquet and dance at the Ridpath.

“I thought it was really wonderful,” commented Donna Heil, a freshman. “It was really impressive because of the entertainers were tremendous. However, I have one suggestion: We really have a great band so why not hear it? We really aren’t at our best in the raucous sound and frosty notes at football games. The choir performs at indoor functions, why can’t we?” stated Yoda Thomas, a freshman, and a band member.

PRE-KIN
NURSERY
SCHOOL

“SPECIALIZING IN TENDER LOVING CARE”

A STATE LICENSED DAY CARE CENTER
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Including Kindergarten, Art, Music & Supervised Play

OPEN MON - FRI 7:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Weekly, Monthly rates

AIR
LAND
SEA

TRAVEL SERVICE

CONVENIENT FACILITIES TO SERVE YOU IN THE HUB
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Whitworth campaigns funds for the pre-vocational center

by John Gaskill

An anti-litter drive, a fast, and an all-college and alumni dance featuring "Elk River," one of the top bands in the Pacific Northwest, will highlight Whitworth College's campaign to raise money for the Spokane Pre-Vocational Training Center tomorrow.

With Spokane divided into approximately 30 sections, Whitworth students will canvas the city in search of aluminum cans and returnable bottles from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The Youth Association for the Retarded Children will be covering low sections of the city.

The Kaiser Aluminum Company has said it will give 10 cents for every pound of aluminum collected with Rouser's Super Markets giving money for the bottles.

A pre-vocational training center worker assists a young boy with his project.

Recent survey reveals three top-rated films

Recently a group of interested students ran a survey to determine the films which the students would like brought to campus this coming spring. Students were also asked if they minded paying the additional 50¢ in order to secure some of the more current, high-priced films. The survey was held in the dining hall and 258 students participated.

The three top rated films were; Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, Dr. Zhivago, and MASH. The films committee is working on getting Butch Cassidy, and MASH, however, they are not including Dr. Zhivago. Other films already scheduled for next semester are; The Hill, Rachel Rachel, and Barefoot in the Park, all scheduled for January. Later this year we will have, 2001 A Space Odyssey, America America, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf, Bonnie & Clyde, The Burgundy, and The Fixer. Many other films are yet to be secured definitely.

The second phase of the Whitworth campaign will be a student fast. For every student that doesn't eat at the dining hall tomorrow, EAGA Food Service will donate the cost of three meals to the pre-vocational center.

There will be an all-college and alumni benefit dance at that evening's COOG to wrap up the day's campaign. Making their first Spokane appearance is "Elk River", who will play from 9 to 12 with the cost being $1.25 a person. The dance has been boosted siightly by the Associated Students of Whitworth College and Gonzaga University.

The Center: What Is It?

"But just what is this Spokane Pre-Vocational Training Center? Presently there are only two courses a mentally retarded young adult can take upon completion of public school training. If he is accepted, he may qualify for vocational training through a sheltered workshop. There is a very poor community. If the retardate isn't fortunate, he is admitted to an institution that often only isolates him from society and his community.

Even these alternatives are offered to only a limited number of retardates due to state institution policies which return them to their communities. Unable to survive independently and not trained to hold a permanent job, these young adults have no options left.

The objectives of the pre-vocational center are twofold: 1) to equip clients with those skills and behaviors necessary to maintain independent living within their community, and 2) to train clients in social skills, acceptable grooming, and desirable attitudes to insure successful employment.

These mentally retarded young adults are trained to do things that many people take for granted. They are taught cleanliness and proper care of clothing. They are instructed in housekeeping and the use of basic tools for shop work. The retardates are taught how to manage money and how to conduct themselves at a meal.

Approximately 400 people in Spokane need the kind of training offered by the pre-vocational center.

Merry Christmas

Classes Resume

January 6

The Whitworthian

X-mas holiday party greets alumni, students, faculty

A Holiday Party for students, faculty, and friends was held in the Whitworth Student Union on Saturday, December 26, at 8:00 p.m. in downtown Seattle. (Great Ballroom) this year was adjacent to the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport in Seattle.

"A very, very nice place to hold an affair," said Perry Watkins, College Advancement and Director of Alumni Affairs, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ainley host the party.

The event is not being sponsored by the school and is mainly a get-together where segment groups can initially share their ideas. It is speci- cally geared toward the alumni so that they can be informed of the happenings of the school. hopes are that those attending will interest others and share this time together and develop potential of future interaction with each other.

"The main purpose of the party is to let a lot of people who have been involved with Whitworth know what's going on and to keep them involved with the party," said Steve Adel, ASWC Vice President.

Refreshments and entertain- ment were provided. The first half hour experiments in interaction will be presented by Dr. Short, then every half hour by favorite students, alumni and various groups.

Alum will be semi-formal (after five attire will be appro- priate).

Those interested and wishing to make reservations should contact Perry Watkins at his home or office in the Ad building. They will also help you get accommodations if needed for an overnight stay in Seattle.

Tina Anderson who plans to attend remarked, "I'm going because people like it would be a lot of fun and it's a good way to meet people."

Merry Christmas

Classes Resume

January 6
Black issue still a problem?

by Kak Logan

Don't think we're safe. Pretty pictures, a non feast of getting together and loving one another near us to lunch after Tuesday's chapel, but don't figure that the racial story is: sewed up at Whitworth or elsewhere.

Do you remember when Jeff Tucker spoke in chapel telling us about his life. and the life of some of his black brothers and sisters? His parting words were something along the line of telling us and our damn red, white, and blue flag to go to hell. That was almost 20 years ago. Have we really solved the problem that he and his friends were trying to work on? We're not even aware of that. (Of course, most of our country in the world has seen it before.)

The idea of Tuesday's chapel was good, the goal is singled out. We are a community and the black students are a part of the greater whole. But there is a special need for black students and their issues to be heard.

I am not naive of the black man's need to be respected and handled with care. I am not guilty of perpetuating hate. I am a student who tries to be as good as the unselfish of you. I need to learn as much as possible about this group of people and to be aware of the way they are viewed by others. I am aware of the world's position at the top of the Best Seller list. I am aware of the world's position as a best seller.

**Chapel policy change possible** by Janice Temple

Now that first semester has come to a close, an evaluation of the chapel program will need to be made. In the first semester, chapel attendance was down because of the lack of interest in the chapel services. The SLAB Committee organized chapel services for the whole year, attended by the entire student body, and the results were disappointing. However, in the second semester, chapel attendance increased as more students began to attend.

The motion recommended that chapel attendance be checked at the end of second semester. In other words, by a slim majority, the board has asked for the return of the honors system.

Is this fair? Not too many students were fair to the chapel planners who did their utmost to present unique programs. The attendance figures have shown that only in a scattered 10% or 20% of the student body, changing chapel attendance is fair.

When attendance drops too low, it becomes difficult for the program planners to get good equipment and space. The decision of a sparsely-filled auditorium knowing that there are hundreds of people elsewhere.

Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma, Washington, faced the same problem with its chapel attendance after it moved to an honors system. First semester chapel service had 200 students, but by second semester it had fallen to a little over a hundred. In the past 20 years, chapel was one of the times to bring the entire campus community together as one body. Up to now, it hasn't worked that way, and it is time to do it now before what happened at P.U. happens here.

If attendance is checked, it will probably not be with any great zeal — some method will be tried. The main point here, however, is that these things need to be worked out.

Whatever our contributions to tomorrow's effort will be, they won't be unappreciated. What better time is there to help someone else than the beginning of the new year and the beginning of the greater world's problem?

Whitworth students aren't the only ones who used to check on the number of chapel attendance procedures.
The Diary of Frank Anne

or

A Day in The Life of A Whitworthian

by Mike Glodt

6:30 a.m. Alarm clock rings
6:31 Arise to meet another
clothing, God-given day.
6:45 Pretend to snuggle in mirror
6:45 Scout bathroom to make
sure I am alone, if not,
return to room and wait. If
so, remove bathtub and
shower. I rather enjoy
entire body while looking at ceiling.
(Thou shalt not touch
any part of thy body.
I showered, I adjusted to another portion of
lavish dress.)
7:05 Return to room. Apply
Right-Guard, Arid Extra-
Dry, &. Ban Place Clear-
all over entire face. Enter
closet and close door to
closet.
7:35 Emerge from closest robed
in the finest clothes money
can buy.
7:36 Final examination in
mirror to insure that
God made me.
7:55:22 says,
"He
will give you grace in all things.
O Lord God of hosts, bless this
mirror to the end that it
may continue to be a mirror.
He has made us.
8:15 Am thoroughly shocked
at the sight of God. I
am alone.
8:20 Felt this entire day.
8:27 Think of Presbyterian
Life and a
645 Extra-Sheep's Milk
170-180-
edges. Package Includes:
- Ski First
- Step-In
- boots.
- Deluxes
- boots.
- Step-In
- boots.

Have you learned the fine art of HOOK-BOBBIN? Try it. It's
another Whitworthian favorite.

This $2,000 stereo system
plays virtually distortion-free
music.

What would it play without
(low-priced) electricity?

So much that brings us pleasure
and convenience is possible only because
electricity makes it possible.

And ingenious men continually
find new and better ways for electricity to serve us.

The usefulness of electricity grows
so does our determination as an Investor-
Owned Electric Light and Power Company
to keep your service price in low and high
reliability.
Former student pleads for aid to ravaged land

by Tina Caldwell

Many of you will remember Abe Qualaghasl, a former student at Whitworth College. Since his experience here he has returned to his home country of Jordan. Dave Morton has received a letter from Abe which he asks to be shared with the Whitworth community. His letter, by the way, was followed by an urgent telegram from the American National Red Cross, Abe writes of his most recent experiences:

"Thank God that I am alive and my mother is with me. Everything I ever had and saved is in total destruction. I would like to ask a great favor of you. Please share this letter with the Whitworth community and any other charitable organizations around, such as churches, that might be able to donate and contribute as much as they can to our country. Things have happened here that can't be imagined. People have died of hunger and thirst, houses were blasted off from bottom to top. I, myself, was sent to a concentration camp for four days and was treated as the others who were rounded up like me. It's only now that I can describe to you the suffering we all have gone through, the loss of all we had, and the people we know who are gone.

If you can, please do something for us. Your aid would be a help to all who are suffering.

Sgd.,
Abe Qualaghasl"

Try to imagine how hopeless Abe must feel not being able to do anything for his family and friends. He seeks a ray of hope through the Whitworth community, and is hoping to us for help. How can we possibly ignore his plea?

If you are able to help, please do. There are many charitable organizations that are working to help those in need. Maybe you can help with money, food, clothing, or other supplies. The American Red Cross is working hard to help those in need.

Please consider helping Abe and others like him. Your help can make a big difference in their lives.

Uncertain of Your Insurance Needs?

For maximum protection you can start now, ask about our Student Financial Plan...Call Charles J. Klaus

RJ 7 4062

Security Mutual Life

NEBRASKA
Grapplers open with Victory over Bulldogs

By Gordon Johnson

Last Monday night saw the Whitworth wrestling team take its opener from Gonzaga University by a score of 26-48. Whitworth started by showing form as Steve Hilmes pinned Kevin McKirn in the 183 pound bracket in the opening challenge. It was a close match however, and Whitworth was not assured of the victory until Tom Stewart pinned Ron Lindquist in the 190 pound bracket.

The way in which a match is won should be the same as follows. A take-down is worth two points initially and one thereafter. A reversal in worth two points is an escape, one; a pre-determined, two; a near fall, three; and a pin is worth five match points. Also, riding time is awarded as one point per minute with a maximum of two.

Wrestling coach, Bruce Grambo had nothing but praise for his squad. "Dale Ryan and Joe Wilson were both excellent. Dale is our most improved wrestler and is showing much more confidence than last year. I feel Eric Kelly did extremely well in his first collegiate match. He got his "baptism under fire" in the heavy-weight division." As for the team as a whole, Coach Grambo feels that they have much team spirit and are very congenial. "Team unity was evident even though they had only been out for seven days. Coach Grambo is looking for a 167 pound competitor and if he cannot find one some changes must be made to compensate."

As for the outcome of the season, coach Grambo is quite optimistic. "In the conference I think we have a very good chance of finishing high in the top five, and with any luck we could win it, but it's really too early to tell." Whitworth will send Wilson, Gonzales, McDonald, Ryan and Nicklowski to compete at the W.R.U. invitational tomorrow at Pullman. In January, Whitworth will face a very tough schedule as they will travel to Canada as well as host several meets here.

Stewart takes one-point lead

On Wednesday, December 2nd, a men's intramural one-point, softball program was initiated at Whitworth. Teams competing in the one-week tournament are Carlson, Goodsell, McMillan, Rist, Town, and Washington. Each team will play the other participating teams once during the five-game schedule. The games are being played at either 7:00, 8:00, or 9:00 in the field house.

The rules are basically the same as for softball, except that you pitch to your own team. You get one pitch, and one out if you fail the first pitch off. The team can play up to twelve men in the field. If a fly ball is caught off the roof or the wall it is an out. The games are 45 minutes in duration.

In games played a week ago on Thursday night, McMillan won by forfeit over Town, Carlson edged out Washington 8-6, and a strong Stewart team defeated Goodsell 8-7 on Tuesday night, Carlson stopped McMillan 6-7 in sudden death. Goodsell crushed Washington 16-1, and Stewart beat Town 6-4.

After two games in competition, Carlson and Stewart have two wins and no losses. Right behind is McMillan with a victory and a loss. Town and Washington have yet to win a game as they have low losses.

Bucs crush Whits, Meet PLU tonight

Jumping to a quick 12 to 1 lead, Whitworth was never behind and fell just short of the century mark in recording an easy - if a bit rough - 72-48 victory over the visiting Whitman Missionaries.

The win evened the Pirates record at two wins and two losses. The previous win was a 72-48 triumph over the same Whitman team in Walla Walla. The two defeats came last week on a trip to Western Montana.

After the opening challenge, the Missionaries fought back but could never quite get close enough to make a run at the Bucs and both teams entered the locker room with a 69-30 Whitworth lead.

The Bucs started strong again at the beginning of the second half only to end up with an 8-minute cold spell with but 9 points being put on the scoreboard.

Whitworth completely dominated the contest. Pumping in 29 of 29 gift shots and hitting 52% of their fielders attempts, they could lead Whitman nearly at will. A definite height advantage saw the Pirates bring down 49 boards compared to 21 for the visitors. It was sophomore Willard Rance again leading the scoring with 3 points worth 12 points. Nearly every home teamer tallied with Glen Himes picking up 15 and Burt Hattula and Chip Tyson hitting 12 each. Williams had 9, Washington 8, Holland 6, Joe Robertson 4, Nieman 4, John Robertson 3, Hoge 1.

Whitworth was looking forward 100 when the reserves started entering the contest, but the was hard to notice as the Bucs and fast break continued clicking.

At 6-00 Whitworth's Pirates entertain Pacific Lutheran in Grace Gym.

"In the preliminary to last Tuesday's contest five J.V. players made possible figures but could not overcome an early Whitman lead and fell in an 86-72 loss. Randy Sandberg drew in 19 for the Pirates."

"The Whits were up by 15 at one point in the first half. They have good inside players and are a very good fundraiser."

"When Whitworth上次 "Westside"" with Bells - to the Sun"
**HUB discussions to change**

The Thursday afternoon HUB discussions are due for a change sometime this January.

"We changed the day to Thursday, at the same time, so no one could have a reason not to come," stated Steve Porter, publicity chairman of the HUB discussion committee.

"We have three topics for January, the first one, Polarization and Politics will feature George Gamble a conservative and Carl Maxie a liberal. This discussion is planned for the 12th of this month.

The Thursday afternoon HUB discussions to change their purpose from the political to the personal. Dr. Porter also stated that "the Lieutenant had been disappointing, it doesn't look as though we will ever have more than 40 people here."

"The amazing how many people go to a football game and how few come for something with real meaning to their lives."

**Judy Rose, Whitworth Senior awarded Soroptamist Scholarship**

Judy Rose, senior home economics and psychology major was awarded a $300 Soroptamist Scholarship.

A luncheon in the faculty dining room today with Mrs. Joseph Tewinhill, President and Mrs. J. Stover, former club president will honor Judy.

"Girls are planned for the 12th of this month."

"I don't know what they will talk about but we have suggested something about their aspirations for the college, their frustrations, etc." said Porter.

"The purpose of these discussions is to educate the students here, there is more to education than books and grades."

"Porter also stated that "the turn out had been disappointing, it doesn't look as though we will ever have more than 40 people here."

"It's amazing how many people go to a football game and how few come for something with real meaning to their lives."

**Students plan varied January term**

"Jan Term offers a change of pace... And the not-so-much-pressure is usually welcome," states Randi Lukich, sophomore from Baldwin.

Along with Whitworth's scheduled courses, 1971 January Term sees many original independent studies. By definition the interim program is to "develop greater self-fulfillment, personal initiative and more creative use of time as well as increase acceptance of responsibility." Several have shown just this in the respects for interesting and educational independent studies.

"Les Hyder and Kevin Maib propose close involvement with the role of a minister. Les plans to develop a Youth Leader's manual at the end of the term. Ireland is the destination and point of study for Carolyn Johnson and Bessie Ward. They will be looking at religious roots of the Protestant-Catholic conflict. Goals set up by the first are to extend Whitworth relations across the seas, further their knowledge of the crisis and meet different society."

"The Grandparents is a book in the form of a term paper" that should be the end product of Robyn Kainelien Knowe's January in Hawaii. Robyn plans to bring her grandparents' background into the book, and relate their heritage with her fairly new one.

"Polly Peterson proposes a "swing art teacher" role for the month of January. She'll teach at different grade schools in one area with the intention of comparing this experience with high school student's motivation and ability to express himself. Polly reveals that, "I would rather be in California during the cold month than on this slippery campus."

"Uta Rumpa, New Guinea will extend Whitworth relations across the seas, further their knowledge of the crisis and meet different society."

"Jan Term offers a change of pace... And the not-so-much-pressure is usually welcome," states Randi Lukich, sophomore from Baldwin.

Along with Whitworth's scheduled courses, 1971 January Term sees many original independent studies. By definition the interim program is to "develop greater self-fulfillment, personal initiative and more creative use of time as well as increase acceptance of responsibility." Several have shown just this in the respects for interesting and educational independent studies.

"Les Hyder and Kevin Maib propose close involvement with the role of a minister. Les plans to develop a Youth Leader's manual at the end of the term. Ireland is the destination and point of study for Carolyn Johnson and Bessie Ward. They will be looking at religious roots of the Protestant-Catholic conflict. Goals set up by the first are to extend Whitworth relations across the seas, further their knowledge of the crisis and meet different society."

"The Grandparents is a book in the form of a term paper" that should be the end product of Robyn Kainelien Knowe's January in Hawaii. Robyn plans to bring her grandparents' background into the book, and relate their heritage with her fairly new one.

"Polly Peterson proposes a "swing art teacher" role for the month of January. She'll teach at different grade schools in one area with the intention of comparing this experience with high school student's motivation and ability to express himself. Polly reveals that, "I would rather be in California during the cold month than on this slippery campus."

"Uta Rumpa, New Guinea will extend Whitworth relations across the seas, further their knowledge of the crisis and meet different society."
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"Les Hyder and Kevin Maib propose close involvement with the role of a minister. Les plans to develop a Youth Leader's manual at the end of the term. Ireland is the destination and point of study for Carolyn Johnson and Bessie Ward. They will be looking at religious roots of the Protestant-Catholic conflict. Goals set up by the first are to extend Whitworth relations across the seas, further their knowledge of the crisis and meet different society."

"The Grandparents is a book in the form of a term paper" that should be the end product of Robyn Kainelien Knowe's January in Hawaii. Robyn plans to bring her grandparents' background into the book, and relate their heritage with her fairly new one.
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Sorbonne Summer Session
for American Students
Extension universitaire de l'Université de Paris

COURSES OFFERED

I. Lower Division Courses
   102 Elementary French - emphasis on grammar, phonetics and conversation.
      (prerequisite: 2 years high school French or 1 semester college French.)
      60 hours
   201 Intermediate French - grammar review with emphasis on conversation.
      (prerequisite: 1 year college French.)
      60 hours
      (prerequisite: 201 or equivalent.)
      30 hours
   212 Intermediate Phonetics - emphasis on pronunciation, reading and speaking.
      (prerequisite: 102 or equivalent.)
      30 hours

II. Upper Division Courses
   331 French Civilization - political, social and intellectual development up to the French Revolution, with emphasis on literature and art.
      (prerequisite: 203 or equivalent.)
      30 hours
   332 French Civilization - political, social and intellectual development from the French Revolution to the present, with special attention given to literature and art. (to be offered summer 1971.)
      30 hours
   412 Advanced Phonetics - intensive practice in pronunciation, reading and speaking, to achieve a true command of the spoken language.
      (prerequisite: 202 or equivalent.)
      30 hours
   421 Survey of French Literature - advanced study of French literature from the Middle Ages to the French Revolution. (to be offered summer 1971.)
      30 hours
   422 Survey of French Literature - advanced study of French literature from the French Revolution to the present.
      30 hours
   433 Principles and Methods of "Explication de Textes" - advanced study of techniques and elements of literary expression in poetry, drama, and prose.
      30 hours

KEY TO COURSE NUMERATION

Undergraduate Courses: The 100 level number represents the general subject area treated (For Grammar and Composition, 102 = Literature, Civilization, and related subjects).
Graduate Courses: The 200 and 300 level courses represent graduate level. The last two numbers designate the course title.

SORBONNE SUMMER SESSION
for American Students

A special Summer Session is offered by the "Course de Civilisation Francaise" at the Sorbonne for those students who wish to improve their knowledge of French language, literature, and civilization. This program is particularly designed with American academic needs in mind, as it can meet the standard semester requirements of most universities and colleges.

Thus American students can derive the double benefit of foreign travel and college credits.

Similar to American summer sessions, the Sorbonne Summer Session lasts six weeks, June 25 to August 7.

A round trip flight from New York to Paris by Air France will be scheduled to leave New York June 30 and return from Paris August 6. Students on this program will enjoy the privacy of a luxurious apartment plus two meals a day. All university fees, a round trip ticket, apartment and meals will not only $1630.

RESERVATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE JAN. 20, 1971.

APPLICATION FORM

Please type or print all information.

Last name (Mr., Mrs., Miss)..........................................................
First name ................................................................. Date of birth .................................................................
Permanent address ........................................................................
Academic standing as of Sept 1970: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior. Graduate University or college last attended ........................................
University or college address .........................................................

If different than the above, address of university or college to which Sorbonne transcript should be sent .................................................................
Date and type of diploma earned ....................................................... Major ......................................................... Minor .........................................................
Teaching experience (Indicate level, subjects taught, number of years): .................................................................
Name and address of persons to be contacted in case of emergency: .................................................................

Courses selected: (please check)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Elementary French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Intermediate French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Principles and Methods of &quot;Explication de Textes&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choice (or choices) of special "Conferences"

Will you be taking the final examinations for credit?
Nine students and one adult became a part of the Whitworth community for January Term this past month.

The nine students included Craig Barton, St. Andrew's College, North Carolina; Gloria Lobe and Margaret Mykle, Fort Wright; Susan Garber, Reed College, William Drup, Redmond, California; Scott Peebles, Franklin Whitworth.

Springs term introduces new classes in religion, economics and biology

Each student will have filled out a new schedule card by March 1st and will be taught by Ron Short and Howard Stein. This course is an offer to a student "I could not student," Mrs. Bolton.

"I'm learning as much in situations as one is learning in terms of human relations. I would recommend this service to other people my age."

Students prepare for model UN

by Beth Russell

Whitworth delegates the Ivory Coast at the Model UN annual general assembly to be held in Seattle, Washington.

Model UN for the far west coast started 15 years ago. Whitworth was honorably chosen as host to the general assembly in 1964. Compared to larger institutions Whitworth's participation should bright for its size. "And this year it seems to be taking off," said Bill Sealbuck, the delegate's advisor.

The delegation is now doing all to prepare the Ivory Coast. They have contacted the Ivory Coast's ambassador to the United States in Chicago, D.C. to get real information on how the Ivory Coast deals with issues.

The weekend offers an unwinding for worn souls

Monday to Thursday of this week is Friday-movie night. The weekend includes every- thing fun from snowmobiling, ice skating, and inner-tubing to rest, rapping, singing, and generally hanging loose. One charge $5.00, takes care of all that plus transportation, meals, and lodging.

Dr. Robert's joins faculty

by Carolyn Klinger

Dr. Don Roberts, part-time psychology professor and counselor, recently joined the Whitworth faculty.

With doctorate earned from the Fuller Seminary graduate school in clinical psychology, Dr. Roberts instructs the spring term course, "Theories in Personality" and will also counsel students in his office on the main level of Dixon Hall. Prior to work at Whitworth Dr. Roberts functioned as a psychologist in private practice in Glendale, California. He also served on the staff at the Hollywood Presbyterian Church.

One of the more unique Jan Term students is Mrs. Joanna Bolton, mother of Darre Bolton of Woodland. Darre Darse is taking care of their home in Yakima for her project, Mrs. Bolton is taking flat pattern drafting here, in hopes of teaching sewing lessons in her home when she goes back.

"I've always wanted to go to college, but never have," she stated. "It's something I've wanted for 25 years.

There's no generation gap, I'm relating on a student-to-student basis," Mrs. Bolton said. "I'm learning as much in situations as one is learning in terms of human relations. I would recommend this service to other people my age."

The weekend offers an unwinding for worn souls

February 18, 1972

Whitworth students Jim Fasciano and Joanna Richner take advantage of this month's open dorms in Jim's room at Sierpinski Hall.

Student Senate approves open dorms resolution

by Nancy Christiansen

Senator Mike Hayes first "Open dorms, on an experiential basis for January term, seem to be successful. And it's hopeful that this experience is creating positive feelings in students." stated ASWC Secretary Diane Darlin.

Thus far, open dorms seem to be working successfully as only one dorm failed to pass its resolution.

Weekend activities

"In the Heat of the Night" 10 p.m. Aud. Students free.

Friday-movie

"In the Heat of the Night" 5 p.m. Aud. Students free.

Saturday

Wrestling match 11 a.m. gym

Cultural series "Moods of Man" 8:15 p.m. Aud.

Dance "Breakfast" 8:30 P.M. HUB Price.
The middle class dilemma

January 20, 1971

The Whittierian

Reprinted from the Monday Night Patch
Pacific Lutheran University
Jan. 20, 1971

It has been said that the American People have little sense of history and a very short attention span. Consequently, when we are reminded of the forces of repression from all levels of government and the violence being inflicted upon them from police and corporation owners. Now the unionized industrial workers have only the inclusion of the parents of many of us - can share in the wealth of this nation.

But a funny thing happened on the way to the middle class, these people have achieved their own personal goals and found it easy to ignore those still oppressed. Many who haven't yet made it, Blacks, Chicano, migrant farm workers, or other oppressed members of the community often look at the world with a bit of contempt and wonder why we are so naive. And so, with the middle class trending, we've seen a blossoming of liberalized open dorm policy. Today's union members are the beneficiaries of this trend. For example, we've seen a rise in the number of dormitory rooms being made available only for one sex. The development of meaningful relationships.

Keep Whisky out of Saga

January 19, 1971

Dear Students,

I am the owner of the little dog that you're probably all wondering about. She is like a half-starved stray. I am 13 years old and I go to Mead Junior High. I would like her to stay. I don't mean anyone's taken her, it's just that she needs a good home. If I were to get her, Whisky is not a stray or starving. She needs a home, and for her own well being she needs a home.

This is because some of the students have been feeding her hamburgers and milkshakes and other things that aren't all that good for her. I would like to take her but my parents aren't going to let me. So please help me keep her. I would like you to do: the movements fostering letter-ment to press for more humane treatment of American Prisoners.

Cabinet decides chapel policy worth second try

January 17, 1971

When first semester came to a close in December, it was there many discussions as to whether the chapel policy regarding attendance would be changed. Many students felt that the chapel policy was not fully aware of its implications.

Thurly, the letter stated, "The decision of the President's Cabinet was to continue it as the same time improvement in the excellence of services. The cost of an average time. At least some conduct and attendance of the student就好像 can continue the President in chapel represented a dent in Cabinet didn't provide a meeting of church members over their different times, the new attendance experiment.
by Lisa Finney

One day I was totaling up expenses for one year of college. It came out to about $3,000, after considering such factors as tuition, board and room, books, fees, clothing, and transportation.

Now I don’t know what you may think of this – but to me it’s quite a shock, since I like most people, am not as rich as I’d like to be.

How would these costs effect a person who was planning on taking graduate work after he completes his first four years of college? Do you know that it takes seven years of study, on the average, for a student to obtain a degree in law? A doctor may have as many as nine years of college experience behind him.

That represents an investment, over the entire amount of time spent in college, of anywhere from $21,000 to $27,000. Is it worth it?

Of course, in professions such as law, medicine, etc., the technical knowledge and the training required is more than adequate. In a few years, you’d probably be paying for the college by the time you’d made a decision. But is his kind of government worth fighting for?

We have seen the Vietnam War for ourselves. And from what we have seen, we believe that it is wrong, unjustifiable and contrary to the principle of self-determination on which our nation was founded.

We believe that the Vietnam War is a civil war – a war in which the United States has no right or obligation to intervene. We believe that the Vietnam Government must stand or fall on its own. And we have seen the type of government it really is. A military dictatorship in which there are no free elections and thousands of people are held as political prisoners. We don’t think that is the kind of government worth fighting for.

We have seen what the war is doing to Vietnam. The country is being physically destroyed by bombing, deforestation, and the killing of its civilian population. (Citizens in Vietnam are being killed and wounded at the rate of 250,000 per year, 10% of them children. And 85% of them as a result of American firepower.) And we don’t think that’s worth it.

We have seen that the war is doing to our own country. We are being torn apart.

Their little song that leaves you with a feeling of evil and darkness that is hard to duplicate by any other group. Black Sabbath has a fine talent for catchy riffs that change mid song for variety, with good results. This can be seen well in the last song, A Bit of Prayer. Another song that stands out is The Wizard. Ozzy Osbourne does a good job on harmonica and an excellent job on vocals, his voice seems to carry the theme of the album nicely and his blood curdling cries for help in the first cut are chilling, all in all, Black Sabbath is music for a dark, windy night, when you are all alone. Its powerful vibrations and frightening words of damnation and temptation will chill your spine and goos bump your nape. If you are prone to nightmare, BEWARE.

The versatility of electricity seems limitless. As does man’s inventiveness in utilizing it to add to our pleasures and cater to our needs.

And as this demand for more and more electricity grows, so does our determination to keep it low in price and high in reliability.

We make it our business to keep the cost of your electric service lagging far behind the cost of living.
Library condition reviewed

by Ken Benac

"Thin and spotty" is the summary description of Whitworth University's Cowles Library in the 1968 accreditation report of the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges. What is the true picture of the library today? What's missing and what's needed for continuing progress at the library, radical changes have occurred since 1968.

In 1967 the Journalism and Art departments occupied the lower floor of the library. In the summer of 1969, 31,810 volumes. Today the Cowles Library has 62,865 volumes. This was achieved despite the discarding of over 10,000 outdated and duplicated volumes like bowling at students. It was 42 to 1 today, and I doubt that ratio to 1 ever happened. In 1968 the Cowles Library had almost no microforms and today the microform collection, which is acquired for all possible librarians, and in among the most comprehensive in Eastern Washington. Also added with the new Cowles Library wing is an audio system for phonographs, tapes and listening carrels of any size. The new Cowles Library is still in progress and improvements would not have been possible without the generosity of the Cowles family.

Tintinabulation

by Craig Thompson

The chimes of Whitworth ring merrily over the pier-covered campus riverfronts. The chimes have a history that is coming from the Campanile. When I first heard that sound, it was the article I wrote on the campus newspaper. It was written in December of 1967—dong—doo they went, filling the campus with harmony. How long would the sound go on? I know. Indeed, the chimes are now aging down.

In high school, I was accustomed to bells. Bells told the time. They warned you that you had a minute to get to class. They warned you that class had started. They released you from class and if you got back in to class, and finally, they got you out of high school. If that last bell hadn't rung, you'd still be there.

When I came to Whitworth, I had no idea that I'd be chomping with bell-in-chimes clothing. At first, the chimes were nice because they were different. Now, however, they ring and ring and BUH UP and ring and ring and ring.

8:00 A.M.: Dong! They say, "Get to class! Even if you don't think you'll make it, get up!" 8:30 A.M.: Dong! 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, ad infinitum. This wouldn't be too bad if there was some variety in the sound, but as I write this, a drumbeat of two notes, or hymns that we now know backwards and forwards. This appall-end-of-the-bells can be cured by leaving down the Campanile and replacing it with a real bell tower, complete with bell ringer. The ringer should be of intermediate size, with a few such ringer bells as the chimes on the tower. Indeed, the chimes are now aging due to their own aging.

The Smooth Move Award

If you thought censorship was dead issue, you haven't been to Samford. If, however, your name is Lesly Wright, the Smooth Move Award to Lesly Award is the right decision. If you thought that censorship was dead issue, you haven't been to Samford. If, however, your name is Lesly Wright, the Smooth Move Award to Lesly is the right decision.
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The military: friend or enemy?

by Craig Thompson

Today, young men across the nation are confronted with military service. Some never have to worry about their draft status because they enlist, and others because they're 4F or conscientious objectors. Now, with President Nixon advertising dropping all student deferments, every male college student is finding himself in a tight situation: a choice between enlistment (or being drafted) or flighting for immunity from the draft.

For those who enlist, the experience can be very good.

"I had very few bad experiences in the service," says Tim Lockwood, who served in the U.S. Army from March, 1966, to March 1969. "I went into the Army because I assumed I would be going in eventually," Tim explains. "I was in junior college in California at the time, with no plans for a vocational or school.

Tim who came to Whitworth after his release from the service as a lieutenant, says, "You can get a lot out of the service. It can teach you things about yourself that you may not learn otherwise, self-discipline, how to get along with a variety of people, and some skills.

However, the largest fault in the Army, according to Tim, is that "the Army tries to take your personality away from you -- particularly in the training programs. The Army thinks that you must be a good sort of person with a certain length of hair, a certain way to dress, even a certain way to portray your shoes. It is demeaning to people to take away their personality." So, the Army can "desensitize" -- which means to degrade -- those that enter that service.

However, there are other reasons for entering the service other than the inevitability of military duty. In senior Rick Johnson's case, the Navy offered him a change from the life he had after his graduation from high school. He enlisted when he was nineteen and out of high school. "I met the Navy recruiter while I was in jail," Rick says, "for a charge of drunk driving, illegal possession, and illegal consumption." It wasn't that the recruiter was in a cell, it just so happened that, "his office was in the jail along with the courthouse.

Rick explains his reasons for enlisting by saying, "I was going down hill. I wanted to get away from home, and I thought it was a good deal. I entered a lot, I discovered that to get anywhere, you needed a good education, so the G.I. Bill is paying my way through college.

Rick was a 2nd class aviation electronics technician -- a radar operator -- who was discharged in April, 1967.

When Rick enlisted in September, 1962, "there was no Viet Nam." On the war, he continues, "When I was over there in 1964, Viet Nam started. At that time, it seemed we were really right. Now, the politicians have taken the war from the generals. We've wanted so many lives because the politicians haven't accomplished a damn thing.

He sums up his observations by saying, "The people there are so tired of war that they would rather have communists than have their place shot up."

Jon Job'sums, a senior who was a corporal in the Marine Corps, says, "The military was good for me, it gave me the chance to look back in retrospect my previous activities at Colorado State University, which I knew at the time of going into the service were unwise according to my ideas of what life should entail. At Colorado State, I lost all insight as to myself and others. My decision for the military was to remove myself from the environment that I had completely misused. Looking back, it was the best decision that I could have personally made."

Jon describes, "The Marine Corps is sick and Viet Nam is sick. The only way one can be prepared for that sick situation is to be dehumanized. The training turns one into a non-sensitive killing machine."

At the same time, though, Jon says, "The Marine Corps militarized me for a need for meaning which I thought the military could militarily not re- fire at the time it scientifically would be involved. It filled the gulf in me, but to this day I do not know how it happened. It gave me an escape from the freedom that I did not handle as well as I would have liked -- the regimentation of the military in the key word."

Jon enlisted in January, 1965, and was discharged in August of 1969. From July of 1968, to the time of his release, he was in Viet Nam. It wasn't the war that Jon talked of, but the training. "I actually saw hostility being utilized by the drill instructors upon the troops in the form of eyewash and permanent crippling."

Jon says, "It does not seem to me that this is necessary; there are so many allowable casualties for each drill instructor in basic training. I can't conceive of how this could be allowed to."

"The Marine Corps builds men in body, but not in mind or spirit. It is common understan­
ding that if you play "ball" with the Corps, they'll stick the bar up your butt.

For all those who are facing military duty, Jon sums up the advice of war veterans: "I would hope that people being confronted by the military would be much more thoughtful in their decision. I never considered the aspect of killing or whether or not Viet Nam was valid. I went in on blind faith; I hope that others don't. Being the person I am now, the most I do for Viet Nam would be to substitute civilian work for military service."

Night Walk Diary.

8:30 pm I'm warm, kind of sleepy, and watching a semi-entertain­
ing program on TV. I really don't want to go to sleep; it is putting on my clerical collar which is too tight, going out into the cold and spending an evening in a bunch of dumy bars with unpleasant people. My wife and house have to leave."

10:00 pm I finally get myself organized and arrive at the Crisis Clinic where I pick up my 'bender' which keeps me in touch with reality."

10:15 pm My first stop is a bar on Main Street which is frequented by a lot of "old timers," prostitutes, pushers and an odd assortment of homeless people. I talk with a Marine who is home on leave from Vietnam. He is looking forward to getting out of the service and wants to begin college. We spend about one-half hour discussing all the ins and outs of a college experience. He thanks me for the conversation and leaves.

10:45 PM I move down the street to a bar which caters primarily to Indians. I got a few strange looks as I enter, but mainly smiles and friendly greetings. I start to rap with a drifter in his middle fifties who figures life has given him a hard time and a wife who divorce him and left him with his five children wish he'd stay out of their lives. A bar is the only place he knows where he can escape loneliness. A heavy set, drunk, middle-aged Indian woman joins our conversation. She wants me to help her. The more she talks, the more hysterical she gets. She takes out her anger about her life, her looks, her alcoholism, her prison and feeling over the loss of her child which was taken away from her by the social worker, and the overwhelming loneliness of her existence. I promise to help.

As I begin to leave, several elderly and quite drunk old men want to shake my hand and talk. Their life is希望能相-run, I understand. A young Indian couple begs me to listen for a few minutes. We sit down and they begin to accuse each other of mixing their lives. They can't seem to come to the conclusion that I'm good. They feel guilty and wonder if God will forgive them. I say, yes, that God will forgive.

11:35 pm I walk into a "gay" bar and see some people I've gotten to know pretty well from previous times on night walk. The conversation here is easy. They are bright, well-educated and sensitive people. But I always feel a little sad when I leave as if I'd just walked out of a prison."

12:10 am I meet two Whitworth students at Sambo's. What a con­
trast! They are alert, full of life, and feel better now that they have a chance to talk about their problems. They are educated and sensitive people. They are alert, full of life, and feel better now that they have a chance to talk about their problems.

12:45 am I walk into the Junus people Coffee House, a whole different sub-culture than any of the others I've experi­enced this evening. I talk with Buzo who tells me how Jesus has changed his life. He's impressed with the night walk program. Others join the conversation with outbursts of "Praise God," "God bless you," and "Jesuus is a friend of mine.

2:00 am The bars are closing down, so I go to the Greyhound Bus Station. I see a few sleepy people waiting for buses, but none of them appears "lost."

2:30 am I check into the Crisis Clinic and pick up a suicide call. I go to a beat-up old hotel on Sprague and find a man of 56 who is unlike any I've met on night walk. His room is a mess -- papers, books, and nagged clothes scattered all over. There in one dull shadetess light burning in the middle of the ceiling. The difference is not in the environment, but the people. He is well-educated, well-sailed vocabulary which seems at home. He is terribly de­pressed and had wanted to jump off the Maple Street bridge. He feels bad, lonely, and has lost all interest in life and has allowed himself to degenerate. We talk for an hour until I'm sure he'll be alright.

3:30 am I head home reflecting on the evening -- the 5 or 6 entirely different sub-cultures, the pain which I observed and felt, and a new sense of what it means to be Christian, a different person, and the way of bearing other's burdens and thus fulfilling the law of Christ. I note the difference between feeling sentimental and caring enough.

4:00 I arrive home, call the Crisis Clinic and arrange that the suicide case will make it through the night. I try to wash away some of the smells in a hot shower and then go to bed.
New York – So the level has escalated, and what started as a set of trials (Lieutenant Calley's massacre of the My Lai massacre has become a debate about the war guilt of the top American generals, Cabinet officers, even Presidents.

From where Calley sits, on trial at Ft. Benning, Ga., this is a dream break – for it casts a lot of the heat off him and ceased his basic defense on the ground of "superior orders." But from where the rest of us sit, I wonder how useful the whole exercise will prove, except as a moral purgative.

With the Calley trial still going on, it would be wrong to comment on his guilt or innocence. Calley has given part of his story in Esquire and to several correspondents, emphasizing the in-anxiety of the aspects of it, but he has yet to complete it in the military courtroom.

As for My Lai itself, aside from Calley, millions of words have been written – some of my own among them – in reaction to what happened there. Whatever the judicial outcome, My Lai will remain a disturbing historical episode, an ugly scar across the American conscience. It will take a long time before some of the issues are clarified – as it had to be, while the Calley trial and others were still pending. At some point the Peers Commission and the Army secretary will owe the nation a full accounting.
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SUBS DO THE JOB

The recent awakening of Whitworth's basketball team has been due, in no small part, to a group of ball players who spent the first part of the season collecting slivers in their shorts. The players, I'm speaking of are Bob Williams, Wes Pearson, Tom Seidenberg, and Earl Washington.

At the first of the year the most exercise they got was standing up during time-outs so that the starters could run in and get. But when the starters kept playing like a yo-yo, up and down. Coach Rice went to the beach and found some men who could do more than just wait up for games and shower when they were over.

WILLIAMS STARTS

When Williams got a chance to show what he could do, he was so impressive that he finally won a starting job. In his biggest game he helped spark the Pirates to a 10-sided win over a tough Washington squad in 11 points, a bundle of rebounds, and some defensive play. His recent efforts have helped revitalize some tired Buc attack.

Person, the sparkplug of the team, played brilliantly against St. Martins and then came off the bench to play well in a losing cause at Eastern Oregon. Now the little crowd pleaser has become the team play-maker and his hustling play has inspired the whole team.

BIG MEN TOUGH

Seidenberg and Washington have seen action all year, and have started on occasion. But it is their performances coming off the bench that have lifted the team numerous times. Seidenberg has been a steady hand and board work make him a valuable man, and no one can do a job like Washington when things start getting rough underneath. Both are big men who do their jobs well.

OPEN THE GYM

The fact that Whitworth students are still having trouble getting access to the gym has caused some concern on campus. It's understood that part of the reason is because the gym is tied up with basketballers and P.E. classes, a justifiable reason. But, what is understood is why the gym can't be used on Sunday nights when students usually have some free time and no other activity is taking place. The reason given is lack of funds to pay a supervisor. This reason isn't so justifiable, especially since there is a supervisor in the field house on Sunday night, and how many Whitworth students use the field house at this time? Probably just the supervisor.

So let's open up the gym so that it can be used, because not everybody enjoys sitting at home and watching the Sunday Night Movie, and after all, is the gym its for the students, whose it for?

Young Pirate gridders having up-down season

Whitworth's wrestling team has had a history of mixed results so far this season. Under the direction of coach Bruce Grossos the team has competed in seven meets since the first of the year. After a 28-11 defeat dealt by Spokane Falls the squad rebounded with a 21-15 victory over the Canadian Invitational at the University of Alberta in Edmonton.

Competing but there were as many as 15 competitions in each weight class. Whitworth wrestlers placed as follows: Steve Helmes, second; Rod Nishikawa, second; Dale Ryan, third; Dan MacDonald, fifth; Ray Gonzales, fourth; Tom Stewart, fifth; Joe Wilson, third; and Gary Gallegos, fifth. The invitational was won by Kansas City followed with conservative losses to the University of Alberta and Eastern Oregon. Whitworth returned to action last Saturday against Gonzaga twice, by scores of 24-18 and 25-15.
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Extend win streak to five

Bucs crush Western, then upset Wildcats

"Super" and "the only way to fly" were Coach Rickie's hardly subdued descriptions of his breakthrough Pirate-21-15 victory over A.P.'s nationally 8th ranked basketball team, the Wildcats, for Central Washington State College.

It was a certain loss in league play to team that had stolen that part of the reason is because the team has competed in seven

WESTERN FELTED ALLO!

The Coastal competed the 2nd time this month that the Pirates have knocked an unbeaten ballclub out of first place. Two weeks earlier, an inspired Bob Williams led a fired-up team of Pirates even when Washington by a 26 point margin, 88-62. The Wildcats started slow against WWSC but then fast broke to a nearly unsurmountable 47-22 half time lead. The final nine minutes of the second half were tense as the Gents pumped in 19 to Whitworth's 7 but Williams and big Glen

Town takes v-ball, basketball to start

In the men's one-pitch softball league, Stewart grabbed the championship by soundly thumping six runs in the last night of play to come up with a perfect season.

In the final standings, Stewart had five wins and no losses, Carlson finished strong to nab second spot with four wins and one loss. Due to their loss to Swirt, McMillan dropped to third place with one win and two losses. Goodwill was next with two wins and three losses, and the untwisted wildness in five games. Town had to forfeit all of their games.

A week ago, when we first wrote it, we said men's volleyball (single round) cabin. Town has already sewed up the title as they have won all four of their matches. In order to win a match you must win two out of three sets that are played to fifteen points. There is a four-way tie for second place among McMillan, Stewart, and Washington who all have two wins and two losses. Carlson has yet to win a match in their four outings.

The women's volleyball has a tighter race. On Baldwin, Jenkins, and South Warren all have identical records with one remaining. They are all piled atop the standings with McMillan, Pirutes, and Bucs tied at 15 points. Howie Kellogg, the student coordinator for intramural sports, followed the girls' happenings with participation enthusiasm that has been shown in softball and volleyball. He will continue throughout the basketball and spring softball season, if anyone is interested in refereeing for intramural basketball, he should contact Howie Kellogg in McMillan or box 422.

The basketball season will start against against Oregon State. It hasn't been decided yet if girls will have intramural basketball.

In the point standings for the intramural all-sports trophy, Stewart is leading with 13 points followed by Washington and Town and McMllan with 10 points. Carlson has nine points, Goodwill has six, and Town has the remaining points for the standings are awarded on the position in which a team finishes in each sport. The Gents receive 10 points for finishing in first place. For the rest of the positions, they receive six, four, three, two, and one points respectively.

WATCH THIS SPACE EACH WEEK YOU MAY HAVE WON

5 FREE TACOS!

OR 5 FREE BURRITOS!

Two Whitworth Students Will Win Each Week At The

LITTLE BULL

N. 9205 Division

BRING THIS COUPON
AND STUDENT BODY CARD
WHEN YOUR NAME IS LISTED WINNERS THIS WEEK:

1. MI-ELLEN MORTLAND
2. STEVE HILMES
BEHIND THE SCENES
IN THE ART DEPARTMENT

A CLOSE LOOK AT THE ART DEPARTMENT

HAVING A FUND RAISING PROJECT

THE PROJECT WAS FLYING HIGH UNTIL . . .

IT RAN INTO MUCH OPPOSITION.

YOU'VE GOT TO BE KIDDING!

THE IDEA WAS BURIED IN RED TAPE,
Hope emphasized during focus days

"Let not your heart be troubled. Ye believe in God." Singing these words, the Whitworth College Choir introduced the theme for Focus Days.

Focus Days was the theme from Tuesday, February 16, through today, as presented by two visiting speakers, Dr. Dave Hubbard and Mr. Bill Gwinn. Dr. Hubbard, a graduate of Westminster College, Fuller Theological Seminary and St. Andrews University is now President of Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California. Mr. Gwinn is a 1950 graduate of Whitworth, attended Fuller Theological Seminary and is the executive director of
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Thespians present 'Let Man Live'

by Terri Kessinger

Mr. Herbert Association, a large Christian camp and Conference ground in California. Tuesday's chapel, in which Dr. Hubbard spoke on the joy of hope, was followed by a faculty luncheon with the two visitors, and a HUB Dialogue at 3 o'clock, "Can We Afford to Hope?" Pre-Seminary students met with Dr. Hubbard and Mr. Gwinn over dinner. At nine, the January drama presentation, "Let Man Live", was given and followed by open discussions.

On Wednesday, chapel was held in Warren lounge where Dr. Hubbard spoke on the home responsibility in dealing with teenagers. Any interested students had a chance to talk further with the two men from this morning in the HUB. The film "Post No Bills" was shown at 7:30 p.m. in Arend lounge in February.

On Thursday, chapel was again held in Warren lounge and Mr. Gwinn, speaking once more, brought up in his discussions with students. He was available after chapel and, at dinner, met with students interested in Mount Hermon. A candlelight service was held at 10:00 p.m. in Baldwin-Jenkins lounge.

Focus Days came to a close this morning with Convocation, for which Mr. Gwinn again spoke.

Changing environment women's main subject

"Women Cope with Change in a Changing Environment" is the topic of discussion for third session of the Women in Transition program here at Whitworth today.

Mrs. Jackie Fick and Dr. David Hicks, biology professor, facilitate and speak on the changing environment in the morning session prior to a panel discussion and the weekly buzz session in the lunch cafeteria.

Women in Transition, Chance or Choice? is a four session program designed for women of all ages and interests who desire to share new ideas and purposes in the choice of a future through career minded or home centered roles. Women are also encouraged to plan their future through classes, workshops, volunteering and community action.

Sessions are from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Fridays here on the Whitworth campus. Last week Dr. and Mrs. David Winter, Dean of Faculty, spoke on the changing value system. Later Dr. Patricia Mac Donald, head of the psychology department, chaired a panel discussion with women from various ethnic groups participating.

Next Friday, February 26, will be the final session of the program and centers around women communicating through creativity. A film, "Why When Create" and a talk by Dr. Clarence Simpson focuses on "Creating as a Profession." A panel discussion with Mrs. Garland Haas, art professor, will end the session before another buzz session at lunch.

Continuation of "A Chance to Choose" will be at the V.W.C.A. on March 5th.

Whitworth senate acts on HUB plans, open dorm policy

by Beth Russell

Whitworth's Senate committee has recommended a sum of $13.50 go to this development. Complaints have been heard of those contributors who will never see a new HUB provided by a grand amount of money after a period of time. Now the Senate has allocated $2,500 for physical improvement of our present HUB. Some areas of improvement are the TV lounge and Nafshi office which will be moved and made into a lounge.

New plans to "fix it along the way" are in order for the HUB. Recent Senate Association votes includes a sum of $13.50 go to this development. Complaints have been heard of those contributors who will never see a new HUB provided by a grand amount of money after a period of time. Now the Senate has allocated $2,500 for physical improvement of our present HUB. Some areas of improvement are the TV lounge and Nafshi office which will be moved and made into a lounge.

"Let Man Live" was recently presented at the Whitworth Presbyterian church by the drama department.

Faculty vary schedules

Faculty, along with students, can be pliable in their said positions. Whitworth welcomes a new member to its faculty and recognizes other member's plans for spring semester.
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Leaders should inspect motives

"A leader is one who acts as a guiding force or a commander," Webster defines this word in a way that is probably the most familiar to everyone. But this problem with the lies in the fact that some leaders do not live up to this definition.

The leaders in question are those in particular who have command over members of the younger generation. These young people are required to observe, initiate to some degree and may be eventually respect the members of this older generation in charge. Being submissive to different ideas which seem exciting and adventurous, these youngsters need a guiding force to lead them. Do they get this? Some leaders of young people don't care. It seems that one finds all over the place, in authority. They want recognition for their own sake, not carrying out the opinions or ask questions. This type of leadership may be easier than a home to me - it has been more

Senior gives thanks to Whitworth Coll.

Dear Editor:

I would like to express my offering of thanks to Whitworth College - the students, the faculty, the administration, and all others in having melded to-gether how this institution currently stands. Never before entering my senior year, had I realized how fortunate I was in having attended a friendly and genuine academic institute. Special summer vacation at Whitworth was challenging, yet highly rewarding. So I need not hesitate to say I love Whitworth, because it has been more than a home to me - it has been a dream that came true or a wish that has been granted.

What I experienced at this college with its friendly dimen-

ions, I wish similar expectations could be found in the public world. But I can only pray and act accordingly to how Whitworth has influenced me, and possibly I could change a little of this world. But I doubt that I can re-enter another world of "Whitworth influence" and for as long as three and half years of experience. Each and every one of you contributed in some way, and I extend a hearty and warm appreciation. But I will always remember that verse of hope I have for this school.

Above all, I especially want to thank those individuals opening their lives in banger for Jesus Christ - because it nourished and replenished the soul I have had all along. Those who bandaged my wounds of hurt, I extend a hearty and warm appreciation. But I will always remember, "May the peace of Christ be with you." Amen.

Gary Heasell

Executive Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Photographers
Business Manager
Printer
Advisor
Reporters
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Erectational process -- explanation for unrest?

Emporia, Kan. (AP) - Inference to teaching and concern over the entire "educational process" may be the major factors resulting in student unrest on college campuses across the country, according to Laurence Boylan, Dean of Graduate Studies at Kansas State Teachers College.

Boylan recently completed a year-long tour of colleges in the United States and Europe. He says "the main reasons for student unrest by moderate students are to be found in the educational process of the colleges and not in social issues."

He visited 35 schools in the U.S. and Europe and came back here convinced there are "serious and critical shortcomings in the educational process in higher education."

Dean Boylan said campuses are divided into "campuses". Students and sometimes some faculty members make up one camp, he said, and the other is composed of faculty and administration and sometimes trustees. "Coordinated purpose and direction is impossible where polarization occurs," Dean Boylan continued.

He made a careful study of characteristics of what he termed "the protest prone campus," and said most important is that "the aims and purposes of faculty, students, administrations, and trustees are not in congruence."

Students desire a subject matter with personal development and faculty continue to place emphasis on facts and information, Dean Boylan said.

"Often too," he stressed, students are accused of being interested only in "relevance" with no course content, history or factual base for their judgment. "The indictment is false," he said, "but we don't understand that. We just keep giving our lectures."

On too many campuses, Dean Boylan said, "the student is the only segment that is interested in the learning process."

He lists these characteristics of the "protest prone campus":
1. The aims and purposes of faculty, students, administration, and trustees are not in congruence.
2. Lack of coordinated purposes in the areas of teaching, learning and inquiry.
3. Indifference of the faculty to instruction and other aspects of the educational process.
4. Teaching not having a basis in psychology of learning.
5. Research in many instances is not coordinated with the teaching function.

The world is within your reach--and so is WORLD CAMPUS Afloat!

on the former
QUEEN ELIZABETH

The ship is your classroom, and the world your laboratory . . . you'll drop anchor in the most exciting ports of Africa, Latin America, the islands of the Pacific, and take a lecture on the steps of the Taj Mahal, skin-dive off the coast of New Zealand. This unforgettable, enormously enriching experience of a lifetime at sea is now within the reach of most college students. Because the S.S. Seawise (the magnificent former Queen Elizabeth) offers greatly increased accommodations, WCA minimum costs have been reduced as much as $725 per semester (from $3575 down to $2850, including round-the-world passage, meals, air-conditioned accommodations, and full tuition).

WITHEUHIAN COLLEGE

In association with Chapman College
Enrollment is being accepted this semester. For details see Dr. Garland A. Has.

Professor, Department of Government

Applications are now being accepted for Fall 1971 and subsequent voyages. Full credit, over 75 courses, and a faculty drawn from colleges throughout the United States. Scholarships and financial aid available through your campus advisor.
Just the Other Day
by Jeanie Temple

One of the most important aspects of the college that Whitworth is famous for is the willingness of its student body to get involved in projects that will make the world a bit better for having done them. Just the other day I was assisted in fashioning a petition-carrier in a letterman's jacket.

"Here," he said gruffly, showing me the petition in my face. "Sign this." "Oh?" I asked innocently. "Is it for the going wag and price controls to stop inflation?" "Nope."

Pres. Thieu- no communist candidates permitted in presidential elections

Saigon, December 5. - The President's Office issued a clarification on President Nguyen Van Thieu's recent statement during a recent interview with an American Television network. According to the clarification, following a Voice of America broadcast of December 3, and another one of December 4, some Saigon newspapers reported: "Answering questions from an American television company, President of the Republic of Vietnam Nguyen Van Thieu reiterated the country's position on the formation of a coalition government in South Vietnam. However, President Thieu agreed to allow Communist elements, including Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh, to run for offices in the forthcoming elections in Vietnam."

The President termed such a newspaper an entirely groundless. The clarification went on: "During the interview, when asked about the president's position in the formation of the coalition government in South Vietnam, President Thieu emphatically denied that he had ever agreed to allow Communist elements, including Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh, to run for office in the forthcoming elections in Vietnam."

The clarification went on: "When the government of the Republic of Vietnam agrees to the formula of elections to put an end to the war, then in the spirit of July 11, 1969, proposals anyone from the other side, including Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh and Mrs. Nguyen Pham Tho, may participate in the elections. This is a challenge from the government of the Republic of Vietnam to let the Communists see for themselves whether the people in South Vietnam support them or not - and to put to a test for their claim the formula of elections to put an end to the war."

The President termed such a newspaper an entirely groundless.

The clarification went on: "When the government of the Republic of Vietnam agrees to the formula of elections to put an end to the war, then in the spirit of July 11, 1969, proposals anyone from the other side, including Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh and Mrs. Nguyen Pham Tho, may participate in the elections. This is a challenge from the government of the Republic of Vietnam to let the Communists see for themselves whether the people in South Vietnam support them or not - and to put to a test for their claim the formula of elections to put an end to the war."

The clarification went on: "When the government of the Republic of Vietnam agrees to the formula of elections to put an end to the war, then in the spirit of July 11, 1969, proposals anyone from the other side, including Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh and Mrs. Nguyen Pham Tho, may participate in the elections. This is a challenge from the government of the Republic of Vietnam to let the Communists see for themselves whether the people in South Vietnam support them or not - and to put to a test for their claim the formula of elections to put an end to the war."

The clarification went on: "When the government of the Republic of Vietnam agrees to the formula of elections to put an end to the war, then in the spirit of July 11, 1969, proposals anyone from the other side, including Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh and Mrs. Nguyen Pham Tho, may participate in the elections. This is a challenge from the government of the Republic of Vietnam to let the Communists see for themselves whether the people in South Vietnam support them or not - and to put to a test for their claim the formula of elections to put an end to the war."

A Whitworth Student's Struggle to Keep Away from Fairy Land

The world stands at me, I stare back and ask: do I see? A challenge, that is what there is. Why do I shudder back, and think the challenge is His. Oh God, what can I do to be right? It is to always be in people's right. Oh, how I would like to be in fairy land, near the sun, I could sing, dance, play, and have a lot of fun. How happily I would be in fairy land, not worrying about anything except trying to win the game! Nest? How happy and smiley I would be, as long as things remain the same. Then I could say that war, poverty, and all the kinds of suffering is simply God's will. And all I have to do is swallow it like some wonder pill. Oh, I know, I shouldn't cry, I shouldn't bitch. I shouldn't speak the suffering name. That would break the rules of the Whitworth Game! — Doug Landall
Vikings dump Whits; title hopes dim

Western Washington's Vikings all but extinguished Whitworth's Evco Conference title hopes by whipping the Pirates 84-69 in a basketball game played Saturday night in Bellingham. With three conference games remaining, Whitworth is 7-4 in Evco play and two games behind the league-leading Viks.

The first half saw both teams using a tight defense as Western edged its way to a 33-28 lead at halftime. But in the second half Whitworth showed its mettle. In a game played at Graves Gym, the Twins fell 89-69, and were followed by Lee Roy Thomas. This was as close as the Vikings got to the Evco title.

In the final minutes of play, Whitworth jumped to a 23-9 lead. The Pirates were led by as much as 21 points before leaving the floor with a 45-31 margin at halftime. But they never got closer than 13 points the rest of the game. Butch Halterman and Bob Williams paced Whitworth in the first half with 12 and 10 points respectively.

The Mountaineers played in a zone defense all the way but Whitworth had little trouble penetrating as the Pirates hit 36 percent of their shots. The game ended with a 45-31 margin at halftime.

EOC's Emery Moore topped all scorers with 24 points but all five Whitworth starters were in double figures. Chip Tyson led with 16 followed by Halterman's 14. Jimmie Mack and Persell had 13 apiece and Persell had 12 and 10 points respectively.

The Twins were led by Gary Led by the sparkling floor play of guard Wes Person, Whitworth had 13 points sparked the Town's scoring with 14 and 11 points respectively.

Pirates 89, EOC 69

Led by the sparkling floor play of guard Wes Person, Whitworth scored 13 points sparked the Town's scoring with 14 and 11 points respectively.

In the final day of intramural volleyball, Town defeated winless Carlson in a close match to finish the season with a perfect record. It took all three games for Town to win the match. In another close match, Stewart took two out of three games to beat Carlson.

In the final standings, Town had five wins and no losses. Goodsell had 11, Carlson had 10, and Washington had 56.

Next week will mark the start for the first full week of intramural basketball competition. The "A" teams will play on Monday nights, the "B" teams on Tuesday nights, and the "C" teams on Thursday nights. Get out and support your favorite teams!

Town captures intramural v-ball

by Bill Converse

Town has 35 points and Stewart is right behind with 18. McMullin is in third place with 12 points. Goodsell has 11, Carlson has 10, and Washington has 56.

This 12-oz. blanket will keep you cozy warm in zero weather.

Without (low-priced) electricity it would just be zero.
Legislature acts on bills

Action has been taken and is still pending on a number of state legislative bills that will directly affect Whitworth College.

At press time there was reasonable optimism that the Senate will have passed Senate Bill 419, an act authorizing a tuition supplementation program for resident students attending private colleges or universities in Washington State.

In his budget, Governor Dan Evans allocated $2 million for the support of private institutions of higher education in Washington. $300,000 will go to the present student financial aid program. With the passage of S.B. 419, the remaining $1.7 million will go to the tuition supplementation program. This sum will be evenly distributed among Washington State residents who are full-time students at private colleges.

Twenty-six state senators led by George Richardson, Democrat from the 24th District, are sponsoring S.B. 419. Richardson is chairman of the Senate Committee on Higher Education and Literacy. S.B. 419 was referred for senate action when it was favorably voted out of committee earlier this month. Hansen, Lindaman Speak

Earlier this week, Senate's committee held hearing in Olympia to listen to public opinion concerning S.B. 419. Whitworth President Edward Lindaman was one of the lead speakers. ASWC President Glen Hansen was the main speaker representing student support in support of the bill.

Student legislators recently assigned to various areas of Whitworth administration.

John Gaskell, the President's office; Linda Pinney, Financial Aid; Lawli Jensen, Admissions; Kag Logan, Academic Dean; Carolyn Strong, Public Relations; Elaine Thompson, Student Support; Judy Van Vootis, Secretary; and Business Office.

Gaskell expressed optimism that "the newspaper will function more efficiently; will produce a higher quality newspaper more adequately aware of what is going on around the college."

Also new to the Whitworthian's format is the appearance of a new service, the Inter-Collegiate Press Service, and the expanded nature of material into other college papers which hopefully will "give a wider variety of news, especially in the area of what other colleges are doing."

Staff members recently assigned to various areas of Whitworth administration.

John Gaskell, the President's office; Linda Pinney, Financial Aid; Lawli Jensen, Admissions; Kag Logan, Academic Dean; Carol Strong, Public Relations; Elaine Thompson, Student Support; Judy Van Vootis, Secretary; and Business Office.

Midwest crisis 'complex'

"The problem in the Middle East is far more complex and intricate than the media indicates," says Dr. Alfred Lindeman, one of the world's leading authorities on the subject.

In a recent visit to Whitworth, Dr. Lindeman accused the American media of taking a Cowboys and Indians approach to the Middle East. He said the media contrasts the good of one side against the bad of the other. "We need perspective in order to solve and understand the Middle East problem," said Lindeman.

380 new students chosen for 71-72

Student applications have increased 63% over last year total, reports the Admissions office. Admissions has thus far received 911 applications, many of which are still under consideration.

"For the first time since I've been here," stated Director of Admissions David Morley, "more students are willing to go out of their friends and say, "Hey look this is where it's happening."" Of February 5, 380 applicants had received acceptance notices.

It is estimated, however, that 60% of all students accepted will attend the college.

New semester brings changes; VanderWegen heads publications

The new semester brought several changes to Whitworth's publications department this year.

Probably the most notable switch is the appointment of Peter VanderWegen to the post of Ivory Coast the Publications Council. VanderWegen, a senior and journalism major, hopes to get a sense of all of the full functioning committees, so that all student publications eventually come under it. "He explained that such a committee should consist of a "stable," a "jester," a "vagabond," a "sage," and a "gloom." Each one of these should provide a good place for ideas, review, and revision and plans soon to alter the present operating procedures.

The Whitworthian has undergone some personnel shifts as well. While John Gaskell remains executive editor, Craig Thompson now serves as managing editor. Judy Van Vootis as sports editor and Carolyn Strong as news editor. The staff itself has been cut roughly in half for purposes of improved communication between editors and reporters. Executive editor John Gaskell expressed optimism that "the newspaper will function more efficiently; will produce a higher quality newspaper more adequately aware of what is going on around the college."

Also new to the Whitworthian's format is the appearance of a new service, the Inter-Collegiate Press Service, and the expanded nature of material into other college papers which hopefully will "give a wider variety of news, especially in the area of what other colleges are doing."

Student legislators recently assigned to various areas of Whitworth administration.

John Gaskell, the President's office; Linda Pinney, Financial Aid; Lawli Jensen, Admissions; Kag Logan, Academic Dean; Carol Strong, Public Relations; Elaine Thompson, Student Support; Judy Van Vootis, Secretary; and Business Office.

Claude St. Denis presents mime skills

Tonight at 8:15 in the auditorium Claude St-Denis, Canada's leading mime, will be presenting "The Art of Mime," third in the Whitworth College Concert Series.

At the age of 21, Claude St-Denis triumphed over 600 competitors to win the inter-provincial competition "The Golden Crown." In 1965 he created a film which won honorable mention in the Montreal International Festival. He has appeared on television in Canada, France, Switzerland, Belgium and Luxembourg. He has also toured throughout Canada and Europe.

St-Denis says of this art of pantomime, "We aim every day, from cradle to grave - for the most part unconsciously - with worthless gestures carrying their own meaning, or complementing some spoken thought - anything from sticking out our tongue to doing an elegant double-take."

This afternoon there will be a mime coffee, the time to be announced in the daily bulletin, at which students will have a chance for questions and informal discussion with Claude St-Denis.
Dorm responsibility

Dormitory living offers an opportunity for the cultivation of student responsibility. Without being specific, it is obvious that recent dorm conduct has shown a lack of maturity and responsibility on the part of some students.

Flagrant violation of rules and a lack of dorm responsibility was immediate cause leading in the campus student's view of dorm officers. The use of drugs or alcohol, or having a girl in the room after hours, are not the specific issues. Morality and the values should be up to the individual. The issue is student responsibility in relation to some type of living situation.

A student's inability to see himself as an important part of dorm life is a major barrier to the acceptance of responsibility. He is not the RA's job, nor is the administration a machine that enables to conduct the entire student body.

Whitworth is a unique college. Dr. Linda- mance's statement on administrative policy toward the school's drug problem is evidence of this. He said that a room would be searched there would have to be a definite and real indication of consistent violation. He said the most important thing was to help students answer life's questions and for us to ask the question, "Can I involve my life with yours now?"

Many students come to Whitworth because the college offers a specific set of morals or values. We do encourage logical consideration of the total effect that specific types of behavior could have.

Room for play

Should a person make movies like "Joe," "They Shoot Horses, Don't They," "Strawberry Statement," and "Charly" a steady diet, his outlook on life might have a tendency to become somewhat despondent.

Dear Editor:

I am asking for your school support for an issue which concerns you and your generation now. For the past two sessions in the State Legislature, the Governor's Commission for Youth Development has been working on Vote 18. Final passage for the bill will come up on the House floor within the next few days. I hope that before that time you and your school can give me support. For this reason letter publishing it in your school paper or in some other way giving this information to the students.

The key to young people playing an active role in our political system is to become aware and involved, Abraham Lincoln once said of behavior in uniting the borders of government should share in its privileges."

The Governor's Commission for Youth Involvement believes this and has been working for the last two legislative sessions to lower the voting age. These young people have asked me, as a Commission chairman, to ask your help.

The Supreme Court ruling has given 18 year olds the right to vote in Federal elections for President, Vice President, U. S. Senator, and U. S. Representative. The Washington State Legislature is in the process of considering a constitutional amendment to extend the franchise to 18 year olds to vote in state and local elections.

HJR 20, which would provide for the 18 year olds, was passed by the House of Representatives with a vote of 83-0, and HJR 18, which would provide for the 18 year olds, passed the House of Representatives with a vote of 83-0. The Senate voted 51-15 against and is now in the Constitution Committee of the Senate. Although the 18 year old looks promising, because of Federal action, we cannot be sure of success until the final vote on the Senate floor. Everyone asked me, the Senate would defeat this measure.

We are asking that you, as a citizen, support HJR 20 and SJR 21 for Vote 18. This is your chance to change and improve the political process. You will appreciate writing to your Senator to expressing your support for the 18 year old vote.

Sec. of State asks support for VOTE 18

MARCH 5, 1971

Silent Majority should cooperate with young people

The colleges today are spawning grounds for new intellectual concepts. Our present society includes a large group of young people vitally interested in the relevancy of these concepts to their own lives. The leaders of these young people are often dealing with them with the other side of the Silent Majority, as well they are, for many of their tactics come both from the staid and proper folks who have supported and will continue to support with few exceptions the moral, political, and social ideas brought to them by their parents. And it is certainly that they shall only be hardened by pressure.

Leader's Success

Perhaps the radical leaders should examine their roles in this respect to the role of moral leaders. For though we do not like to admit it, we, the youth of America, have our own set of idealized sheeple, just as our predecessors have had. True, youth today has a larger mass of leaders and free-thinkers than has any recent generation, but youth today also has vastly increased numbers of which to draw. Those who are not leaders, 'doing their own thing,' are not necessarily followers. It is important for today's young leaders not to become Creditors with pride when part of their success is due to the inaction of the general population.

It is important that these leaders also realize that another great movement toward social success has lain with the passivity of the so-called Silent Majority. The silent majority is here. The silent reaction which has been felt in many of their hearts toward any of the violent reform can now be manifested around a leader. A rallying cry has been heard: witnesses the new twist in Vietnam's day observations.

Much good has been accomplished by the concerned student and young people of our time. But let us not lose sight of own reality simply because of our illusions. Middle class America dominates this country. If its members get mad enough in its developing unified state, it can crush the new freedoms of our hard-won reforms. It is time to get our heads together and rise to meet an enemy, let them - but let it not be the youth of our nation. This is a radical but cooperative youth. The title has turned against those who believe violence to be a synonym of radicalism and those who believe violence to be a synonym of radicalism.

Nixon battling Congress

It is unfortunate, but the consensus among many political insiders and analysts is that the President's State of the Union message was in reality an outline of the course he will follow. In the state of the Union message, the President called for open in declaring for the price control in the area of the energy. He did not specifically mention the war in Indochina, quite under-standably, nor did elaborate on his specific positions in that problem and its marriage with what the President called a peace policy.

But the load of work he assigned to Congress is enough to keep busy any presidential term, along two years, one of which will be spent at the beginning of the other behind closed doors. George McGovern was quite open in declaring for the presidential. The President last Friday announced his candidacy for re-election against the Congress.
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Ebner leaves for Calif.

Dr. Dean Ebner, English professor at Whitworth College, will leave early this March for Westmont College, a small Presbyterian college in Santa Barbara, California. He will join their faculty for the spring term, teaching Shakespeare, English Literature of the Renaissance, and Introduction to Literature.

Although he will miss his friends at Whitworth, Dr. Ebner said that this experience will mean a change of pace. "Being away might help me to see Whitworth a little better. I might be able to bring some new ideas that may be adaptable here," Dr. Ebner said. He is also looking forward to "just being a teacher," without the administrative duties that he presently holds as head of the English department at Whitworth.

Dr. Ebner's wife, Laurie and their two children, Rebecca, 6, and Bradley, 4, will be going with him. Because Dr. Ebner was a Stanford graduate, and lived in California for four years, they have many friends in the state.

Tenants Rights

A short workshop on Tenants Rights will be held at the Central Neighborhood Center, West 1528 Broadway, tonight at 7:00. The purpose of the meeting is to inform low-income renters, students, and other interested persons of the basic rights a tenant has in the State of Washington.

Mr. Robert Viets, of the Spokane Legal Services Office, will direct the discussion based on the "Tenant Rights" manual prepared by his office and answer general questions on landlord-tenant law.

All are welcome to attend the workshop.

Infirmary dedication held

"Maybe we shouldn't turn the shovel. They've darn near broken the ground," remarked Dr. Ed Lindaman during ground-breaking ceremonies for the new student health center, February 23 at 3:15 p.m.

About 60 faculty members and students survived the cold to see the beginnings of the Shumacher Student Health Center. An album from Whitworth, Mrs. Hills 1971; and Bradley, 4, will be going with them. Because Dr. Ebner was a Stanford graduate, and lived in California for four years, they have many friends in the state.

Legislative Action (cont.)

For private colleges, this bill is closely related to H.B. 442, which proposes a study for nursing contracts. Private colleges say they should qualify because they are doing the state a service by providing and educating nurses.

Under the present system, nursing students from Whitworth, Eastern, Washington State College, Fort Wright College, and Washington State University have been called to service for two years and then complete the junior and senior years in the Center for Nursing Education in Spokane. A Whitworth student pays $1,500 for tuition plus expenses while residing at the Center. The difference of $1,911 must be taken from gifts to the college or from available resources for income.

If H.B. 442 is passed, the financial burden will become lighter.

By passing H.B. 442, the house opens the door for action on H.B. 442.

Peace groups offer workshops tomorrow at UW

Beginning at 10:00 tomorrow morning and continuing through the day, a coalition of Seattle area peace groups will be offering a series of peace workshops. They are being offered to both students and the general public. They will take place at the student center, known as the "HUB" on the Univ. of Washington campus.

The workshops will cover a wide range of peace issues and projects. Among those already scheduled are ones on the Seattle Peace Initiative petition campaign, the National Peace Action Week April 17th-24th, draft counseling, llegal resistance, The Peace Treaty Project, Community & Church Peace Organizing, high school organizing, women and the war, prisoners of war and many others. A wide range of student, church, veteran and community peace groups are pooling their resources for these workshops.

TREAT THE FAMILY TONITE!

BURGERS
SHAKES
PIZZA
FISH N' CHIPS
CHICKEN
MEXICAN FOOD

Beautiful inside dining at the drive-in!

EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT

FRIDAY NITE—FISH FRY!
Regular 85¢ Fish's Clip Special........ 69¢
Regular $1, 45 double order of Fish—Special........ 87¢
Delicious Golden Deep Fried w/Fries & Tartar

TUESDAY NITE IS TACO NITE!
Regular 35¢ Tacos or Burritos. Special........ 49¢

CALL AHEAD—HUNGRY HOURS
Whitworth: an Environmental Polluter

by Ken Benson

Dr. Lindaman said last spring: "If the college is to be completely honest and consistent in its concern we must now begin to take steps concerning both the indoor pollutant of smoking and the outdoor pollutants, such as automobiles and other pollutant-producing conditions."

Whitworth has some other pollutant-producing conditions. Some of it is just trash, such as automobile bodies. The major problem is a sewage disposal system that does not work. Its stench has Whitworth's neighbors to the North disturbed.

**PICTURE 1**

In this photograph, car bodies are seen in the gulley below the Maintenance building. Members of the Science Department have proposed that this area be cleared and that nature trails be developed in this area. To date there has been no word on progress on this goal.

**PICTURE 2**

In the area where the car bodies are strewn there is a sewage pipe that ends in a car body and from there spills its sewage down the hill. Mr. Gordon Hornall, Business Manager at Whitworth has stated that the sewage water flowing through the pipe is from sinks in the Maintenance building and is not connected to toilets.

**PICTURE 3 & 4**

Shown here are parts of Whitworth's new unused sewage disposal system. It failed to clear the stench out of the water, so the County Health Department asked Whitworth to change to the present sewage pond system.

**PICTURE 5**

The present sewage pond has produced problems from its beginning. When it was noted that the water lacked oxygen to help bacteria break down the sewage solids, Whitworth started pumping fresh water into the pond to see if this would help.

Last fall Mrs. Nicolyn Gray's Biology class studied the water from the pond. It was found that the water at the bottom of the sample contained no oxygen. Mrs. Gray also stated that the sample had to be kept tightly sealed because the stench from the sample was unbearable.

People interviewed in the housing areas North of Whitworth all said that the stench from the pond bothered them. One said that she would like to draw up a petition against Whitworth and said that she did not know anyone in the area that would not sign such a petition.

She lives in the housing area that is hidden in the upper area in the trees. This area is lower than the pond and seems to be the area most affected by the pond odors.

Mr. Hornall said that the problem could be solved if the college could find about $10,000 to put in a turbine system that would throw the water into the air so that it would pick up oxygen. This system, he said, had been very successful in solving a similar problem in Colfax, Washington. Mr. Hornall also added that it would be best if the college had at least one more sewage pond.
Out of my mind

by Dr. Darrel Ferguson

There is in all of us a great need to be loved, and a
great capacity to love. We were not "created to live in
loving relationship with God and man. Everyday that goes
by we wonder if this is the most basic and the most true.
It is on every human face, in every human heart. Every
person we meet asks us for love in his own unique way.
just as we ask those around us for love in our own dis-
tinctive manner.

In the Christian view, fellowship with God and man is
the focus of human existence. Fellowship is the experience
in which man discovers his true humanity. Responsible
selfhood is possible when we are related in honest and
courageous love. The stamp of the image of God on man in
this capacity and need for intimate human contact, for
communication at a deep and true level.

But for many of us, our need for trust and meaningful
communication is not met. Our efforts to reach out too often end up
in frustration. Thoughtful and disillusioned, we retreat from
inter-personal life. Afraid, we flee from others into a kind of
monastic isolation. And cut off from others, we suffer loneliness, perhaps the greatest of all sufferings because we
are not attuned to that for which we were commanded.

But Jesus has a way of teaching us up on us and shattering
our defensive seclusion. His love catches us off guard.
He reaches out before we have time to erect a wall.
His unconditional acceptance costs our fear and
reliance on ourselves. And then he asks us to reach out in
the same way that he does. He gives us courage to break
old habits of isolation and shyness, and enter into the
streets of love's city to other people, of their active love even
though rejection and disillusionment may be possibilities.
When we reach out to others with sensitivity and trans-
parentness, oneself is not so much to be human, but to
refuse to phony, and extending ourselves into the lives of
others, we come alive.

At first, no one looks like the artist, the part just right in
one of his paintings which consisted of ten short words:
"Don't look at me that way, and not reach out."

Black Journal producer accuses mass media of racist practices

"Television gives blacks a feeling of ambivalence about what they are," said Tony Brown, professor of Mass Media and executive producer of "Newswave's Black Journal."

Brown is also the president of the National Association of Black Journalists.

Brown points out that the media has created confusion in black community by focusing too much on constant re-emphasis of white nationalism.

"Television makes white people feel good about being white," he said.

While racism in the communications industry is often uncon-
scious, Brown said that program-
ning totally for whites is quite
common. Young black children who see much television are edu-
cated extensively in the symbols of white culture, he said.

"Blacks are taught to be what
they aren't," he said. "All symbols are for the aggrandize-
ment of white people."

Brown's TV show is an attempt to break away from the institu-
tionality of racist fare on the
commercial media. "Journal is the
only show on TV that is com-
pletely controlled by blacks," he said.

Black pride

Brown sees a need for develop-
ment of a sense of pride in the black community, to match the
sense of pride and tradition that has long been developed in white
society.

The distortion of events in the black communities is a result of racism, he said. "The white media cannot recognize its
limitations in coverage of black
events, according to Brown. "White journalists reporting on the ghetto don't know what they are
looking at."

Brown sees the advent of technology of cable and cassette television as a way to change in commercial television. "Every viewer will become his own producer," he said.

Brown said that while petitions have increased 1000% in the past years, there are less than 500 Panthers in the country, the media has distorted their activities in the extent that whites are fearing for their lives and property, according to Brown.

The problem arises however of interaction before and after
this, is swiftly solved by converting one group's classes ten minutes earlier than the other, thus establishing the
abolition of social interaction.

A more serious problem presents itself in the area of sports.
Most sports of school-wide interest are played by boys, but it is assumed that if the spec-
tators are separated into their
appropriate categories, namely watching boys compete should sexually arouse our males or females to an unacceptable
degree. This limited exposure might even be good for them. Perhaps there seems to be no reason why dances should be dis-
continued as long as the boys do not have sex and the girls dance in the HUB.

In terms of adaptability, it appears that the student body is
partial to this mode of behavior at present. As a group, many are far from the girl
in their group. The groups already tend to separate at social functions so no major problems of change can be foreseen.

A last problem faced by our school officials, the solution of our social, religious and moral cares, to that this new Whitworth life style is not parallel to the
outside. It is this college's obligation to prepare its students to live in that world and unfortunately American culture today includes almost
indefinite (almost universal) intersexual contact.

Therefore, let it be a final proposal of Whitworth College to alter our American society, culture, norms and morals to duplicate those of Whitworth's new
system. Let the Missouri River be the dividing line, the females confined to the East and the males to the West. Those shall be a body of Presi-
dent's Assistants established to
enforce the line against infringement.

And Whitworth's answer to the overpopulation problem will be to
the human race to pro-
create separately.

Whitworth Sex Dilemma Cured

by Leonard DiDio

It seems that the dilemma of Whitworth College for the past few years has been that of open dorms, the right to bring people of the opposite sex into one's room.

Let us look deeply into the open dorm situation. The basic question is why, why do the men and women of this college want the opportu-
nity to have women in their rooms. The answer is most obvious, man is a sexual animal and so are women. Let us look at some of the events which were previously con-
tracted to Friday from 6 to 12. Saturday from 12 to 12 and Sunday from 1 to 12 would take place all day.

One can easily picture the chaos of orgies in the lobbies of dormitories, and couples greasing passionately at each other in dorm cubicles all over the campus.

It is easy to see that this would not constitute a healthy, social life or anything even remotely resembling a good Christian life style.

But for many of us, our need for trust and meaningful
communication is not met. Our efforts to reach out too often end up
in frustration. Thoughtful and disillusioned, we retreat from
inter-personal life. Afraid, we flee from others into a kind of
monastic isolation. And cut off from others, we suffer loneliness, perhaps the greatest of all sufferings because we
are not attuned to that for which we were commanded.

But Jesus has a way of teaching us up on us and shattering
our defensive seclusion. His love catches us off guard.
He reaches out before we have time to erect a wall.
His unconditional acceptance costs our fear and
reliance on ourselves. And then he asks us to reach out in
the same way that he does. He gives us courage to break
old habits of isolation and shyness, and enter into the
streets of love's city to other people, of their active love even
though rejection and disillusionment may be possibilities.
When we reach out to others with sensitivity and trans-
parentness, oneself is not so much to be human, but to
refuse to phony, and extending ourselves into the lives of
others, we come alive.

At first, no one looks like the artist, the part just right in
one of his paintings which consisted of ten short words:
"Don't look at me that way, and not reach out."

Black pride

Brown sees a need for develop-
ment of a sense of pride in the black community, to match the
sense of pride and tradition that has long been developed in white
society.

The distortion of events in the black communities is a result of racism, he said. "The white media cannot recognize its
limitations in coverage of black
events, according to Brown. "White journalists reporting on the ghetto don't know what they are
looking at."

Brown sees the advent of technology of cable and cassette television as a way to change in commercial television. "Every viewer will become his own producer," he said.

Brown said that while petitions have increased 1000% in the past years, there are less than 500 Panthers in the country, the media has distorted their activities in the extent that whites are fearing for their lives and property, according to Brown.

As an example, Brown pointed to the Black Panthers. Where there are less than 500 Panthers in the country, the media has distorted their activities to the extent that whites are fearing for their lives and property, according to Brown.

Brown sees the advancing technology of cable and cassette television as a way to change in commercial television. "Every viewer will become his own producer," he said. Brown said that while petitions have increased 1000%, the "terrorist is not isolated."

In a more major way there has to be a massive re-education of the public," said Brown.
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Whitworth ended its tenure as a member of the Evergreen Conference basketball league by falling short of arch-rival Eastern Washington 81-78. The defeat gave the Pirates fourth place in conference play with a record of 9-5 and an overall season record of 15-12. Whitworth will compete in the Northwest Conference next year.

Eastern led by as many as 15 points in the first half but Whitworth fought back to within 44-36 at intermission. With six minutes remaining in the game and Eastern ahead 71-62, Whitworth went into a full-court press. A three-point play by Tom Seldenberg narrowed the gap to 71-69.

Moments later, Chip Tyson’s two-pointer knotted the score at 73-73. The Pirates, Dave House counting on a three-point play and Whitworth was never closer than two points again.

Hayden and Steve Barnett led the Pirates’ scoring with 23 and 19 points. Tyson had 22 and Seldenberg 18 for the Pirates.

Coach Merkel ‘well pleased’

with Pirate baseball prospects

Fourteen returning lettermen will lead a hopeful Whitworth baseball team into its last year as an Evergreen Conference member.

The Pirates open their 32-game schedule March 17 with a contest at Gonzaga.

With 30 players turning out of them freshmen and sophomores, head coach Paul Merkel described his team as young and deep. “We’re going to have good competition at all positions,” said Merkel.

Even though the team has had only five outdoor workouts, Merkel said he was “very well pleased” with the club’s progress.

Pirates 87, Tribe 75

Led by the hot shooting of forward Nieman and a tenacious second half full-court press, Whitworth dumped Oregon Tech, 87-78.

Nieman, a senior who started only occasionally this season, finished with 27 points as he blasted the hoop for 11 of 20 field goal attempts, most from 20 feet and beyond.

Glen Hiemstra, the Pirates’ senior center also had a big night as he came off the bench to score 12 points and haul down 18 rebounds. Whitworth held a big 68-50 advantage in board retrieves.

Cold shooting kept the Pirates from moving away until midway in the second half when they went into the press. The Bucs trailed by nine points early in the game before narrowing the deficit to one at intermission. With the press forcing OTJ turnovers, Nieman, Tom Seldenberg and Chip Tyson led the Pirates from a 51-48 deficit to a 69-57 lead.

Tech’s Mel Parris, the EVCO scoring leader, was the top individual scorer with 30 points, but hit on only 11 of 26 field goal attempts.

Bucs 90, Raiders 77

Whitworth needed a second-half zone press to overcome the hot shooting of Southern Oregon College and earn a tough 90-77 victory.

From the floor, SOC’s Red Raiders ripped the net at a 59 per cent clip and hit 19 of 22 free shots. SOC also won the boards battle 41-33. But 20 turnovers, most coming in the second half, proved to be SOC’s downfall.

Whitworth led most of the first half but saw an eight-point lead cut to 40-38 at the break. With 10 minutes left in the game, the Bucs extended a four-point margin to eight and slowly pulled away.

Five Pirates scored in double figures led by Glen Hiemstra’s game-high of 20. Chip Tyson had 15; Willard Rance 14; and Wes Person and Bob Williams, 12 each.

Tom Whitworth will compete in the NAIA District 1 championship the last three years, and they have placed in the top ten of the nation’s NAIA colleges the last three years.

This year there are 17 persons seeking to earn one of the six spots that are up for grabs. Five returning lettermen make the chance for repeating as conference champs a likely prospect.

The Pirates have also won the NAIA District 1 championship the last three years, and they have placed in the top ten of the nation’s NAIA colleges the last three years.

The first match will be on Saturday, March 27th. These promises to be some excellent tennis as Whitworth will be shooting for their fifth consecutive conference title.

Netters seek fourth straight title

by Bill Converse

“Whitworth has a real good possibility of winning the conference championship again as they have won the conference title outright the last three years and tied for the top position four years ago.” These were the optimistic words of tennis coach Phil Hegg who is heading the team in place of Dr. Cutter who is on sabbatical leave.

The Pirates have also won the NAIA District 1 championship the last three years, and they have placed in the top ten of the nation’s NAIA colleges the last three years.

This year there are 17 persons seeking to earn one of the six spots that are up for grabs. Five returning lettermen make the chance for repeating as conference champs a likely prospect.

The Pirates, Dave House counting on a three-point play and Whitworth was never closer than two points again.

Two familiar Pirate basketball fans are apparently taking different viewpoints toward the action on the court.
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Whitworth trackmen to rely on individual strengths, not depth

Under coach Larry Pilcher, Whitworth's track team has been gaining optimism. In recent weeks the squad has nearly doubled in size. Individual talent rather than depth will dominate Whitworth's efforts this season, as the recent time trials that were held here against the U. of I. proved.

Preparational practice consists of varied, daily exercises. Each set of exercises varies according to an individual's particular skill. Workouts last for one to two hours daily and distance men may find themselves five miles from campus. According to Coach Pilcher certain individuals did extremely well in the time-trials meet. Grey Hayashi did exceptionally well in sprints while Howie Keiling set a new Whitworth indoor pole-vault record at thirteen feet, six inches. Also doing well in their respective categories were Perseal King, Bob Isitt, and Earl Carroll.

Whitworth will be represented in these future track meets in the Northwest: the W.S.U. indoor invitational on March 20th, the outdoor invitational at the College of the Columbia Basin on March 27th, the U. of W. invitational on April 3rd, and other meets with O.S.U., Central Washington, and Eastern Washington.

Pirate Basketball Statistics

1970-71

Season Record: 15 wins, 12 losses
Conference Record: 9 wins, 5 losses

Most Field Goals Attempted:
- game: Willard Rance 21
- season: Chip Tyson 260

Most Field Goals Made:
- game: Butch Hallerman 13
- season: Chip Tyson 117

Most Free Throws Attempted:
- game: Bob Williams 12
- season: Willard Rance 110

Most Free Throws Made:
- game: Butch Hallerman 10
- season: Willard Rance 80

Most Assists:
- game: Wes Person & Willard Rance 9
- season: Willard Rance 110

Most Rebounds:
- game: Glen Hiemstra 18
- season: Glen Hiemstra 194

Most Points Scored:
- game: Butch Hallerman 29
- season: Willard Rance 304

Highest Field Goal Percentage:
- game: Wes Person 47.3
- season: Wes Person & Willard Rance 47.1

This land is my land - this land is your land!

What we do with it will determine the quality of living for many years to come. We at WWP have a deep concern for the environment. Beside our mission of meeting the power demands of our customers, we also accept the responsibility of helping protect the natural resources.

THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.
"More power for you; environment, too."

WHY PAY FULL PRICE FOR YOUR ENGAGEMENT RING WHEN YOU CAN SAVE AS MUCH AS 50%?

Call Gordon Van Wechel
HU 9-3550
EXT. 358

He's the campus representative for one of the country's largest manufacturers of diamond rings.

So he can offer you the same uniquely styled, handcrafted rings you'll see in jewelry shops all over the country. There's only one difference with the rings he has. They'll cost you about 50% less.

To see the complete line of wedding and engagement rings give him a call.
I have discovered that the highest good is love. This principle is at the center of the cosmos. It is the great unifying force of life. God is love. He who loves has discovered the clue to the meaning of ultimate reality. He who hates stands in immediate candidacy of non-being.

- Martin Luther King
Whithworth students hold ASWC nominating convention

by Terri Kessinger

"History is made of continuity and change." Not everything can change at the same time — there is always a thread of continuity present. Change comes slowly; therefore, it is wise to choose your leaders carefully.

Those points were made by Dr. Preston Duvall in his keynote address for the nominating convention last Saturday morning.

The convention began at 9:00 a.m. in the gym. Following the call to order, delegates, sitting in separate groups, answered to roll call when each delegation chairman went to oratorical station. He feels the voting. Delegations could to work with the student body total. Now we look at the "rules..."

Petitions signed by over 100 students were introduced to the convention. Balloting began to choose two nominees for each office. Two ballots were run for each office, the person with the highest vote being chosen from each one.

Tension was high throughout the voting. Delegations could pass up their turn in voting to take a look at the other votes that had been cast. Some votes were met with spontaneous clapping—others met various expressions of disappointment. The candidates then gave their acceptance speeches and the convention was adjourned at 2:30 p.m.

Eleven candidates were chosen in this way. However, petitions signed by over 200 students have placed three others on the student body ballot. These are the 11 candidates to consider for offices today. Unless any one candidate receives more than half of the votes in his office, the two top candidates for that office will be voted on a second time on Monday.

President

For the office of A S W C President there are three students competing. These are Bob McLean, Bob Vinger and by petition, Debi Brown.

Bob McLean is a sophomore from Pasadosa, California. He would like to see student responsibility encouraged in all areas of campus life. Students, as adults, should be given responsibility and respect in dorm situations and academics.

Also to feel that "Town Student Group" should be formed to meet the needs of the increasing number of town students. Petitions should be kept on off-campus living situations. He says, "The student exec should become a working unit—operating much closer than they have in the past." Bob Vinger, a sophomore, Major from Oklahoma City, feels that student representation in the Senate should be increased in proportion to the number of people in a living group. But representation should not be limited to just living groups—organizations should also be represented. Another idea holds that different aspects of campus life should not be considered separately but as parts of the total. Now we look at the religious life, the social life, academics and athletics as separate units. They should be seen as they interact. Debi, a sophomore English major from Spokane, was put on the ballot by petition. She said there was no organized petition but different people decided to do it and the petitions were all handed in separately. "I don't feel the petition was invalid," she said. "I feel the political machinery of deals override the individuals. But individuals run the petitions."

It is with individuals that she would want to be concerned as ASWC President. She feels that dorm senators should be taken off committees, their prime responsibility being to stay on the dorm. Committee positions would be proportioned out to the dorms to be filled directly by them.

Vice-President

Competing for the office of vice-president are Bob Slater, Ron, Leighton by petition, Jim McConnel.

Coming from Spokane, Bob is a junior in business administration. He feels it is the responsibility of the vice-president to pass on student attitudes and feelings to the President. He should be ready and willing to fill jobs given him by the President. He feels the exec as a whole should concentrate more on one to one relationship with students. One thing he would like to see is for there to be committees closer to the students, making more responsive to student complaints and suggestions.

Ron is a sophomore and a political science major from Selma, California. He feels that Whitworth students are gaining more responsibility but it depends upon the students and their leaders to insure and utilize this responsibility. Untith social and academic forces should be instigated by student government. Social freedom should equal that given in Academics. Also he feels existing structures should be used more efficiently. As an example, the vice-president has the obligation to provide better channels of communication for town students.

Jim is a sophomore from New York City. As a member of the student life committee, he has seen that the administration and faculty are ready to see the students' side— they are ready to work with the student body and its leaders. But student leaders that are ready to carry out the wishes of the students are necessary. Senators should report to the dorms so the students will know what their leaders are doing. He feels that committees should have new and changing membership. Students should be informed of committee activities and membership through the newspaper, the bulletin and the bulletin board.

Treasurer

Three students are running for the office of treasurer, Leon Andrew and Sia Si Toi were chosen at the nominating convention. Gordon Van Wochel made the ballot by petitioning.

Leon, a junior from Pampa, Idaho, and a math major, would be willing to hear new ideas for boosting student activity finances. Two things he would propose would be to put surplus money into certificates or a savings account and to revise student activities in such areas as housing so that those who do not go will not have to help pay for it.

Sia is a junior English major from Bangkok, Thailand. It takes quite a bit of adjustment as a foreigner and Sia feels that having friends who elect him as dorm resident assistant and as a candidate for the ASWC treasurer position shows that he has made that adjustment well. He wants to see how much money should be put in to savings or certificates, but would also like to see petitions for the student body to vote on. He says, and not an action to be taken in the convention.

Gordon is a freshman from Portland, Oregon, majoring in business administration. As the ASWC treasurer, he would want to put out a monthly newsletter informing students of new developments in student association funds. He would also like to see student money given to committees and, from this review, develop himself and his committee in a committee and the student's side that would represent the student's side. It is of his belief that there should be opportunity to hear new ideas for spending student money. He would also like to see committees have the opportunity to hear new ideas for spending student money.

It is by the ballot that every student has the opportunity to be heard. By choosing candidates that will represent the student's side, it is by the ballot that every student has the opportunity to be heard. By choosing candidates that will represent the student's side, the student body will be aware of every student's idea. By choosing candidates that will represent the student's side, the student body will be aware of every student's idea.
Acquiescence of 'econuts' contains merit

Those of us who are deeply concerned about the future of the country must be aware of the environment—"econuts." We are always accused of being the people who, under the guise of "environmentalists," are instigating the destruction of the environment. That is not the case. We are concerned about the future of our planet and the lives of all living beings. The "econuts" are those who believe in the inevitability of economic growth and development at any cost. They are the ones who promote policies that lead to environmental degradation and ecological disaster.

Confronting the Left: The radical-led student council at Los Angeles City College organized the campus-wide general strike last year. But 22-year-old law student Stephen Frank led ten campus students in tearing down the barricades the radicals had erected. When the Student Senate of the Los Angeles City College's Frank's group launched a campus-wide campaign and unseated his radical council leaders.

Agreement to one moderate leader, the new Student Senate denounced the opportunity to provoke police, and exploded the myth of democracy. It is interesting to note that the radicals look to exploit.

On one campus after another, moderates are organizing to fight extremists. One organization, "Viruses in Vital America," now has 350 members in 120 chapters, and is growing daily. They are calling their movement "Open Campus" Movements are spiring up in other colleges. And at New York University, one of the nation's most bated schools, a broad based "Students for Columbia University" organization has successfully combat the left-wing Students for a Democratic Society at every turn. When radicals called for a strike to shut down the university last spring, it drew barely three dozen supporters. While the tide had not yet turned, Melvih says, there is another group of students, instead of revolution, dialogue in place of distrube, and a return to "academic legitimacy of shooting." reprint from Reader's Digest News Release 12/7/79

Lao—another chapter?

The widening of the war in Vietnam into the country of Laos comes only after one chapter in President Nixon's saga of unfulfilled promises to the American people. As a Gallup Poll recently indicated, the American people as a whole do not believe that the Lao invasion by South Vietnamese troops will sufficiently shorten American involvement there.

The question remains to be answered as to how long America will continue to persistently support military moves like the most recent one into Laos.

Secret doves have once again spoken out with New York's Jacob Javins saying that Mr. Nixon may indeed be headed down the same path as Lyndon Johnson via the Vietnam issue, and that the American people are yearning for a "return to innocence". But Americans are still awaiting the return of the American people to a return to innocence and to a "return to normalcy."
Out of my mind
by Dr. Duncan Ferguson

NOTE: Dr. Ferguson has graciously consented to give up his columns this week in order to make room for that nationally syndicated columnist, Blabbi Van Earsoar. She will be answering questions sent to her from students at Whitworth College, a small liberal arts institution in Northeast Washington. The following questions were submitted to Blabby last week. Her answers are fresh out of her mind.

Dear Blabby:
I'm what is known as a do-ed, not a very pleasant thing to be labeled. My biggest problem right now is that I don't have any dates. I think I'm attractive and have a pleasant personality, but I stall by the phone in vain. All the other girls in the dorm seem to be going out and I'm wondering why I'm not.
Signed, Left Out

Dear Left Out:
Aside from the usual things (bad breath etc) I don't see why you shouldn't be getting your share of the dates. I suggest you muster up some courage and ask out the first guy who lights your fire. Break the norm! Why says you have to sit around and dry up?
Blabby

Dear Blabby:
I don't quite know how to write this — my girl friend and I, well, one night in the car... Anyway, she's pregnant. What should we do?
Signed, Hellofamous

Dear Hellofamous:
I know there are a couple of things you should have done — been careful and responsible. You BIG LOVERS really make me mad. You don't care about anything but getting your rich scratched. I'm fed up with you. To answer your question — BE RESPONSIBLE!!
Blabby

Dear Blabby:
I'm not doing well in school; I got a D on my last exam and I can't afford any D's. What is the secret of getting through college?
Signed, Feeling Stupid

Dear Feeling Stupid:
The secret is Studying.
Blabby

Dear Blabby:
I've got all kinds of problems, but they can all be summed up in one phrase — Up Tight. It seems like I'm worried about everything. I'm afraid of my own shadow. Can you help me?
Signed, Up Tight

Dear Up Tight:
The best thing for you to realize is that personal growth involves stress. Anxiety always accompanies a step forward. You're growing up!
Blabby

Dear Blabby:
I got into a class last week that made me question everything. I believe in God. I'm afraid I'm losing my faith and I'm scared to death. Tell me what to do.
Signed, Panicicky

Dear Panicicky:
You're not losing your faith. It's just being stretched, and that's what God wants.
Blabby

Dear Blabby:
I like the school I go to alright but there are a couple of things about it which really bug me. In the first place, the atmosphere is dead. Nothing seems to happen. The students are locked up; their characteristic posture is all the important issues in a big yawn. The second thing is that there is no intellectual curiosity. The name of the game around here is figuring out how to do as little studying as possible. I thought college was a place where we learned things.
Signed, Bugged.

Dear Bugged:
The best way to de-bug yourself is to make something happen. Do your part to get students interested in current issues and intellectual pursuits. The trouble with some students is they wait for things to happen instead of making things happen.
Blabby

American family portrayed in CBS's 'All in the Family'

by Judy VazVonkia

Though unaccustomed to reviewing TV shows, I would like to give my opinion of the new show, "All in The Family." This is not, as one might suspect, the run of the mill sitcom about white, middle-class American. It's a situation comedy which has been viewed on TV for almost 16 years now. Instead of being a show concerned with the problems of this day and age presented in a satirical manner, "All in the Family" is a middle-class, Protestant, Red, White, Blue American. Viewers will see the young generation as "radical revolutionaries" and they will see John Wayne as the ideal American. Archie is pro Nixon, anti Black, Pro Viet Nam etc. As a matter of fact he is everything many Americans are today.

The "goats" name is Archie. He lives with his wife, daughter and her husband represent the young generation. They are anti Viet Nam, pro Black power, wanting to do something about the ecology problem, and consistently arguing with Archie. Archie also gets a little static from his wife but she is the dreamer of the group. She stays in her own little world unbothered by those around her and her inner thoughts are usually completely irrelevant but always funny.

The program goes something like this. The young people bring up a subject such as giving blood. Archie and his wife agree that this is a good thing and they agree to do their part share. The younger generation brings up the idea that ALL people have the same kinds of blood. Archie immediately shows his prejudices by saying that Black blood is inferior to White blood. Archie's daughter and husband retaliate and the show is underway.

The topics are heavy but the show is light. Archie is satirically funny! His views, although still held by many Americans, are made to appear so mid-evil that they become items of humor. Even when Archie tries to be serious he makes a satirical comment — understood by all except him. One example of this was revealed in the first episode of the show. Archie was writing a letter to President Nixon complimenting him on the state of the Union. At the conclusion of the letter, Archie tries to be sociable by stating, "Oh, and Mr. Nixon, how is your Vice, Mr. Agnew?"

This show is broadcast over CBS (Channel 4) at 9:30 Tuesday evenings. If satire and I mean well done satire in your thing then tune into. If it doesn't turn you on then you can always tune it off.
Art exhibits show fine work

by Gordon Jones

It's true - they really do have fine art over there in the Fine Arts building. More and more people or the word spreads and interests grow in the fine shows. Over a hundred people per week have been going in and coming out with nothing but praise for the senior art exhibitions that have been shown.

The purpose of those shows is to familiarize alumni to the art department with what sort of things are going on within the confines of that strange looking brick building behind the library. Senior art majors are given this opportunity to exhibit their past and present art work - to show where they are, have been, and are going with art. The individual shows give almost a portrait of the student as an artist; they indicate they indicate not only the artist's interests and goals but also in many cases where his head is ed ideologically. The exhibitions give the viewer a chance to get involved with not only the artist's work, but even his mind.

Mr. Goveenor, show coordinator, asserts that the viewer should come not only expecting to see good work, but with these things in mind.

1. The artist is now at this particular point in his development - but this is only a starting point for his future work.
2. This is his preparation for his individual goal, be it graduate school, teaching, or his selected field.
3. The artist's personal relationship to his work can't be ignored. Many of the pictures and sculptures are statements of things that the artist feels.

Julie Gubler's show, which was first, elegantly reflected her goals. Julie intends to go into teaching, and in this fact now student teaching at Portland High School. She showed an excellent ability to work well in varied mediums. Her show included virtually all of the art forms that the art department of her show. "She was really very different," Julie says, and this was evident in her work.

Ray started as an engineering major and gradually shifted to art. Probably Whitworth's dropping of engineering had something to do with this. Ray hadn't taken any art until his sophomore year, so his work is all fairly recent. He graduated in February, and will be heading home for his show, "A" is for Alaska next week. He plans to go to graduate school, probably in the San Francisco area, but his immediate future is up in the air. "I'm going to see what the next move is going to be," Ray says.

The gallery is open from eight in the morning to ten at night, and 22nd Street. Ray says that he particularly enjoys work with ceramics, and has a large assortment included in his show.

Ray Bacon is now showing his work, while Ray's show is in some what smaller than the others it includes many extremely fine works of art. Ray's recent work shows a move toward greater articulation. He has been lately working with hard edge paintings. Ray says that he particularly enjoys working with ceramics, and has a large assortment included in his show.

Ray's show ends today and Don Rusak's starts on Monday, followed by Polly Peterson's which runs from April 12th to the 22nd.

'Two A Penny' raises questions on Christianity


"Two A Penny," an entertaining film with a contemporary and relevant message, faces these personal questions but never answers them. The film explores the problems of youthful frustration without self-righteousness by presenting one solution as a miracle medication for life's ailments.

"Two A Penny's" plot and photographs are good. The setting wouldn't win academy awards but is done well.

Cliff Richard, one of England's top recording artists, plays Jamie, an unloved student who finds it hard to make money selling drugs. Don Bryan plays Carol, Jamie's girl friend. Carol gives herself to Christ and struggles with the problems of how to make the relationship meaningful to her and applicable to life. She is consistently confronted with the paradoxes of Christianity and the oft harsh antagonism of Jamie.

"Two A Penny" does not end with Jamie shedding tears at an altar. Practically all the ends are left open.

The problem of self-deception in an interpersonal relationship is left unresolved after Jamie's mother discovers her son has stolen drugs from the psychiatrist's office where she works. Jamie's relationship with Carol is at best unstable.

Jamie's final song sums up his present state as, "...I'm afraid to let go, yet I long to see. If you are real, you real to me."

"Two A Penny" does not soap-box. It presents a relationship with God as an alternative to the inherent and unique problems.
The Tempest, a multi-media production employing psychedelic lighting, electronic music and non-traditional costuming, will be performed next week March 29, 30, and April 1. 

Douglas MacIntyre, as Prospero; Richard Johnson, Caliban; Carolyn Cutter, Miranda; and David Johnston, Ariel, take the leads in this production of Shakespeare's last play. The Tempest, according to a well known critic, is "one of the most original and perfect of Shakespeare's productions, in which he exhibited the full variety of his powers."

Director Albert Gunderson stated, "It's a marvelous opportunity for any director to put into creative ideas, probably more so than any of the other Shakespeare plays." In this performance act will not be present!

Drama workshop hosts 200 students

Over two hundred high school drama students from Washington State plan to attend the first Whitworth drama workshop next Saturday sponsored by Alpha Psi Omega. Four seminar sessions in the areas of costuming, make-up, set construction, reader's theatre and postonime and interpersonal drama comprise the day's activities and culminate in a reserved seats at the evening performance of The Tempest, and a cast reception following.

Elliot Young, a senior speech and drama major and general chairman of the workshop, commented that "It's going to be an exciting day for the kids and we hope they'll be able to take back practical know how in these areas in order to improve their own programs in their own schools."

Bruce Gilbe, in charge of the costume session, Stuart Swanson, costuming; Rick Johnson, make-up; Mike Sacco, set construction; and Mrs. Stein, reader's theatre, costumed in traditional Elizabethan clothing but in black. Part of the act will take place on the constructed islands out in the audience and electronic music with psychedelic lights will be used.

Assistant director in Marie Foster and Stuart Shavron function as costume director. Actors include: Scott D'Agostino, Arno; Steve Broek, Sepe; Scott Nelson, Antonio; Karl Ford, Ferdinand; Bruce Tallkingston, Gonzalo; Chester Abing, Francisco; Richard Walters, Trinculo, Leslie Schoelten.

Bill Cosby visits 'Unfair';

Whit plans big weekend

Bill Cosby, America's most well-known comedian, will appear in Whitworth's Pine Bowl, April 30, to highlight the "Un-Pair." The Pine Bowl will be prepared to seat 5,000 people for Cosby who two years ago filled the Spokane's Kennedy Pavilion in a Spokane appearance. Cosby is presently appearing on college campuses for $2,000 a show. A second attraction, probably a big-name band, will appear with Cosby. The "Un-Pair," scheduled for April 26 thru May 1, will be "the biggest thing Whitworth has seen since the 1962 freshman class," according to sponsors Tom Goodenow, Glen Hiemstra and Bob Huber. "We hope to draw between 30 - and 40 thousand people for the weekend," said Goodenow. The festival will go from noon to midnight on Thursday and Friday and from 10:00 a.m. to midnight Saturday.

The theme for the extravaganza will be, "Whitworth involves the community in an important weekend of learning and fun." Tentative plans include educational and entertaining displays and activities from some of the school's academic department, and outside community groups. Seventeen amusement rides and nightly dances in the hop are also being arranged. "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid," "The Wizard of Oz," and other movies are being planned.

Presently, at least one hundred student helpers are urgently needed. Anyone interested contact Tom Goodenow, Glen Hiemstra or Bob Huber.

Beacon Cleaners and Laundry

---delicate care for all your wear

Conveniently Located in the Hub

Slaters ENCO

Nawthorne & Division

Compliments To Your Family

WOMEN'S ROLE

On March 23rd Mrs. Lilian D. Whitehouse, Dean of Women of Whitworth College, will attend a special conference being held for Women Deans and Counselors from United Presbyterian Related Colleges. It is being held at the Chase Park Plaza Hotel in St. Louis, and is arranged with the cooperation of the officers of the National Association of Women Deans and Counselors.

The purpose of the conference is to consider the role of women deans and counselors, in light of the new educational and societal climate for women. The conference is designed to explore dimensions of the new situation of women, and the implications for women counselors in the colleges and universities.

The concept of coed dorms has been approved by the Senate, the Administration, and the Board of Trustees. If put into effect, the coed dorms would be Aird Hall. Each floor would be a separate dorm organization retaining its present name. First priority of admittance would be granted to those already residing in the dorm.

Thomas R. ANDERSON

The proposal is entirely dependent on certain structural changes to the building. These include: Changes necessary to accommodate women, installation of new locks on the main, front door with a key available for each dorm member, and construction of two additional apartments for Resident Counselor.

Additional apartments would make it possible for a Resident Counselor to serve each floor of the building. These apartments, if structurally feasible, would be constructed on the current counselor apartment, and would have outside stair entrances in addition to entrance from the floor which it serves.

Planning the project

Implementation of coed dorms now depends primarily on expense and available money. In order to minimize cost, the Administration would investi- gate ways of structurally changing the building, and would investigate alternate ways of financing the project.

If the college is unable to provide the funds to complete necessary changes to Aird Hall in the summer of 1971, the ASWC Executive Board will work with the College for a short-term low interest loan from student unions of one or all of the construction costs, up to a maximum of $50,000.

If by any way to finance a coed dorm, the proposal will be redefined into a new project in the fall of 1971.

A WORLD OF KNOWLEDGE
AT YOUR FINGER TIPS

Visit your Book Department and browse through thousands of books. Collection of reference books such as CML Notes, St. Barnes & Noble, Collier's Encyclopedia, 11th to 2, 245, equally Dictionaries, Webster's World and Webster's 7th priced from 7.95 to 10.95. The whole world of knowledge at your fingertips.

BOOKS, Downtown, 4th Floor Also Northtown & Old Mill.
Stewart leads hoop standings
by Bill Covered


In the first game, Washington beat a consistent McMillan offense with some good shooting as Jim Wallace lead the way for the victors with 14 points. Don Yeats was close behind with 13 points, He was right behind with 17 that point evening, last half to pull them through to winless in four outings. Points, He was right behind with 17 points.

Scott Ward Pierce was created 'Carlson by 14. (r) Added 10 in the second half. Mel Goodsell was error: for both and one had 11 points. a win over Town B-3. Three of the four had 12 points.

Don yeats was close behind as Jim Wallace lead the way for McMillan 53-47, beat a consistent McMillan the victors with 14 points. A-2 slipped by Carlson 64-57.

VanderWegen with 18 leads the scoring attack as John Millan follows with three victories in the second half. Four wins and no losses. According to these statistics, only half of the winless McMillan team. One of the top three.

In the second half, Stubbles ripped, as he got 22 of the 29 points. "C" leads four losses. and Rich Cizik could mound action for Whitworth.

As了吧 got 22 of the 29 points. "C" leads four losses. and Rich Cizik could mound action for Whitworth.

Stewart led with 18 points -and Rich Cizik could mound action for Whitworth.

Whitworth trackmen trackmen look impressive at WSU invitational by Gordon Johnson

Whitworth's track team saw its first competitive meet last Saturday as Whitworth State held its first indoor invitational. Even though the team lacked key members it managed to do very well under the direction of Coach Pilcher. The squad was competing with 19 other school teams from colleges and universities around the Northwest.

Many individuals stood out in the competition. Greg Hayashi, a senior, captured third in the 200 meter run. The majority team also took third. The throwers were: Gordon Donnelly, Cherry Kusunoki, Greg Hayashi, and Tom Spellmeyer. Eric Kelly placed fourth in the discuss throw with a mood of 143 feet. Preace King stole second place in the high jump with a jump of 6 feet 6 inches. And third in both the long jump and the triple jump with performances of 22 inches and 44 inches, respectively. In the Freshman-Junior College division, Duncan Plummer placed second in the 100 yard dash with a time of 11.5 seconds. Dave Simpson could mound action for Whitworth.

In another losing effort, Jim Wallace lead the way for McMillan 53-47, beat a consistent McMillan the victors with 14 points. A-2 slipped by Carlson 64-57.

Gonzaga University exploded for 17 hits en route to a 7-2, 10-3 doubleheader sweep over visiting Whitworth. The Pirates drop doubleheader to Gonzaga U., 7-2, 10-3

Gonzaga University exploded for 17 hits en route to a 7-2, 10-3 doubleheader sweep over visiting Whitworth. The Pirates drop doubleheader to Gonzaga U., 7-2, 10-3.

The Pirates will play their home opener at Stanard Field tomorrow with 1:00 p.m. contest against Whitman College. Tom Bliss and Don Richardson could mound action for Whitworth.

EXTRAORDINARY ENGAGEMENT RINGS ARE NOW AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS FOR A COMPLETE SAMPLE SHOWING CALL OEO HU 9-3550 EXT. 358

Gordon Van Wechel

One of the country's largest manufacturers of diamond rings has a representative right here on campus. And because he's offering diamond rings directly to you...instead of going through a jewelry store... he can save you up to 50%. But that's only half the story.

You have to see the extraordinary handcrafted beauty of the rings to really appreciate the rest.
New studies for students
next semester
by Jessie Tempin

Beginning next fall, a number of areas of concentration will be open to students who would prefer not to take a major and minor program to earn a degree. This program has been approved by the Faculty upon recommendation of the College Committee on academics.

The new areas of concentration which are ready for student use next fall are language and culture, nature of man, American experience, Renaissance, black studies law enforcement studies, advertising and marketing, public affairs communication, and religious studies.

Two which are already in effect are arts administration and environmental studies. Four areas which are still being worked on are communications, consumer education, broad studies in elementary education, and a preschool learning center. A student who wishes to participate in the new program must choose one of these.

Either he takes a model four-year study plan already set up and is automatically assigned to two advisors, or he may make out his own four-year program.

If he wants to develop his own, he must find two advisors who choose their students' classes that fit his chosen theme. When the program is designed to fit all the requirements, it is sent to the Dean's Advisory Committee for approval, and then put on file in the Registrar's office.

What the student accomplishes in his four-year study area of concentration, said, "There are many fields of studies area of concentration. It is his choice whether he enters the new program or not." receptions.

A student may enter the program at any time after registration for his junior year. All he needs to enter is to have selected a program advisor to tell him of his interests, and his advisor will help him select a second advisor.

Mrs. Nicholas Gray, who collaborated with Ms. Pick to develop the environmental studies area of concentration, said, "There are many fields of study in the real world which don't fall into departmental lines, so the Faculty agreed that it was a good idea to permit students to develop a program around a theme or idea. But general college requirements still hold." All the areas of concentration involve an experience during the summer or January Term with pay, credit, or both. Also, there will be ample opportunity for more community resource seminars where people from other community units would speak to the classes.

Said Mrs. Gray, "We are still keeping the majors and minors - there's just more flexibility now with the areas of concentration. It's a personalized education, not bound to any program in the catalogue."
The Association highlights UNFAIR

Extravaganza to attract 35,000

Are you tired of the "Whitworth Image"? Do you realize that there are some people in Spokane that think Whitworth is a Junior College and others consider us to be a bunch of "Bible Bangers"? It's true and finally something is going to be done to shatter the image. The UN-FAIR, a three day extravaganza, stressing community involvement, learning and fun, is a very important step towards local acceptance and understanding. But just what is planned in order to alter public opinion?

The biggest attention will be the THE ASSOCIATION Concert, but there are other activitites people will also be attracted by other events. Rainier Sires will be the grand finale of five rides and 15 game booths in the lot behind Hallen Hall. The Loop will be the Hub of attention. It is here where student art will be displayed along with local commercial exhibitions. EXPO '74 will be reviewed in coordination with the "River Beautification Project." A tent will house about a dozen scientific and ecological displays. Encircling the tent will be dom-sponsored game booths which will go to back-rolling for the visitors.

A stage constructed in the Loop will remain alive with musicians, dancers, actors and speakers. Continuous movies will be shown in the Auditorium, featuring "Buff Cussidy and the Sundance Kid," "The Wizard of Oz," and cartoons.

Our Science Departments will provide exhibitions and demonstrations, with special emphasis on ecology and the "clean air car." A dance and a folk concert are planned for Saturday.

The Central theme is: Whitworth Invites the Community to a Weekend of Learning and Fun. But there are other objections. The event will be crystallized by competing game booths. A special emphasis will be aimed at Faculty and Departmental involvement. Any proceeds will go to further development of the WHU. And of course, everyone wants everyone just to "Hang loose and have fun," in words of one of the committee chairman.

There is always an element of risk when a group attempts to produce such a big show. But just what is the "hang loose" approach? Is the UN-FAIR a success and can Whitworth break-out into it's proper status. Sign-up sheets are in the Student Activities Office for those who care and have the time to volunteer. Tickets will be regarded in those who volunteer their services. Let's make this an outstanding and show the community what we have to offer. THINK UN-FAIR APRIL 20, 21 and MAY 1

The Association one of the nation's top rock groups will highlight Whitworth's UN-FAIR April 30.

The Association, the artists of such songs as "Cherish," "Along Comes Mary," "Never My Love," and "Windy," all of which earned gold record awards.

A few of their major accomplishments in the musical world include Appearances on several major network TV programs including Johnny Carson, Red Skelton, Glen Campbell and three times on the Ed Sullivan Show. They've broken several attendance records at colleges and concerts. More than 15 million of their records have been sold to warrant them glamorous nominations.

One could continue for hours listing the facts about THE ASSOCIATION. They are great entertainers with a special interest ability to attract over the classical ear. To date, over 4 ½ million people have watched THE ASSOCIATION in Concert. Now, Whitworth students have a chance to add to that total. Pine Bowl awaits your presence on Friday, April 30, 1971, at 7:30 P.M. THE ASSOCIATION promises surprises for everyone right at the height of the UN-FAIR.

Tickets are available NOW at the Student Activities Office. A special reserve section (the very front of the Pine Bowl) will be available ONLY for Whitworth students. HURRY... do it now

Peace coalition plans rally

A spokesman for the Seattle Peace Action Coalition has announced that a week of anti-war activities would occur in Seattle, from April 17 through 24. The week will be kicked off on Saturday, April 17 by a march from the Capitol to the University of Washington. The dates April 17 by a march

Drama students direct forthcoming festival of one act plays on campus

The Department of Speech and Drama announces a forthcoming Festival of One Acts — WEDNESDAYS AT EIGHT each evening of one act plays — three plays each night, to be presented by the Drama Department of Whitworth College. The dates for the plays are April 21, 22, and May 12. Beginning at 8:00 P.M. in the Cowles Memorial Auditorium on the Whitworth campus.

The opening presentation on April 21 will feature the following plays: "The Flying Spaghetti Monster" by Edward Albee, to be directed by Anna Stimson; "Purgatori" by Willard Motley, directed by John Luxenberg; and "Here We Are" by Dorothy Puleston, directed by Donna Spencer.

The second offering, on April 28, will feature "The Poor Boy" by Anton Chekov to be directed by Bruce Tallington; "If Men Played Cards As Women Do" by G.B. Kaufman, to be directed by Herb Lynch; and "The Lesson" by Eugene Ionesco, under the direction of Penny Anderson.

The final evening, on May 12, will include "Aria da Capo" by Edna St. Vincent Millay, directed by Marie Postler; "It's My Time" by August Strindberg, directed by Eckett Johnson; and "Skeletor" by Susan Glaspell, under the direction of Susan Andreae.

Tickets for the entire series, or individual evenings, may be secured by calling Public Relations, Whitworth College, HU 9-3550, or purchased at the door.

The Director's Workshop is under the direction of Professor Albert Gunderson, Acting Chairman, Speech and Drama Department, Whitworth College.

The Association one of the nation's top rock groups will highlight Whitworth's UN-FAIR April 30.

Pine Bowl stadium hosts top rock group April 30

During the closing months of 1970, Whitworth College's Pine Bowl was quite an exciting place to be. For it was during that time that we were playing our home football games, right on our campus. An talent was displayed on the field, excitement was generated in the stands. The College had finally invested in improvements and Whitworth students could once again enjoy the honor of viewing student-sponsored events in their own stadium.

Since that time, though, Pine Bowl has fallen into a period of peace and quiet. But soon the stillness will once again be shattered by talent on the field and excitement in the stands.

For on Friday, April 30, 1971, a peaceful Pine Bowl will erupt in a maze of musical majesty as the Associated students will present, in concert, the sounds of "THE ASSOCIATION." As part of the UN-FAIR, "The Seven Man Band", as they represent themselves will step into Pine Bowl at 7:30 P.M. in an attempt to bring to the students of Whitworth College an example of the way approximately 600 other colleges have invited them to appear for them.

To illustrate their appeal, 24,000 people listened to the awesome harmony of "THE ASSOCIATION" in a single appearance in Illinois. They are
Commissioner of Education calls for improved learning

U.S. Commissioner of Education Sidney P. Marland, Jr., predicted today that in the next five years the United States can accomplish more improving education than we have accomplished to date.

This observation was made by Dr. Marland as part of his first report to Congress required by Public Law 91-230. The law calls for the Commissioner of Education to discuss "the condition of Education in the Nation."

"We know that ours is the greatest educational system ever devised by man," Dr. Marland declared. "But it falls short of our aspirations. We must improve it."

Recalling that the United States will celebrate its 200th birthday in 1976, Dr. Marland said, "I would suggest this bicentennial year as a useful deadline against which we measure our capacity to effect change and sincerely is seeking it."

Dr. Marland called for more concern in providing children with exciting, rewarding and meaningful experiences, in and out of the formal classroom environment. He added that Americans must provide an education that will enable young people either to elect to prepare for higher education or to enter "immediately into satisfying and appropriate employment... We must eliminate anything in our curriculum that is unresponsive to either of these goals."

Dr. Marland also observed, "The sheer size of the American commitment to education is amazing, with over 62 million Americans... actively engaged as students or teachers. More than three million young men and women will graduate from high schools throughout the country in June 1971, as contrasted with fewer than two million 10 years ago. Nearly 8.5 million students are enrolled in higher education as contrasted with slightly more than four million 10 years ago."

Among Dr. Marland's many recommendations is that the Nation set aside the traditional boundaries of learning, "the days, the hours, the walls, the schedules."

He added, "Let us find ways to keep more schools open, to make sensible constructive use of our multi-million-dollar investment in facilities and personnel. Let us construct a school environment, sufficiently systematic to be responsive to young people, yet informal enough to enable youngsters to come and go in a spirit of freedom and honest interest."


World Campus Afloat reduces basic price

"Reduction in the basic costs of World Campus Afloat-Whitworth College should increase the possibility for more of our students to consider spending a study-voyage at sea," states Oakland A. Haas, adviser for the unique program in international studies.

A sequel of the former R.M. Queen Elizabeth, rechristened R.M. Beaverton University, and the resultant increase in to keep more schools open 12 minimum rates as much as $725, per full semester, from $3,075 to $2,500, beginning fall 1971, as explained, included are full passage, meals, air-conditioned staterooms, costs for academic in-port activities and tuition.

At the present time a minimum of nine spaces is held In re- serve for Whitworth College students for each of the five annual voyages planned. In ad-

The versatility of electricity seems limitless. As does man's inventiveness in utilizing it to add to our pleasures and cater to our needs. And as this demand for more and more electricity grows, so does our determination to keep it low in price and high in reliability.

We make it our business to keep the cost of your electric service lagging far behind the cost of living.
North Viet leader ill with cancer; Thieu states change of economic relationship between North and South

Saigon — One of North Vietnam's top leaders has been reportedly sick for the past many months and is now in Eastern Europe for treatment of a cancerous disease, Truong Chinh, whose real name is Dang Xuan Khu, is North Vietnam's second or third highest-ranking personality and is the only holds the apparently innocuous position of Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National Assembly of North Vietnam.

Truong Chinh, whose political career came to a climax when he was a Secretary General of the Lao Dong (Communist) Party in the mid-fifties, was shortly out of favor following the failure of the land reform program in 1954-56 but he managed to survive the purge, according to reports reaching the Secretary General of the ruling party. Truong Chinh has always been considered among the top three leaders of North Vietnam.

Truong Chinh's sickness brought to the crucial question of the future of Ho Chi Minh, which the North Vietnamese leadership postponed on Ho's death by appointing the octogenarian Ton Duc Thang as means. The group of Ho's lieutenants, all of them in their sixties, "might hasten the process of a showdown among them," according to one of the leading Hanoi watchers here.

Relation With North Vietnam

President Nguyen Van Thieu issued a statement Saturday, saying that "the current regulations on law, make a few days before the end of next year, for his administration was ready to have economic relations with North Vietnam 'although we are now at war with Hanoi.'" On that occasion, the South Vietnamese President also declared his readiness to accept the policy of dual Vietnamese representation at the United Nations if the problem should come up at the international body.

Two loopholes closed in draft

The Selective Service System recently announced a new policy that closes two loopholes in draft regulations, as reported by draft resisters and at the same time makes it easier for young men to be inducted in any part of the country, regardless of the location of their local boards. A "Presidential Executive Order, Published today in the Federal Register, authorizes any called registrant to be voluntarily inducted in any part of the country, regardless of the location of their local boards. A "Presidential Executive Order, Published today in the Federal Register, authorizes any called registrant to be voluntarily inducted in any part of the country, regardless of the location of their local boards. A "Presidential Executive Order, Published today in the Federal Register, authorizes any called registrant to be voluntarily inducted in any part of the country, regardless of the location of their local boards. A "Presidential Executive Order, Published today in the Federal Register, authorizes any called registrant to be voluntarily inducted in any part of the country, regardless of the location of their local boards. A "Presidential Executive Order, Published today in the Federal Register, authorizes any called registrant to be voluntarily inducted in any part of the country, regardless of the location of their local boards. A "Presidential Executive Order, Published today in the Federal Register, authorizes any called registrant to be voluntarily inducted in any part of the country, regardless of the location of their local boards.

The new regulations further provide that if the registrant does not submit for induction within three or more days prior to his scheduled date, he must report on the date originally specified on his induction order. This means that registrants who choose to refuse induction will be notified for prosecution in the courts, or cases where violations have already occurred.

Student peace group explains expected goals for Whitworth

During the fall term a group of students genuinely concerned about the state of the world met and formed the Committee for Peace. One of their goals was to effect a peace deal on the campuses of their college. This group formed a campus that would allow for more open forum, discussion of the problems of peace and not just the Viet nam problem. The group has now come into their campus and is now facing us in the apparent disinterest of the Whitworth community. Our attempts at involvement have met with very very cold reception from the administration of our school. We are trying to do, hopefully the results will be a greater concern and participation by everyone. Our meetings are always announced in the student paper, which is only the same week. In the fall they hope to have a class offered in the History of Non-Violence course. He is the first time that this course has been offered and the students who are interested in the course have decided to establish something to this effect. The students also hope to have classes offered in the History of Non-Violence course. He is the first time that this course has been offered and the students who are interested in the course have decided to establish something to this effect. The students also hope to have classes offered in the History of Non-Violence course. He is the first time that this course has been offered and the students who are interested in the course have decided to establish something to this effect. The students also hope to have classes offered in the History of Non-Violence course. He is the first time that this course has been offered and the students who are interested in the course have decided to establish something to this effect. The students also hope to have classes offered in the History of Non-Violence course. He is the first time that this course has been offered and the students who are interested in the course have decided to establish something to this effect. The students also hope to have classes offered in the History of Non-Violence course. He is the first time that this course has been offered and the students who are interested in the course have decided to establish something to this effect.

TREAT THE FAMILY TONITE!

BURGERS • CHICKEN • FISH & CHIPS • MEXICAN FOOD

Beautiful indoor dining at drive-in prices

EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT

FRIDAY NITE—FISH FRY!

Regular $7 Fish 'n Chips—Special $9.95

Delicious Golden Deep Fried w/fries & Tartar

TUESDAY NITE IS TACO NITE!

Regular $5 Tacos & Burritos—Special $7.95

DESSERTS

4/96

LITTLE BULL

N. 2506 Division St.

Across from Heritage Village

Cell Ahead—HI 7-BULL
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Out of my mind

by DUNCAN B. FERGUSON

LOVE STORY

I'm amazed at how many people I run into who have either heard Eric Segal's Love Story or seen the movie. I think one reason for the interest is that Segal has managed to weave into a very simple story so much about each one of us. He's got our number.

If we find a book for the first time, we feel so close to it. We hardly dare to touch it, just in case the experience will wear off. We're so touchy because we know the time will come when we hear someone else talking about it and we'll feel sort of stupid and strange and different.

We all like to find a book that's so moving that we can't resist the urge to tell everybody we've met how wonderful it is. Then we're all very impressed with the other person who has read the book as well.

For example, one basic theme of the story is broken relationships. Ollie can't get along with his old man. How real this is to each one of us! We all have some kind of a broken relationship going with someone—a parent, a professor, a room mate, a boy friend or girl friend. And no matter what we do, we can't seem to patch it up. Anger, misunderstanding, guilt, or some stupid thing keeps busting up good relationships.

Another theme is suffering and death. In the rush of life, we may put these harsh realities out of our minds, but they're present below the surface. We've all had a little taste of suffering and we know deep down that in a few short years, we'll be staring death in the face. When Jenny gets here, we're there. Something goes off inside of us because we know that someday we'll get ours.

The basic theme of Love Story is that love is — the need for it and its discovery. Jenny and Ollie have a beautiful thing going. Their love is honest and genuine. It frees them to be themselves. And what we all long for, perhaps more than anything else is a love relationship. That's really where it's at in life. All the other stuff is beside the point.

At the risk of sounding a little schmaltzy, I'd like to make one more point. I read about another Love Story is some short books called about a rabbi named Jesus who went around loving all the kooks of his time. He even did more than that. He actually took Ollie and Jenny's problems and came up with some solutions. He says that if we become his disciples, he'll show us how to get into relationships and face suffering and death. And he was big on the love thing which you already know. The way I see it, the questions which Segal raises, Jesus answers. I think we've really got something if we put the two love stories together.

We are operating under the premise that man can rise above his animal and even barbarian past. Man, as a higher order of creation or being. If we are in fact that, one may safely say that we have young people are reserved to the lower animals, but we, after all, are not so low. Nature, if we are reasoning animals, then reason should be the starting point of our understanding of reason in our goals, manifested in PEACE.

FRIDAY NITE—FISH FRY!

Regular $7 Fish ‘n Chips—Special $9.95

Delicious Golden Deep Fried w/fries & Tartar

TUESDAY NITE IS TACO NITE!

Regular $5 Tacos & Burritos—Special $7.95

DESSERTS

4/96

LITTLE BULL

N. 2506 Division St.

Across from Heritage Village

Cell Ahead—HI 7-BULL
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Taylor blanks Idaho on two hits

Rod Taylor blanked the Idaho Vandals on two hits and allowed only four baserunners as Whitworth won the second game of a doubleheader, 4-0. Idaho took the first game, 6-4.

Taylor retired the last nine batters he faced and got tight defensive backing from his teammates en route to the victory. The Pirate southpaw had four strikeouts.

Whitworth capitalized on erratic Idaho pitching in the fourth inning to account for all four of their runs. Don Renna led off with a walk, Paul Jelinek took a third strike and Bob Williams singled. Then five consecutive bashes on balls brought in four run.

Vandals 6, Pirates 4

In the first game, what could have been a double-play ball opened the door for four Idaho runs in the last inning. With Whitworth ahead 4-2 and a runner on first, shortstop Paul Jelinek's throw went into right field allowing one run to score and the batter to reach third. A sacrifice fly tied the game at 4-4. With two outs, a single, a walk and Ken Ray's two-run double off Pirate reliever Rick Hansen gave the Vandals their miracle of victory.

Idaho jumped to a 2-0 lead with single runs in the second and third innings. The Pirates narrowed the gap to 2-1 in the bottom of the third when Steve Rasmussen singled, Bob Slater was hit by a pitch and Tom Reel singled. Paul Jelinek tied the score at 2-2 in the fourth with a home run over the left-center field fence. Whitworth went ahead in the ninth on singles by Don Beas and Bob Bravo, a walk and an error.

Pirate starter Dan Baretti pitching with a broken right hand in a cast, got off to a shaky start but settled down to hold the Vandals to four hits in six innings of action. The left-hander struck out five and pitched himself out of a bases-loaded, no out jam in the first inning.

EOC TUESDAY

Tomorrow the Pirates will get back to conference play at home with a doubleheader against Eastern Oregon College.

Depleted Pirate tracksters get sparkling performances

by Gordon Johnson

Whitworth's track team is experiencing the ill fate that faces almost every small college. The problem is that the squad is too few to have a large team impact. At Central Washington, Whitworth was soundly beaten as far as points went, but many individuals put in fine performance. In the recent meet with the University of Washington, Bob Isitt ran the three-mile in an excellent time of 14 minutes, 6.4 seconds. At Central, though outnumbered four to one, Whitworth competed strongly. Perscan King placed first in both the high jump and the triple while Bob Isitt captured first in the mile. Eric Kelly placed second in the discus and third in the shotput even though he had had no practice. Larry Miller stole second in the steeple chase and third in the two mile run.


two hits

Netters win four out of five

The Whitworth tennis team is off to a fine start as they have won four of their first five matches. In their first match of the year, the Pirates defeated the University of Montana 5-4 on home courts on the morning of April 3rd. In the afternoon, they travelled to Cheney and blasted the opposition 9-0. Whitworth's first scheduled match on March 27th against Montana State was rained out.

On April 9-10, the tennis team travelled to Ashland, Oregon, where Southern Oregon College hosted the University of Oregon (JV team), Williams, and Whitworth in a tournament. On Friday, the Bucs netters played indoors (due to rain) against Williams in a pro set and defeated them 6-3. On Saturday morning the team ran into some bad luck as Jack Fournier, Whitworth's #3 man, was unable to play due to illness. So, Whitworth had to forfeit a third single's match and a second double's match; as a result, they lost to SOC 7-2. But the "first singles" bounced back in the afternoon to soundly beat Oregon's JV team 6-3 (despite two forfeits). Thus the Bucs placed second behind SOC in the four-way tournament. Thus far in competition, Bruce Grogan, a senior, has five wins and no losses for the best record on the team.

The Whitworth JV team will host Spokane Falls Community College today at 1:30, and the varsity team will compete with WSU next Tuesday in the afternoon. A week from tomorrow, the Buccaneers play Western here at 9:30.

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR DIAMOND RING

Compare. That's rule number one. Check different sources for the same rings. See how the prices stack up against each other. Don't pay extra moneys for a comparable ring just because it comes from a store with a fancy name. You're buying a ring, not a store. Pick the style of your ring first. Then pick the store that looks best to you. Getting a stone to fit the ring is a lot easier than picking a ring to fit the stone. And remember, there are thousands of ring styles and ring stone combinations.

So take your time and look around. We might even suggest that you have no stone unarmed. Let's your checkbook, not your heart, be your guide. Wedding time is one of the most emotional times of your life. So don't let emotion sway you into buying a ring you will be paying for on your 5th Anniversary. Be sure your rings have a good guarantee. Obviously, rings have no moving parts but diamonds have been known to get lost. And prongs have been known to break. Make sure that if it happens to you, your rings will be repaired FREE. And with a smile. Don't settle for a ring that anyone else has. After all, you're an individual. Your wedding rings should reflect that. Besides, when you pay a fairly substantial amount for something, you'd rather not see everyone in town with one just like it would you? We thought not.

That's why we suggest you call the Campus Representative listed below. He's a student, like you. He has some of the most extraordinary ring styles you've ever seen. We should. He represents one of the largest diamond ring manufacturers in the country. And he's offering diamond rings directly to you—instead of going through a jewelry store—

He can save you up to 50% on your rings.

He'd like to show you his whole line of rings, so don't forget to bring your checkbook. For a FREE catalog of ring styles and prices, ask any of our representatives.

A Pirate runner gets back to first just ahead of the throw.
Association to perform tonight at 7:30 in Pine Bowl

Festivities to continue today and tomorrow

Five years ago in Los Angeles, six musicians—singers from varied musical backgrounds—began what has become a living legend in the world of entertainment—The Association. They will be performing here at The Pine Bowl tonight at 7:30.

The idea and direction for The Association began with Jules Alexander and Terry Kirkman. Then came Brian Cole and Ted Bluschel, Jr., a short time later, Russ Gibbace and then Jim Yester. The sextet not only worked together, but also lived together, releasing songs, creating a musical aggregation destined to be unique. Although all had performed professionally, either as singles or with other groups, it took six months of hard work before their first album was a unit. Their debut as The Association came in November '65 at a night club-theater in Pasadena called the Ice House. The initial one-week engagement was extended and their local following began to blossoms.

Soon after their L.A. debut, Valiant Records signed the group to a recording contract, and few months later, the national music scene heard Along Comes Mary, which immediately soared to the top of the charts, selling almost a million records. Their next release, Cherish, was a standard love song, sold well over a million and won Number One Record of the Year, subsequently garnering three record industry Grammy nominations.

After Cherish came Pandora's Golden Heirloom-Jerubens in '66. This was the recording of the many innumerable songs such as Strawberry Fields which proliferated during the following year. Numerous television appearances followed and in August '66 they began the first of many subsequent national concert tours at the then virtually unknown Fillmore Auditorium in San Francisco. Their first album, And Then Along Comes The Association soared to best-seller status and on their second album, Renaissance, all 12 songs were written by members of the group, (52 of the 64 songs recorded thus far are original)

By 1968, life on the road had become demanding and Jules Alexander decided he would rather stay at home in L.A. and concentrate on other aspects of the music business. His attitudes from the group eventually led him to India where he studied music and philosophy for a year. During Jules' absence, Larry Hammons, ex-Cherub monoband tenor, joined, and has remained with Jules returning to the group as early '69.

On the strength of the phenomenal success of The Association, Valiant Records sold its company to Warner Brothers for over a million dollars in 1967. The group's first release on the new label, Westy, again topped the national charts for weeks and was followed by still another number one million seller, Neve My Love.

Further appearances on network television, including the Smothers Brothers, Ed Sullivan and Johnny Carson's Tonight Show, gave the group exposure with older audiences which resulted lead in an appearance at the famous-lit-laden Greek Theatre in L.A. and then they became the first rock group to star at the prestigious Cunard Grove—then turned out to be one of the most popular acts the club ever presented.

Their next new album, Insight Out, which included requirements for the singles, passed the million mark, bringing the coveted gold record-collectors to five. Their concert tours continued breaking attendance records. Highlights being August 2, 1967 when 14,432 attended in Golden Park in Chicago, shattering by 2,000 a previous attendance record set by the Kingston Trio in '58, and in August '68 when they did four back-to-back IRO recordings at the Chicago Open House.

In November, '67 the Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences awarded them three new Grammy nominations and the RCA Victor Radio-Record Congress, at its annual convention, voted them the National One Pop Group in the Nation, thereby unseating the Beatles for the first time in four years.

Although their popularity in the U.S. was continuously mounting, they were virtually unknown overseas and in May, '68 they left on a highly-successful tour of Europe. . . . At the conclusion of one performance in London, a local radio personality told the audience that, "You have been part of an historic occasion," - the New Musical Express, (London's music bible), wrote, "... the astonishing music and vocalizing of The Association was pure mastery . . .

Subsequent releases, Everything That Touches You, Time for Living and Six Man Band kept the streak going. - another album, Birthday, sold nearly a million and still another, The Association's Greatest Hits became gold record number five.

Two more milestones were achieved in July '69, both the traditional Blossom Music Center in Cleveland and Tanglewood, home of the Boston Symphony Orchestra opened their doors for the first time for a rock concert. Both shows drew capacity crowds.

In January '69, The Association was asked to write music for Paramount Pictures' Goodbye Columbus. The group was on tour at the time the offer was made and the studio pushed a point of the film in the East Coast for them to separate. Other films had been offered in the past but none that interested them. By the middle of the next month, the entire score, including the title song, Goodbye Columbus, had been written, released and recorded.

When Jules Alexander returned from India, the group released their eighth album, The Association.

Unlike many contemporary musicians who depend heavily on studio electronic devices for their success, The Association has always had a reputation of excelling in live performances and yet, until this year, they had never made a live album. On April 3, they recorded a performance at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City—this is now released as The Association Live.

The double album captures much of the excitement generated between audience and performers, as well as interesting talents of the consummate busker which sparks back and forth between the individual musicians.

Most recently, The Association made a triumphant return to Los Angeles' Greek Theater, introducing a new member of the group, Richard Thompson, to hometown audiences. Richard has spent several years playing organ and piano for such jazz greats as Gabor Szabo and the Art Pepper Quintet. He is now replacing original member, Russ Gibbace, who felt he's earned a vacation after five years.

In addition to concerts, records and television appearances, The Association also has its own production company and publishing company. In their spare time, the members of the group are busily and individually involved in a variety of pursuing their many hobbies, from astronomy to brushing research on a one-horse automobile.
The Un-Fair! is here! Three big days of fun and free entertainment are now in full swing. The past week has been hectic as student groups have worked to construct booths in a race against the clock.

The real work began months ago, Tom Gudendow and Bob Huber, Director of SA, dreamt up the idea last fall.

For 3 years, Tom has been producing student events and during this, his senior year, he wanted to produce one final, big event. Originally, Tom’s thoughts centered around a simple-fund-raising carnival to raise money for the updating of the Whittworthian gymnasium. This idea was shelved for a short time until the Christmas season when initial contacts were made with Warner Shows and KREM radio. Tom received positive responses from each of those producers which acted as a spark to ignite the following chain of events.

In February, Tom acquired the assistance of Glen and Bob. The tabloids named at this point, the new producers felt it would be a better idea to include more activities and invite the community to view a wider variety of attractions. It was also decided that profits would go toward development of the HUB instead of the gym. Special emphasis was to be aimed toward generating dorm spirit and involving the community with the college.

Near the end of February, the producers approached Dean Winter with the idea of academic participation and department involvement. The Dads responded favorably and yet another attraction was added. Prevent Lindeman’s approval was sought and gained in mid-March. After enrollment from the student senate, the producers crossed their final barrier. All they had to do now was produce the event.

The first problem was finding a name. Tim Linkens, a student senator, solved this swiftly when he came up with the name “UN-FAIR.” Although they’ve been very cooperative, the Seven-Up Bottling Company had nothing to do with labeling the event.

“We’ve spent about 8 to 10 hours a day for the past 5 weeks trying to organize, schedule and produce the UN-FAIR,” said Tom Gudendow. I’d say that most of the time has been spent on the telephone. More than 300 hours have been spent on the phone trying to contact those involved with UN-FAIR—both directly and indirectly. You’d be surprised at the number of people and places that must be contacted in order to successfully stage such a big event.

Student participation started off slow but picked up as the opening day drew nearer. “There has been an inner core of about 20 students that have made the UN-FAIR a reality,” remarked Tom. But students as a whole have been very helpful.

The Committee Chairman, Randy Brainch, Dave Anderson, Steve Helms, Bill Comer, Gary Gourley, Kathy Gregory, Pete Olds, and John Kaster are irreplaceable. They have put in several hours each day to make the UN-FAIR a success.

Budgeting has been quite a chore. A profit is not the major objective and a loss might be taken in the Student Activities Finances. But, hopefully, there will be gains in more important areas, such as education and college advancement.

One of the largest investments is in the Association Concert. Other expenditures include the tents ($800.00), building materials ($400.00), and publicity ($2,000.00). The several commercial booths will help offset tent costs in the same manner that ticket sales will help defray booth costs. The publicity campaign involves more money ever spent by the student body on a single event in the college’s history. But the UN-FAIR is also the largest event ever produced by the school.
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Whitworthian criticism deemed unjust, invalid

By Bill Cowser

For what the school paper staff has had in quantity the last two years, they have gone to a lot of trouble and had work to put out a paper for what they have done, as they have done in the past. There are some valid complaints about the quality of the news and not having enough national news. Part of the problem here is that working on the school paper's staff is not a full-time job. They are students just like you or me. They have 30-45 classes in credits which includes the load of a newspaper. They gripe about not enough national and international news is legitimate, but are the reports that they complained about the things that do not show up in the paper very often. And they wondered why? Apathy seems to be the paper very often. And they will not write as an article on their ideas. Even the articles do seem pointless and infantile to some people. But did they ever stop and think that the student was only conveying a thought he or she wanted to share with the rest of the world. Well, the article or the opinion expressed was not evident on the surface? Perhaps a deeper meaning was intended or maybe it was lost in that person's manner of expression.

A common criticism I hear is that the editorial never contains things that relate to the world outside of Whitworth College. I wonder how many students have written the details of that nature. It takes some time to do some research on the topic and talk to other students who are well acquainted with the situation before you can talk about an intelligent viewpoint on paper.

In the May 15, 1970 issue of the Whitworthian, John Gaskell made the following statement in his editorial entitled "Debate":

We welcome controversial and thought-provoking ideas. His further comments as follows should have been read by a little closer by a few more students.

"It will be difficult if not impossible for you, the Whitworthian, to reach these goals without your help. Our objection is that the Whitworthian serve as the voice of the college. . . . We sincerely welcome your ideas, criticisms, opinions and feelings about the paper. Any or any other issue you believe to be relevant to members of the Whitworth community.

It seems as if most of the help has come in the form of a critique.

Gap bridgeable

Among today's many communicati- on problems, there is the new-fangled professor and the old-fashioned student. Yet this gap can, for the most part, be bridged. At the end of a recent quarter, a professor at the University of California at Berkeley, a psychology professor sent this lettering letter to one of his students at her home:

"It is true that Psychology I was a Pass-No Pass course; it is true that I announced and re-announced (and, indeed, even re-re-announced) that no grades but P or NP would be given; it is true that I have said, at least to a few in the class, that I prefer you to send me a very unofficial note saying, for example, "Way Done!" or some congratulations saying it didn't hurt you. It is good to see what some people can do even without the spur of competitive grade. "Officially, of course, you still get only a P.

My letter is the binding letter of the father of the student wrote back:

"It is true that I have always been against Pass-No Pass courses; it is true that I have argued that even re-re-announced that students need the spur of a grading system to do their best. It is true that I am a man of firm convictions; but, in this case I would hazard to say that your letter to my daughter was so warmly human, and so delightful to read that I must send you a very unofficial note saying, for example, "Way Done!" saying it is perfectly plain, even to me, that a teacher like you can have the most influence over the performance in schools geared for white middle class children that have the potential to make schools a "horrible place for Chicano.""

Defectors give opinions

March 18, 1971 - Two Communist defector last week drew a grim picture of North Vietnam a few days after a Contra rebel group declined to South Vietnamese troops in Southern Laos. The defectors were former army captain Nguyen Thong Quyen, 31 years old, and Le Vinh Thong, a former school teacher.

Thong disclosed that the reason prompting him to desert was a lack of freedom in North Vietnam. "Freedom in North Vietnam is like that of a bird in the cage," Thong said, adding that "nothing is plentiful and everything is tightly controlled. Small things as thread and needles." Quyen said he defected his job as a deputy platoon leader of the 304th NVA (North Vietnamese Army) Division because the Command never de- ceived him. They told me we were moving down to liberate the South. In fact, I arrived in Laos fighting the elite units of the South Vietnamese Army and I don't know why I defected," he said.

Asked whether North Vietnamese forces had mounted a possible invasion of the North, both men said the civilian population in the South was fairly well informed to expect landing by South Vietnamese troops, "especially when the South Vietnamese Air Force tried to liberate U.S. prisoners of war detained in North Vietnam."
Nixon promises water cleanup

The nation's fouled waters stand second only to air among those segments of the environment the Nixon administration is determined to clean up. "We have the technology now to deal with most forms of water pollution," President Nixon told Congress in his February environmental message. "We must make sure that it is used."

The most dramatic examples of water pollution are the 10,000-plus oil spills that occurred last year. Under the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, signed by the President on April 3, 1970, oil spills can now cost a polluter up to $14 million for spills caused by vessels and $8 million for those coming from onshore or offshore facilities.

Water pollution is also caused by inadequate sewage treatment plants, especially those located on inland waterways and lakes. The first step toward remedying this kind of pollution was a record appropriation in 1969 of $500 million for more construction of sewage treatment plants. This year's $1 billion construction budget ends this five-year program.

A new sewage-plant construction program is up for Congress this year. The Administration wants $12 billion spent over the next three years (soon federal money) as well as a National Environmental Planning Authority to help finance municipal bonds for plant construction. Industries would pay a user fee to cover whatever it costs to process their wastes.

To combat dumping into rivers and lakes, the Administration re-juvenated the 1899 Refuse Dumping Act in December. Industries must now obtain permits from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) certifying that their effluents meet state and federal water quality standards. The President's 1971 program calls for revised standards and eventual $30 million worth of grants to state water offices for expansion of their programs.

Another aspect of water pollution under scrutiny by the Nixon administration is ocean dumping.

"Our national policy should be to ban unrestricted ocean dumping of all wastes," President Nixon told Congress in his February message. "And to place strict limits on ocean disposal of harmful materials."

Working with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) report he ordered last year, the President now urges Congress to require permits before dumping any materials into the oceans and to extend the nation's offshore international accord on banning dumping on the high seas.

Finally, to dramatize his concern for the well-being of the nation's waters, the President strongly hinted construction on the Cross-Florida Barge Canal in January after 30 years of work.

"We must assure that in the future," he said, "we take not only full but also timely account of the negative impact of such projects - so that instead of merely calling the damage we prevent it."

Aging process may be halted by man at 40

NEW YORK -- "Man will soon have the ability to halt the aging process as a whole," declares an article in the current issue of Coronet magazine.

"The long-held dream of man-kind's age of deferred--was explored at a little-reported conference of 16 specialists in gerontology conducted by the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, according to the Coronet article.

Dr. Harvey Wheeler of the center announced that even the consensus of these experts agree that within ten to 25 years it will be possible to alter the biological clocks built into man's body. The race is on now longer or even to set them back."

Dr. Wheeler believes that this could be done on three different bases to be used in combination to "stop the clock" at 40 and set its functions 20 years later, for example, most of the deteriorating changes in an individual could be postponed.

Another noted gerontologist, Dr. Alex Comfort, goes a step further in his analysis in the Coronet article.

"I believe that direct experiments on postponing aging will be conducted by 1975, and one more of extending vigorous life by 20 percent will be found by the year 1990;"

Dr. Comfort's predications are based upon work currently being done on three different areas of aging. Chemical investigation is proceeding slowly but steadily in each of these areas, according to the article, and a breakthrough seems imminent.
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Out of my mind

by Dr. Deacon Ferguson

One of the unhampered goats in the beautiful symphony of spring is the putting of friends. When the school year comes and goes, and graduation rings around, people begin to pack bags and head in all directions. At the risk of sounding sentimental I must say that permanent separation from those I care for one of the saddest aspects of life. It seems wrong that beautiful relationships, nurtured across the years of shared experience, should come to an abrupt end.

Well, life seldom goes by our feelings, and the harsh reality is here. Many of you will be leaving in a few weeks, and I probably won't see you again. But before you leave I'd like to give you a gift, or more precisely, I hope Whitworth has given you a gift during your stay. The best word to describe it is awareness. If we havent made you aware, then we have failed. Who cares when Columbus sailed the ocean blue if we are not aware of its implications?

Awareness is being sensitive to the limitations possibilities of life.

- It is allowing your scene to catch the full force of the beauty which surrounds them.
- It is letting your moments escape back through the intricate maze of your past which makes you what you are in the present.
- It is getting your mind actively at work on the overwhelming complexity of our modern world and its strange and changing moods and problems.
- It is exploring the wonder of other persons whether they delight and fulfill us or hurt and wound us.
- It is being curious about the vast and awesome universe we inhabit.
- It is searching for the races long history for insight and wisdom and plunging into the creations of its greatest minds.
- It is taking the risk of love by identifying with others and becoming transparent with them.
- Above all it is being open to God who is bigger than all of our conceptions and misconceptions about Him.

Awareness of course is far more than a few random and perhaps (tirte) thoughts from a hurried and hasty cub. But I hope you will have it. Somehow, if Whitworth has made you aware, I won't feel quite so bad at our parting.

Shalom, my friend. Shalom.

This Generation reveals current student thought

by Szus Schoeff

Dr. Lindaman's television series, "This Generation", is a spontaneous dialogue designed to reveal the thinking of today's teenagers and young adults.

He proposes a question to the participants, who respond and interact. Several groups of local high school students and others from Whitworth and Puget Sound College have been among time within the month, with time donated by the studio.
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Foreign club cooks dinner

A day of peace was declared Friday, April 30, 1971, by President Linda Miss Lindamood at the request of the Committee for Peace reported chairman Helen Ferris in a recent interview.

Recent choir tour includes S. Calif.

"Pass It On" was the theme for Whitworth College choir's recent tour of California churches and high schools.

The public relations tour, extending from April 10-18, included programs at Granada Hills, Northridge, Glendale, Pomona, Claremont, West Covina, Arcadia, and Fullerton. The choir traveled by bus and was housed by members of the churches in which concerts were held.

The trip's main objectives, according to choir president Barry Stineham, was to "Pass on the word of Jesus Christ." A variety of types of music was utilized to accomplish this objective, from Bach to Haydn to Brubeck and in the high schools, of course, as "Bridge Over Troubled Waters" and "Oh Happy Day.""
Feucker bams and frames third

By Steve Porter & Craig Thompson

Spokane County Fairgrounds was the site last Saturday night of some of the most wild, wailing and frenzied racing of the season. Seventy-eight cars saw action on Spokane’s three-eighths of a mile track during the night’s four trophy dashes, eight heat races, and four main events. Highlighting the night’s events was Rick Johnson’s spirited charge to a third-place finish in the J-stock main event. The pit crew worked hard on the car, and the result was a third-place finish. The pit crew also showed by Gaylan good judgement in their handling of the car and the events. Rick Johnson showed he is a car owner with a good eye for talent, and the crew was shown by Gaylan how to handle a car in these first eight heat races, and four main events again entered the car in these first eight laps, during the night. Burned out ignition coil. Back to third position. By this time, the car was running at a high speed, and they were looking for a way to get back to third place. By this time, they were looking for a way to get back to third place. By this time, they were looking for a way to get back to third place. By this time, they were looking for a way to get back to third place.

Thieu opens way for invasion of North Vietnam

March 1971 — A statement by Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Van Thieu recently sent many members of the Vietnam press corps scrambling all round for indications for a South Vietnamese invasion of North Vietnam. The Presidential statement was made during an administrative meeting at the coastal province of Tuy Hoa and stated that the President Thieu was quoted as saying that South Vietnamese Army “can attack the enemy anywhere and at any time.” On this occasion, the South Vietnamese leader also said Ha Noi’s continued aggression against Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam “has made it necessary for us to think of attacking the enemy in his own territory.”

The Presidential statement apparently created some worries in the world over, for the following day, the Presidential press office denied it necessary to put out a denial. This denial came down the coast of Thieu’s reported statement. This time, Thieu reportedly said there were “no plans to attack North Vietnam. It is still hoped, his Secretary also said, “North Vietnam will not force us to make an offensive attack and carry them out.” But even then, the clarification came from the Presidential office, seasoned observers of the Vietnamese scene had considered the Presidential statement as part of a political and psychological warfare being conducted by South Vietnam to rally its embattled compatriots and North Vietnamese troops in North Vietnam as possible.

Among the student rave booths in the UN-FAIR was Goodsell’s “car barn,” with various organizations’ names written on the car, or so one could smash a bank at his favorite radical group.

Rock opera ‘Tommy’ opens for three weeks in Seattle

The Seattle Opera Association, with the cooperation of the Seattle Repertory Theatre and 501 radio presents The Who’s rock opera “Tommy” opening April 25th in the Moore Theatre with a three week run closing May 16th plus two student previews April 25 and 27. Conducted by Norman Dunker who conducted the Seattle premiere of “Hair,” the rock opera stars Steve Curry, who starred in the original Broadway “Hair” production, in the title role with rock blues singer Bob Warfel as the, tour de force, in the show. The opera will employ a large, well-dressed cast of 55, with an activity card may buy two tickets. For further information call MU 2-4200. Tickets for performance nights of the regular run which opens April 25, are priced from $3.50 to $8.00 and are available through P.O. Box 9246, Seattle, WA 98109. Single preview tickets are on sale at the University of Washington PUB Ticket Office. Each Student with an activity card may buy two tickets. For further information call MU 2-4200. The rock opera will open on April 25 at 7:30 P.M., and on April 27 at 8:00 P.M. in the Moore Theater. For the previews all seats in the theater are priced at $3.50 a piece. Orders for tickets in groups of ten or more are now being accepted by Seattle Opera, P.O. Box 9246, Seattle, WA 98109. Single preview tickets are on sale at the University of Washington PUB Ticket Office. Each Student with an activity card may buy two tickets. For further information call MU 2-4200. For the previews all seats in the theater are priced at $3.50 a piece. Orders for tickets in groups of ten or more are now being accepted by Seattle Opera, P.O. Box 9246, Seattle, WA 98109. Single preview tickets are on sale at the University of Washington PUB Ticket Office. Each Student with an activity card may buy two tickets. For further information call MU 2-4200.
Queen Jackie Quon reigns over UNFAIR festivities

Jackie Quon of East Warren was crowned yesterday noon as the 1971-72 May Queen, voted by the student body to reign over the Un-Fair. The other candidates were Karen N. Anderson, Baldwin; Diane Darson; Ann Fugelquist, town student; and Kay Logan, Baldwin.

Selected members of the Associated Women Students selected 16 senior women for the Hall of Fame. The Senate then narrowed down the list to the top five. On April 8, each Whitworth student was given a chance to vote for the May Queen candidate of his choice.

The coronation of the May Queen serves as a way of honoring the seniors. The candidates are selected according to their scholastic ability, activities, and personality.

Jackie, from Honolulu, is a business education major and an elementary education minor. Her activities include being ASWC Secretary; dorm president, social v.p., and AFW represenative; Hawaiian Club Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer; cheerleader; and a member of the Student Elections Committee. She hopes to get a contract in elementary teaching.

An English major and history minor from Merced, California, Karen was ASWC Publicity Coordinator this year. She was on the HUB Board of Control, and served at the Nominating Convention for two years. After working this summer at Mt. Hermon, Karen plans to teach English at Merced High School.

ASWC Secretary for 1971-72, Diane, was also a member of the Forum Committee. She is a social science student in Fresno, California. After her marriage this summer, Diane plans to teach in New York while her husband attends Princeton Seminary.

Ann, a 1969 Homecoming Princess and past ASWC President, is an English and art major and a French minor. Although her plans for next year are indefinite, she hopes to continue in the field of art. Ann is from Spokane.

Another "California girl" candidate, Kay hails from near Berkeley. Her activities at Whitworth include being a T.A. for Core 150, participation in varsity sports; a Resident Assistant in Baldwin, and a member of the Educational Policies Committee, Spiritual Life Advisory Board, Forum Committee, and Women's Conference Committee. After graduation, Kay hopes to teach science students in a predominantly Indian community.

Summer study program visits Europe

"Ten countries in 50 days" highlight this year's Whitworth summer study program. From June 28 - August 16, 1971, students will tour Europe from France, through Italy, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Germany, The Netherlands to England.

Four faculty people given promotions

Four Whitworth faculty members were recently promoted from the position of assistant to associated professor, these were: Dr. Don DeuPree, music; Dr. David Hicks, biology; Dr. William L. Johnson, psychology; and Miss Diana Mark, physical education.

"This is an important honor for any faculty member," said Dr. David Winter, academic dean. The performance of teachers as analyzed by students played a major part in determining promotions. The criteria for teaching performance is determined and approved by the entire faculty, according to Dr. Winter.

Dr. Winter said there were over a dozen candidates for promotion, some of which are still under consideration.

Senator invites students to capital

A small group of Whitworth students traveled to Olympia to observe Washington's legislators at work last weekend.

State Senator George Scott, a Whitworth Alumnus, invited any interested students to visit on April 23rd, so the group left Thursday, April 22. Friday was left open for a tour of the Temple Justice, the State Library, and the Capitol grounds, plus visits to the House and Senate, to various legislators' offices, and to several committee meetings.

Mr. Dan Sanford, coordinator of the trip, hoped to include in the program a session with a lobbying group such as the one for public utilities in Spokane and a talk with a member of the press corps.

"It was kind of an informal trip," Mr. Sanford said, "but it was a good learning experience for the students."

Presently, 250,000 American babies are born each year with one or more birth defects. More than 60,000 children and adults die yearly due to birth defects. The lifetime care for a single institutionalized birth defective child can cost as much as $500,000. With this in mind solde the March of Dimes choose "Walk a Mile for the Life of a Child" as the theme for Big-Foot Walk-A-Lot.

Prizes will be given in such categories as oldest and youngest walkers, highest total pledge, school walking the most miles and others.

Registration information can be obtained by calling FAB-0831.

Big-foot walk-a-lotters walk to help afflicted

Tomorrow the Spokane County March of Dimes will sponsor the first annual March of Dimes Big-Foot Walk-A-Lot.

This 20-mile walk from the Spokane Coliseum to Joe Albi Stadium and back again is being held to help in the fight against birth defects and to aid those children already afflicted.

Each person walking all or part of the course gets a chance to sponsor him at a monetary rate per mile. Walkers will pass through checkpoints along the route and have their route cards stamped. When the walk is over, the walker will show his route card to his sponsor and collect the amount pledged. All funds raised from the walk will go to the March of Dimes Programs in birth defect research, direct patient aid and public and professional education.

Big-Foot Walk-A-Lot is open to anyone who would like to participate and is hoping to be a total community involvement which gives everyone the chance to aid in the fight against birth defects in a unique way.

Queen Jackie Quon reigns over UNFAIR festivities

Jackie Quon of East Warren was crowned yesterday noon as the 1971-72 May Queen, voted by the student body to reign over the Un-Fair. The other candidates were Karen N. Anderson, Baldwin; Diane Darson; Ann Fugelquist, town student; and Kay Logan, Baldwin.

Selected members of the Associated Women Students selected 16 senior women for the Hall of Fame. The Senate then narrowed down the list to the top five. On April 8, each Whitworth student was given a chance to vote for the May Queen candidate of his choice.

The coronation of the May Queen serves as a way of honoring the seniors. The candidates are selected according to their scholastic ability, activities, and personality.

Jackie, from Honolulu, is a business education major and an elementary education minor. Her activities include being ASWC Secretary; dorm president, social v.p., and AFW representative; Hawaiian Club Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer; cheerleader; and a member of the Student Elections Committee. She hopes to get a contract in elementary teaching.

An English major and history minor from Merced, California, Karen was ASWC Publicity Coordinator this year. She was on the HUB Board of Control, and served at the Nominating Convention for two years. After working this summer at Mt. Hermon, Karen plans to teach English at Merced High School.

ASWC Secretary for 1971-72, Diane, was also a member of the Forum Committee. She is a social science student in Fresno, California. After her marriage this summer, Diane plans to teach in New York while her husband attends Princeton Seminary.

Ann, a 1969 Homecoming Princess and past ASWC President, is an English and art major and a French minor. Although her plans for next year are indefinite, she hopes to continue in the field of art. Ann is from Spokane.

Another "California girl" candidate, Kay hails from near Berkeley. Her activities at Whitworth include being a T.A. for Core 150, participation in varsity sports; a Resident Assistant in Baldwin, and a member of the Educational Policies Committee, Spiritual Life Advisory Board, Forum Committee, and Women's Conference Committee. After graduation, Kay hopes to teach science students in a predominantly Indian community.

Summer study program visits Europe

"Ten countries in 50 days" highlight this year's Whitworth summer study program. From June 28 - August 16, 1971, students will tour Europe from France, through Italy, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Germany, The Netherlands to England.

"This tour will be the best that we've ever had, of course," stated Dr. Garland Haas, one of the directors of the tour. "It's planned around the most exciting and significant places in Europe, areas of political and economical developments in the 1960 and 1970s."

Academic Councils offered for this New Europe summer tour are Political Science 300; Politics of the New Europe, History 300; The Historical Background of the New Europe, and Economics 300; Economic Systems of the New Europe. The tour will go with the objective to study the developments which have taken place in Europe in the last 10 years by those different points of view. Sight-seers fills quite a space in the tour's itinerary. However, many varied activities and opportunities are planned.

Four faculty people given promotions

Four Whitworth faculty members were recently promoted from the position of assistant to associated professor, these were: Dr. Don DeuPree, music; Dr. David Hicks, biology; Dr. William L. Johnson, psychology; and Miss Diana Mark, physical education.

"This is an important honor for any faculty member," said Dr. David Winter, academic dean. The performance of teachers as analyzed by students played a major part in determining promotions. The criteria for teaching performance is determined and approved by the entire faculty, according to Dr. Winter.

Dr. Winter said there were over a dozen candidates for promotion, some of which are still under consideration.

Senator invites students to capital

A small group of Whitworth students traveled to Olympia to observe Washington's legislators at work last weekend.

State Senator George Scott, a Whitworth Alumnus, invited any interested students to visit on April 23rd, so the group left Thursday, April 22. Friday was left open for a tour of the Temple Justice, the State Library, and the Capitol grounds, plus visits to the House and Senate, to various legislators' offices, and to several committee meetings.

Mr. Dan Sanford, coordinator of the trip, hoped to include in the program a session with a lobbying group such as the one for public utilities in Spokane and a talk with a member of the press corps.

"It was kind of an informal trip," Mr. Sanford said, "but it was a good learning experience for the students."

Presently, 250,000 American babies are born each year with one or more birth defects. More than 60,000 children and adults die yearly due to birth defects. The lifetime care for a single institutionalized birth defective child can cost as much as $500,000. With this in mind, the March of Dimes choose "Walk a Mile for the Life of a Child" as the theme for Big-Foot Walk-A-Lot.

Prizes will be given in such categories as oldest and youngest walkers, highest total pledge, school walking the most miles and others.

Registration information can be obtained by calling FAB-0831.
Bucs trounce Lewis-Clark in game two; lose first

Whitworth trounced Lewis-Clark Normal 10-3 in the second game of a doubleheader after dropping the first game, 10-1.

The Pirates napped out 11 base hits in the second game, led by Tom Beall's home run and single. Manny Martinez drove in two runs with a pair of singles and Don Resna cracked two doubles. Whit pitcher Rod Taylor yielded seven hits and struck out seven.

Don's Ted Toki rapped a pair of two-run homers to break the Pirates' back in the first game. Steve Jeseteck held Whitworth to six hits in going the distance.

Whitworth's overall record now stands at 9 wins and 12 losses.

Whitworth's baseball team continues in the final half of league play this week-end when they travel to Monmouth, Oregon for two games with Corban College. The home-riders take a conference record of 5 wins and 3 losses into the week-end's action. The Whits are in a mathematical 3-way tie for first place with Oregon College of Education at 5 wins and 3 losses, and CWSC at 4 wins and 2 losses. Central Oregon leads the two teams in point percentage. The Whits must win two games in order to remain in contention for the EVCO title.

Pilcher, team travel to Vancouver Relays

After one weekend at home Coach Larry Pilcher and his track team will travel to Vancouver B.C. for the Vancouver Relays. With a limited team, Coach Pilcher is still very optimistic about the showing the team will make in Vancouver. The competition are expected to be in top shape for the meet as spring's牖 it should be ready for competition. Pilcher plans to use Donnelly in the 400-meter and 1600-meter relays. If he is not ready for the meet, he will be replaced by Earl Carroll in the 400-meter relay and Bill Frost in the 1600-meter relay.


WSU edges Whitwh in two light matches; ends winning streak

by Bill Coverse

The Whitworth tennis squad ran into a hot receiving the conference competition last week as they lost to WSU on Tuesday, April 28th, by a score of 5-2. The match was decided by two light matches that went three sets in second doubles and second singles which were won by WSU. Last Friday, Whitworth lost to the University of Mont., and on their courts by a score of 6-2.

The nettles have been tough lately as they have won their last three matches. They traveled to Gonzaga last Saturday and swept them 9-0. They hosted Whitman Tuesday, April 27th, and beat them handily 6-2. On Wednesday, April 28th, they soundly aced Boise State by a score of 8-1 on the Bus courts.

Whitworth's JV team beat Spokane Falls Community College on Friday, April 15th, on the home courts by a score of 7-2. In a return match with SPCC, the Whitworth "G" (JV) lost 4-2. In the JV match, Dave Wrinkle was number one, Dannie Carter number two, Bill Converse number three and Bob Hibbard number five, and Mark Hegg number six.

So far, Bruce Gogan is undefeated in singles for the season and he and Dutch Tomlinson are undefeated in doubles in match play.

Whitworth plays in the Inland Empire Tournament on April 30th and May 1st at Pullman and Moscow. On May 4, they travel to Central to play a tough match that could decide the leader in the EvCo standings. On Thursday, May 4th, the team hosts OSU in a match that should be close and exciting. The Pirates now have a record of 7-3.

The versatility of electricity seems limitless. As does man's inventiveness in utilizing it to add to our pleasures and cater to our needs.

And as this demand for more and more electricity grows, so does our determination to keep it low in price and high in reliability.

We make it our business to keep the cost of your electric service lagging far behind the cost of living.
Stewart basketball champs

In intramural basketball, Stewart edged out the title by placing first in the "A" and "C" league and first and third in the "B" league. Town B-2 won first place in the "B" league.

In the "A" league action on Monday, March 29, Town A-2 ran away from Goodsell in the second half to beat them 87-55. The half-time score was 49-37 with Town ahead as both teams were shooting well, but Goodsell couldn't find the range in the second half. Town was lead by Dudley Washington in a thriller by a team of 13, with Town put together a balanced scoring attack to win the game. John Lewis ran away from Goodsell in the fourth quarter to defeat Mc Millan 36-17 to take their division title.

In the "C" league action on Monday, March 30, Mc Millan won handily over Goodsell 33-19. Chuck Meyer paced the winners with 13 points. Stewart got a 10-point performance from Steve Leetch in the second half as they defeated Capitol 36-17.

In the "C" league action on Wednesday, March 31, Stewart B-6 came from behind in the fourth quarter to defeat Mc Millan 49-45. Dave Milan also scored 20 points in a losing effort. The winners also got their game-scoring honors. Steve Stanley lead the victors with 18 points and he got backed up with a 10-point and 10-point performance from Terry Cavender and Tom Babagian respectively.

Town B-2 defeated Carlson 87-55 in the "B" league. Town was lead by Dudley Washington in a thriller by a team of 13, with Town put together a balanced scoring attack to win the game. John Lewis ran away from Goodsell in the fourth quarter to defeat Mc Millan 36-17 to take their division title.

In the "B" league, Town B-2 won the championship with a record of seven wins and no losses. Stewart B-8 got second with one loss in seven games. Mc Millan and Stewart B-7 tied for third with a record of five wins and two losses. Carlson and Washington had identical records of two wins and five losses. Town B-3 won one game out of seven and Goodsell was unsuccessful in all seven games at gaining a victory.

Stewart won first place in the "C" league with six wins and no losses. Mc Millan won second with four wins and two losses. Mc Millan was second with four wins and two losses. They lost both their games to Stewart by two points each time. Carlson took third place with two wins and four losses and Goodsell won one game and lost five.

Intramural softball will start its second week of play next week.

Publication honors ten Buc athletes

Ten Whitworth College students have been chosen to appear in the 1971 edition of OUTSTANDING COLLEGE ATHLETES OF AMERICA. Those selected were:

- Doug Curtis - Football
- Tom Stewart - Football
- Greg Hayashi - Track
- Steve Hilles - Wrestling
- Bob Slater - Baseball
- Bill Curry - Golf
- Oliver 'Butch' Halteman - Basketball
- Bob Isitl - Cross Country & Track
- Tom Beall - Football & Baseball
- Tom Babagian - Football & Wrestling

Announcement of their selection was made by the Board of Advisors of OUTSTANDING COLLEGE ATHLETES OF AMERICA, an annual awards volume published to honor America's finest college athletes.

Coaches and athletic directors from individual colleges and universities across the nation nominated the winning athletes on the basis of their displayed abilities, not only in athletics but also in community service and campus activities.

Other criteria for those selected for OUTSTANDING COLLEGE ATHLETES OF AMERICA included strength of character, leadership both on and off the playing field, and scholarship.

According to the late Coach Lance Lombardi, those chosen as Outstanding College Athletes distinguish themselves because necessary traits for leadership have been learned on the playing field.

How to choose your diamond ring

Consider these points:
- Check different sources for the same rings.
- Get a comparable ring from another store.
- Pay attention to the parts of the ring.
- Pay attention to the ring's price.
- Pay attention to the quality of the ring.
- Pay attention to the look of the ring.
- Pay attention to the style of the ring.
- Pay attention to the durability of the ring.
- Pay attention to the warranty of the ring.
- Pay attention to the size of the ring.
- Pay attention to the comfort of the ring.
- Pay attention to the fit of the ring.
- Pay attention to the weight of the ring.
- Pay attention to the texture of the ring.
- Pay attention to the color of the ring.
- Pay attention to the shape of the ring.
- Pay attention to the size of the diamond.
- Pay attention to the quality of the diamond.
- Pay attention to the cut of the diamond.
- Pay attention to the clarity of the diamond.
- Pay attention to the color of the diamond.
- Pay attention to the carat weight of the diamond.
- Pay attention to the setting of the diamond.
- Pay attention to the prongs of the ring.
- Pay attention to the band of the ring.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the band.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the prongs.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's size.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's weight.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's color.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's shape.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's quality.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's cut.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's clarity.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's color.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's carat weight.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's setting.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's prongs.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's band.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's size.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's weight.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's color.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's shape.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's quality.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's cut.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's clarity.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's color.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's carat weight.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's setting.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's prongs.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's band.
- Pay attention to the engraving of the ring's size.
Dean Winter to speak at graduation

Over 200 graduating students will receive their degrees on May 23, the date set for Commencement and Baccalaureate. The names of the graduates are listed below.

Baccalaureate, a worship service, will begin at 10:00 a.m. in the auditorium. Chaplain Duncan Ferguson will deliver the message, with the topic, "The Future of Man: Some Christian Perspectives." Others involved in the service will be Leonard Oakland giving the invocation; Robert Heron leading the "Litany of the Beatitudes" from the newest Presbyterian worship book, Steve Adell playing a piano solo, and Rev. Thomas Erickson from the Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church will say a prayer.

Dr. David Winter, the Dean of Faculty, has been selected as the Commencement speaker at 2:00 in the Pine Bowl.

In a statement released by the Senior Class through the Commencement Committee, the reasons for the selection of Dr. Winter as the speaker were explained. "We asked Dr. David K. Winter to give the Commencement address because of his intimate involvement with the progressive academic developments which have taken place and will take place, here at Whitworth. . . . We yet believe that to a very great extent Dr. Winter will distinctly and positively affect what this college intends and will come to be, in terms of academic and Christian community. There is a totality that we see Dr. Winter helping to establish. We want to hear what is swirling around in his head; we want to hear him before we get out of this place. We probably won't experience any of his ideas but by hearing we will yet feel a part of the eventual reality of these ideas."

Also participating in this celebration service will be several graduating students. Joana Richner will play the organ while Marjorie Ludwig will lead the singing of "America."

After the invocation by Dr. David Dilworth, Ed Morgan and Matt Burnette will read the Scripture in two parts-from the King James Version and also from a paraphrase version for Whitworth College written by Dr. Dean Charlesen. Last but not least, Dr. Harry Dixon will give the benediction by means of a dialogue.

The recipient of the honorary degree of science degree, Mr. Donald E. Warner, will be publicly awarded his honor during Commencement. Mr. Warner is Executive Director of International Health Services, was selected for his work in aero-space medicine. He has spent 20 years in biology and chemical research and was a laboratory director for two bio-satellite space shots.

Prior to graduation, Senior Invitations were held on May 13 in the Loop to publicly honor all seniors for their past achievements.

Dr. Winter will distinctly and positively affect what this college intends and will come to be, in terms of academic and Christian community. There is a totality that we see Dr. Winter helping to establish. We want to hear what is swirling around in his head; we want to hear him before we get out of this place. We probably won't experience any of his ideas but by hearing we will yet feel a part of the eventual reality of these ideas."

Also participating in this celebration service will be several graduating students. Joana Richner will play the organ while Marjorie Ludwig will lead the singing of "America."

Definition of coed dorm hinders progress for fall

A recent survey was taken in which students were asked to mark one of four statements - 1) that they were interested in participating in a coed dorm experience regardless of which dorm or what guidelines were reached and that they would like to help plan it; 2) that they were interested in living in a coed dorm if the right conditions were met and would like to help in planning; 3) that they were interested in living in a coed dorm under the right conditions but weren't interested in planning; 4) that they were not interested in a coed dorm at this time.

Over 100 students interested in planning a coed dorm were invited to a meeting on April 28. About 40 were present at the meeting. Over half of these were from McMillan, there to protect the use of their dorm for coed living. Nineteen present, 13 girls and six boys, wanted to live in a coed dorm. Another meeting took place last Thursday to reach a commitment toward a coed dorm. But definite planning will not start till next fall.

There is no desire to break apart a dorm or destroy dorm spirit, Bob further said. Nor is there a desire for a small group of students to do the planning and have a large group of students put into a coed dorm situation. The first step is to get enough students interested. The second is the actual planning and adoption of a coed dorm. Without the first there will be no second.

Two new faculty to join Whitworth staff next year

In addition to a few new members on the administration staff for next year, Whitworth students can expect two new faculty members. The second Mrs. Pauline Haas, wife of Dr. Garland Haas, is returning to a part-time post in the art department said Dean Winter. He continued, "A few other new faculty members will be teaching one or two classes in their various fields here next fall."

Miss Mae Whitton, English instructor; Miss Evans of the Business Ed department, and Mr. Waitman of the mathematics department are retiring as of next fall. Dr. Lewis, former speech and history instructor, is going to Western Baptists Theological Seminary in Portland to teach.

Dr. Simpson, who is returning to full-time teaching, will replace Miss Whitton. Dr. Gunke is, of course, replacing Mr. Carlson, and Dr. Lewis' classes will be taken on by other faculty members.

"We have a few promotions this year, all from assistant professor to associate professor," said Dean Winter. "These are: Dr. Johnson of the psychology department, Dr. Davis, Music, Dr. Hicks, Biology, and Miss Diana Marks, P.E."
Ecologist Ron Linton charges autos with 90 percent of pollution

NEW YORK—Nearly 90 percent of our pollution problem is in our cities stems from automotive sources, charges ecologist Ron Linton in his book, "Terricide," dealing with the damage that has been done to our environment.

Linton, in the Paperback Library book released earlier this month, says that the present level of control of the stationary sources of pollution is about 80 percent efficient. This has been achieved by rules and regulations governing smoke, particulate matter, sulfur compounds, combustion contaminants; open fires, incinerator burning and smoke from oil field production.

"However," the Terricide author sums up, "the result is that we are still producing just 10 percent of the air pollution with 80 percent efficiency.

In conclusion, Linton admits to "Terricide" that the installation of crankcase and exhaust emission control systems on older vehicles have helped, but insists that much more must be done if we are to make our cities breathable again.

Whole Earth Catalogge--top of outhouse reading list

by Gordon Jones

Whole Earth Catalog—It’s guaranteed to keep you glued to your seat for hours. While primarily designed for backwoods communities, it serves as a mail order catalog of tools and equipment for all volunteers, of all disinterested citizen from the do-it-yourselfer, to the utopian dreamer, to the almonted hermit.

"We walk the line between city and country, between children and parents," says its creator, Stewart Brand. "We want to pick up what the other does, and eat the catalog."

It’s a freakish sort of Sears Roebuck—Complete Report on the Science and Events of the Cybernetic age."

"We’re in an age of dinosaurs," says Brand. "It’s best to be mammalian. Most of what we do here is to aid and abet the development of the mammalian--Brand, a Stanford graduate in biology and a professional photographer—saw the Kenyon organized the first acid rock festival in San Francisco. He joined the Merry Pranksters and lived for two years with American Indians Brand, who loaded up the catalog while returning from his father’s funeral on a plane back in 1966. He proudly loaded his Indian wife Lois and an assortment of wares into an old Dodge pickup truck and loured commuters in New Mexico.

"I wanted to find out what the kids in the communes wanted," Brand recalls. "I found out that they didn’t know what they didn’t have any bread to buy it anyway." So he settled in Menlo Park, California, and launched the Whole Earth Catalog and the Truck Store, a homely store-front which stocks most of the items in the catalog.

Editor Stewart Brand is easier to describe than his catalog— for young people have been telling him that he looks just like the Max von Sydow of Seventh Seal, and Brand says he really does. The Catalog comes out twice a year with a circulation of about 75,000. The suppliant, with only a circulation of about 35,000, is about the people who use the tools for their own personal use. We have been told that the catalog is of peculiar interest to young people, and Brand says that he and the editors feel that are top quality "routines", and all of the items are given reviews. Most of the items are available from the Truck Store but the addresses and suppliers are always included. The reviews are designed to be read— they are free of haze and age, and frequently mystical. It is the reviews, that make the catalog such an entrancing reading.

Like all ecologically good things the Whole Earth Catalog is designed to self-destruct. Having achieve its purpose, to aid "the power of the individual to conduct his own education, to find his own inspiration, shape his own environment, and share his ideas with whoever is interested," the Catalog has announced that it will cease publication with a spectacular spring issue on April 1st. Brand says, "If by that time there aren’t any ideas around doing a better job than we have, then we’ll have failed." His plans for the future are indefinite, but he says that he will keep the Truck Store operational as a mail-order service. I strongly recommend buying this last issue, because it may have an outhouse to read it in. It might just become a collectors item!"
Local draft boards’ calls remain at 125 till July

The Selective Service System announced that the highest Random Sequence Number that any local board may call will remain at 125 through June 1971. The action follows the announcement of Department of Defense that the May and June draft calls will total 20,000, all to the Army. The May draft call had been previously announced.

15,000. The Defense Department has now requested 88,000 through June of 1971, as compared to 99,500 through June of 1970. The highest Random Sequence Number reached through June of 1970 was 170 as compared to the ceiling of 125 through the first six months of this year, a difference of 45.

Cathi El Florist

Flowers for All Occasions (Including Weddings).

Ask about our Student and Faculty discount.

ELIANE NACCABATO

2902 W. FRANCIS AVE.

5 Hills Shopping Center

HAIRCUTS $2.00

‘ SHREWS TAMED ’ $2.75

“BE A SHREWD CUT & CURL CUSTOMER”

PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY ON A BUDGET.

NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY.

K MART PLAZA \\

DAILY HOURS - 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Telephone HU 3-2449

Xl CLEANERS

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

3410 N. DIVISION

(602) 892-6121

Done the way you like it 15% off to Whitworth Students and Teachers

THINGS HAPPEN TO A DODSON GIRL...

Guy, happy, romantic things... the sort of things you want to go on happening forever. When you feel that way, bind your promise with a ring from Dodson’s. The diamond doesn’t have to be large, but it should be lovely, for it will be a symbol of all your marriage can be to the girl you have chosen. Let DODSON’S show you both the difference in diamonds... and their beautiful rings for the young. Terms easily arranged.

DIAMOND RINGS PRICED AT $100, $200, $300

DODSON’S

WINNERS THIS WEEK ARE:

1. BILL FROST
2. CRAIG THOMPSON

Jail Notes

By Timothy Leary

From Jail Notes by Timothy Leary. Copyright © 1970 by Timothy Leary and the Douglass Book Corporation.

Let the punishment fit the crime. Pavlovian conditioning and learning theory teaches that the pain must be directly relevant and immediate.

After year time prison inmate forgot his crime, his appeal, his trial, his judge, his defender. Just doing time. Storing up bite marks of stolen anger.

SIXTEEN COLLAR CRIME

Six months wondering about Charles Manson.

He was, of course, the crushing blow to the exotico hippie movement.

As Man Son, any who looked like Christ was suspect of being a ritual murder.

Even my Mother turned to me and said, “You’re not like that Man Son are you.”

Why Man Son? Why? I have refrained from comment on Man Son because I didn’t understand. I had clearly transcended something social. It seemed impossible that it could be an LSD experiment. But, one must be cautious. LSD teaches us that nothing makes any difference. That the endless killing of innocents?

I maybe experienced just a whiff of his life trip.

Charles Manson spent half of his thirty-five years in prison.

Not a hippy cult leader! He is a well-rounded product of the American penal system, Ph.D. graduate of our correctional process.

System so brutal, no impersonally lethal tender human feeling so precisely designed to increase helplessness, inevitable Pavlovian product is melded. It is completely impossible to do a long prison term and not have moments of insanity, blind, monstrous, cold blood rage. At whom? This choice you and your chance essentially will decide. At anyone in a system that passively allows such things to happen.

I sadden thoughtfully to know that everyone admits the system is wrong. That the system creates crime. That the system encourages homo-sexual rape. Cynicism, Murder.

“Just talking to a guy come in from Soledad. There been seventeen murders there in the last three months.”

When they chained us up to Vacaville the bus stopped to unload some YA’s (young people whiles are brave in defeat.

The door at the mouth. One said, “Pine cop of juicy, soft-skinned boys, oh Marvin.”

This all laugh maliciously.

There is no one who will publicly justify this system. And yet it goes on, and on and on.

And the sentences get longer and longer.

And every step that is taken by liberal legislators to humanize the system just makes the humane barrier heavier. For example it costs between $300 and $620 to accomplish psychological diagnosis which has no effect on rehabilitation or shortening sentence, but which, on paper, gives the illusion of lenient custody.

Each day the prisoner is confronted with dozen crushing examples of callousness. He can no more escape it than you can escape the scent of petroleum in a gas weight, the prison is an assembly-line factory geared up to produce murderous rap.

Wash it off in shower.

Pervasive sweat stink mattress. How many tortured men tossed turned dreamed bloody nightmare dream of a musty brown living beddings?

Charles Manson. Seventeen years behind the bars. Two hundred and four months. Six thousand, two hundred and nine nights lying on bed rages.

Charles Manson? Image and likeness of God?


YOUR LETTER IS RETURNED FOR THE REASON(S) CHECKED BELOW: NO ONE ON THE OUTSIDE REMEMBERS YOU ANYMORE.

Thus St. Thomas teaches that the chief cause of impotence is—justice which refuses the damned every grace.

According to Darrell, Socrates last words: “Please the Gods, let the laughter keep breaking through.”

Here the Blacka laugh. The Chicano smile and scowl. The whites are brave in defeat.

Black voices vibrate through a room. Singing. Cheering.

The damned are saddened of their folly which led them to seek happiness in sin, but not of the malice of sin itself.

There is such meditation in heaves. Everyone here wrestling her. The real deprivation loss of contact with woman.

Jackie Kennedy as Miss-ic Goddess. Image screaming out of car in Dallas. Haunting. Not bitterly. Power marriage, Tantric solution. Be-come one person, one introverted body, one golden harp of fucking. Walking forest holding hands we see twin trees, Telepathy silver key to woman’s liberation.

At county jail, brief twenty minute visit through glass. Rosemary unknown. Leaves forward love net glaze. “I’ll free you, my love,” magnificent, all-encompassing promise.

FREEDOM TO LIVE

They came carefully. Stock-yard mannequin look over longing cattle Guards pot-bellied, slack jaws. Doozl at the mouth. One said, “Pine cop of juicy, soft-skinned boys, oh Marvin.”

This all laugh maliciously.

There is no one who will publicly justify this system. And yet it goes on, and on and on.

And the sentences get longer and longer.

And every step that is taken by liberal legislators to humanize the system just makes the humane barrier heavier. For example it costs between $300 and $620 to accomplish psychological diagnosis which has no effect on rehabilitation or shortening sentence, but which, on paper, gives the illusion of lenient custody.

Each day the prisoner is confronted with dozen crushing examples of callousness. He can no more escape it than you can escape the scent of petroleum in a gas weight, the prison is an assembly-line factory geared up to produce murderous rap.

Wash it off in shower.

Pervasive sweat stink mattress. How many tortured men tossed turned dreamed bloody nightmare dream of a musty brown living beddings?

Charles Manson. Seventeen years behind the bars. Two hundred and four months. Six thousand, two hundred and nine nights lying on bed rages.

Charles Manson? Image and likeness of God?


YOUR LETTER IS RETURNED FOR THE REASON(S) CHECKED BELOW: NO ONE ON THE OUTSIDE REMEMBERS YOU ANYMORE.

Thus St. Thomas teaches that the chief cause of impotence is—justice which refuses the damned every grace.

According to Darrell, Socrates last words: “Please the Gods, let the laughter keep breaking through.”

Here the Blacka laugh. The Chicano smile and scowl. The whites are brave in defeat.

Black voices vibrate through a room. Singing. Cheering.

The damned are saddened of their folly which led them to seek happiness in sin, but not of the malice of sin itself.

There is such meditation in heaves. Everyone here wrestling her. The real deprivation loss of contact with woman.

Jackie Kennedy as Miss-ic Goddess. Image screaming out of car in Dallas. Haunting. Not bitterly. Power marriage, Tantric solution. Be-come one person, one introverted body, one golden harp of fucking. Walking forest holding hands we see twin trees, Telepathy silver key to woman’s liberation.

At county jail, brief twenty minute visit through glass. Rosemary unknown. Leaves forward love net glaze. “I’ll free you, my love,” magnificent, all-encompassing promise.
We get letters:

Student comments on white racism

I am a white student at Whitworth. I cannot pretend to speak for the Black community, but I do feel a duty to express my rage at the blatantly insensitive attitude being shown by some in the Black community. I cannot pretend to speak for the Black community. There are so many incidences of white racism on this campus, open and hidden in middle-class society, that someone must bring them to the surface and probe some white concealed consciences.

The white student wanders through his Whitworth career unable to see any reason for his frustration. He is blinded by his white middle-class background. This is no excuse. A conscious effort must be made by all to learn about and understand the Black frustrations. If you can reflect on his treatment, wake up Whitworth to your inherent blind race.

Black Rage. There were less than 25 whites in the audience, where do you go on Thursday nights that you can't spend an hour to learn how a people feel after being oppressed, and mentally and physically castrated for 400 years? There was not even a token example of wanting to understand. There were only four representatives of the Whitworth staff there. Where were you white liberal professors? Do you pretend to wonder why Jim Minor thinks he won the election for vice-president because he's a crazy nigger? Whitworth, you really showed everybody where your heads at. To put it bluntly, you've blown it. It doesn't have to be this way, start now. Give a damn. Make Jesus a practical way of life that works for all people. If you can reflect on your attitudes, then maybe Blacks won't bust out laughing when they hear Jesus in bigger than black and white.

Free Angela and Bobby

Ron Deffinbaugh

Obscenity scholarship essay contest offers winners $25,000 prize money

Dr. Donald K. Cheek, Vice-President and Director of the Scholars' Center - Human Resources Institute, Claremont Colleges, and Arthur Knight, contributing editor and film critic for The Saturday Review and Professor of Cinema at University of Southern California, have accepted positions on the judging panel for the $25,000 "Obscenity: Censorship or Free Choice?" scholarship essay contest, Mr. Knight and Dr. Cheek join Dr. Martha Boaz, Dean of the University of Southern California School of Library Science, previously announced. The balance of the panel of five prominent, qualified professionals, who will evaluate the entries, is currently being selected.

The national competition, sponsored by Greenleaf Greenleaf Classics, Inc. and Reed Enterprises, San Diego based book publishing and distributing firms, offers qualified students a first prize of $5,000, second prize of $3,000 and third prize of $2,000. Ten $1,000 and ten $500 honorable mention prizes will also be awarded.

Dr. Cheek, who received his Ph.D. in Social Psychology from Temple University, Philadelphia, in 1969, has served with the California Department of Mental Hygiene, Los Angeles County Probation Department, Group Guidance, National Catholic Community Service and numerous other important community affairs groups. Just prior to joining Claremont Colleges, Dr. Cheek was an instructor of Cinema at Lincoln University, Pennsylvania.

Mr. Knight, in addition to his international reputation as a highly respected film critic and instructor of Cinema Arts, has written several books - among them: The Liveline, Art, The Hollywood Style and the History of Sex in Cinema. He has also contributed motion picture entries for Encyclopedia Britannica, Cowles Comprehensive Encyclopedia, World Encyclopedia and Collier's Year Book. Additionally, he has served as a juror at literally all the major international film festivals.

All registered college students (including graduating seniors) eighteen years of age or older are qualified to enter the "Obscenity: Censorship or Free Choice?" essay competition. Graduating high school seniors (if 18 or older and registered for college) are also encouraged to enter. No entry forms are required. However, entries must include a single sheet of paper with their entire name, address and telephone number. Essays must be 1,500 words in length and typed (double-spaced). Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of thought, clarity, organization and creativity. Material must be original and unpublished, as all essays become the property of the publisher. None will be returned. Deadline for entries is July 1, 1971. Winners will be announced September 1, 1971. Prize money will be paid directly to the student or his designated recipient.

Qualified students should send their essays to "Scholarship Competition", P. O. Box 85000, Los Angeles, California 90069.